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Preface
Once again, I find myself converting a nontrivial number of blogposts in HTML to chapters in
LATEX. Several years ago in 2019, I wrote a thesis-length series of posts on my website, The Digital
Ambler 1 , regarding the Art of Drawing Spirits into Crystals attributed to Johannes Trithemius, a
short ritual guide to the conjuration of angels and other spirits using a sort of distilled Solomonic
approach. That series of 23 posts, Reviewing the Trithemian Conjuration, was and continues to
be a great project that has since become well-regarded in the online occult world, and though I
was content to leave it up as blogposts, readers wanted a more convenient offline version to print
out and read at their leisure. To that end, I convered the posts into a separate document, with
the usual changes appropriate to a US Letter-sized printable format from its original online flexible
format.
Earlier this year in 2022, I made another similar feat, although along different lines. After having
my interest in it rekindled through an unusual series of events, I began an investigation into an
obscure French work on divination from the late 18th century entitled the Telescope of Zoroaster. I
came by the text in 2013 by means of a small book put out by Ouroboros Press, and though I always
thought it fascinating, it wasn’t fascinating enough to hold my attention for very long. It was only
through my interest being rekindled that I was caught up like a wildfire in investigating its origins,
translating the original text anew by my own hands, piecing together obscure references, and the
like. Such activity culminated in not one writing project but two: a full translation of the original
1796 French text (upon which a later German translation was made which the Ouroboros Press
edition translated into English) and a 17(ish)-post series on my website exploring and analyzing
the method and madness of the Telescope of Zoroaster. Though not as long as my earlier Reviewing
the Trithemian Conjuration series or as immediately useful for many (given the relative obscurity
of this particular form of divination), I do hope that my writing on it has spurred at least some
public interest in the text and its methods of sortilege, as well as encouraging further research and
experimentation with it besides.
Thus, the present document: a printable, offline PDF version of my Unlocking the Observatory
posts, introducing the text to be discussed and my analysis of it, which I still consider to technically
be incomplete due to the open questions I’ve yet to answer myself. As before with my previous
blogpost-to-PDF conversion, there were some changes made for formatting, division of text, links
being changed to footnotes, and the like. Unfortunately, due to the shift in medium, I have not
been able to preserve comments that were on the original posts; the reader is encouraged to check
out my website for such post-specific dialog where they appear.
I hope, dear reader, that you’ll forgive me any mistakes or oversights in the present text, whether
due to formatting or my own lack of research and knowledge, and that it can help you in better
understanding and applying this elegant and intriguing form of divination. Since the original posts
are available on my blog for free2 , I find it likewise appropriate that this document also be put out
for free so that anyone and everyone who has an interest in the Telescope of Zoroaster can have as
strong a foundation and understanding of it as possible.
Sam Block (polyphanes)
Manassas, Virginia
June 20, 2022
1 https://digitalambler.com/
2 https://digitalambler.com/tag/unlocking-the-observatory/
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Figure 1: Plate I (The Figures of Triangles and Diamonds)
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Figure 2: Plate II (The Table of Principles, Intelligences, Spirits, and Numbers)
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Figure 3: Plate III (The Great Mirror)
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New ebook for sale: The Telescope of Zoroaster!

On the one hand, I should probably apologize to all my followers on Twitter for being3 subjected4
to5 a6 constant7 barrage8 of 9 tweet10 threads11 about12 this13 topic14 for several weeks now.
On the other hand, I can also blame someone else15 for starting me on this bizarre research project.
Either way, those who know anything about my history regarding fixations and obsessions when it
comes to niche occult topics would probably guess I’d get around to writing more formally about
it at some point.
So, back in early March, Nicholas Chapel a.k.a. McCryptoFace on Discord (from the excellent
Hermeticulture blog16 ) asked in the Hermetic House of Life Discord server17 a fairly
innocuous question in the divination channel:
Has anyone ever heard of Zoroaster’s Telescope as a divinatory method? We used to do
it every year for the year ahead back when I was in my temple. I’d never heard of it
before or since, but it was always pretty cool to do.
He and one of the other mods on the server (cuchlann from the G Conley: Magic Arts
blog18 ) eere talking about various cartomantic card spreads, one of which was a Fibonacci-like
spiral spread. The spiraling reminded him of a similar pattern laid out with the tiles of this weird
divination system, and he wanted to know if anyone else was familiar with it, since he himself wasn’t
sure of the details of it.
As it so happens, I have a book on the system—rather, the book on it, I suppose. Back in summer
2013, the fine occult book publisher Ouroboros Press19 put out Zoroaster’s Telescope: The
Key to the great divinatory Kabbala of the Magi20 , translated by the inestimable Dr. Jenn
Zahrt21 (yes, the same one of Revelore Press22 ). Sometime that year, I had seen some link to
the book, probably on Facebook, and given how this was still relatively early on in my magical
career, I thought that it would be a neat addition to my own collection and could be a useful thing
for me to pick up. I mean, Zoroaster? Something related to the Chaldaean Oracles? Astrological
sortilege? It seemed pretty cool! So, in addition to getting a few of Ouroboros Press’s limited-run
prints (namely their lunar mansions print and their Emerald Tablet print), I also got a copy of their
Zoroaster’s Telescope book, and the book arrived later that winter.
3 https://twitter.com/polyphanes/status/1501776056382111747
4 https://twitter.com/polyphanes/status/1501799215239942145
5 https://twitter.com/polyphanes/status/1502394009867718664
6 https://twitter.com/polyphanes/status/1502697631759405062
7 https://twitter.com/polyphanes/status/1503026637201453071
8 https://twitter.com/polyphanes/status/1503418810879156226
9 https://twitter.com/polyphanes/status/1503823252069793800
10 https://twitter.com/polyphanes/status/1506847818325049347
11 https://twitter.com/polyphanes/status/1507768264696504329
12 https://twitter.com/polyphanes/status/1508448909596798987
13 https://twitter.com/polyphanes/status/1508467139417714695
14 https://twitter.com/polyphanes/status/1509382604516171779
15 https://hermeticulture.org/
16 https://hermeticulture.org/
17 https://discord.gg/5vzhykvFuN
18 https://gconleymagicart.wordpress.com/
19 https://www.bookarts.org/
20 https://www.bookarts.org/store/p8/ZOROASTERS_TELESCOPE.html#/
21 https://jennzahrt.com/
22 https://revelore.press/
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And then it promptly sat unused for the next nine years.
It’s not like I didn’t try to read it or anything; I did give it a few honest skims, but I admit, it
was a daunting system. The method itself called for some 112 hexagonal tiles, each with a different
number + planet + zodiacal symbol + angel name on them, each of which could appear in these
elaborate beehive patterns it called “mirrors”, and, uh. . . well, the text didn’t seem to be all that
well-specified. I told myself that I’d eventually get around to reading it and studying it properly,
and one day I’d get a set of wooden tiles and make them myself according to the patterns in the
book. Nine years later, the book has seen more action moving from shelf to shelf and residence to
residence than actually being studied or consulted. However, with this weird question from Nick
seemingly out of the blue, I decided to take this as a sign that maybe this is the time to actually
dedicate some time to learning the system. Maybe I just wasn’t ready or learned enough before
to make heads or tails of the system or something, and it’s not like I wasn’t swimming in occult
research or work anyway, so I pulled the (admittedly tiny) book down off my shelf and started
reading it anew.
Almost immediately, I was hooked. I started putting together spreadsheets to track correspondence tables and lists of interpretations, started jotting down notes on the system, and started
puzzling out how this divinatory system was put together. The more I studied the Ouroboros Press
book (which was becoming something of a pain, because it’s actually really small for my hands
and also too small for my bookholders to actually carry), the more questions I ended up having.
There was plenty about the system that made sense, but for every thing I could puzzle out there
was another that I couldn’t—and the Ouroboros Press book seemed to be, I dunno, incomplete
or inscrutable at times. This led me down a long spiral of research and digging through several
hundred years’ worth of really obscure occult, divinatory, and astrological texts that. . . well, I’ll get
to that in a bit (though I’m sure you can see where this is going).
See, the 2013 Ouroboros Press book is not an original work; as I said earlier, it was Zahrt who
translated it, not who wrote it. What this book is is an English translation of the German text
present in Johann Scheible’s Das Kloster (1846), volume 323 , part II, chapter VII. Scheible
was a German antiquarian and compiler of folklore, issuing a monumental 12-volume series
from 1845 through 184924 containing various magical texts, superstitions, fairy tales, and other
stories or records. Although the entire series is a treasury of folklore and esoterica, volume 3
in particular is an especially useful resource for occultists and magicians, containing such texts
as the Heptameron of Pietro d’Abano25 , On Ceremonial Magic26 by Heinrich Cornelius
Agrippa von Nettesheim, the Romanus-Büchlein27 , a German version of the Arbatel: De
Magia Veterum28 , and others. Nestled among these well-known texts is Zoroasters Telescop,
oder Schlüssel zur großen divinatorischen Kabbala der Magier, which is what the Ouroboros Press
book translated into English for the first time. However, as the Ouroboros Press book itself notes,
Zoroaster’s Telescope did not originate with Scheible, who was, after all, a compiler and not an
author himself. Rather, the system dates back to an earlier 1796 French version, Telescope
de Zoroastre, ou Clef de la Grand Cabale Divinatoire des Mages 29 . Now, admittedly,
I wasn’t about to compare the Das Kloster German book with the 1796 French one myself—my
23 https://www.google.com/books/edition/Das_kloster/4VU5AAAAMAAJ
24 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Das_Kloster
25 http://www.esotericarchives.com/solomon/heptamer.htm
26 http://www.esotericarchives.com/agrippa/agrippa4.htm
27 http://www.esotericarchives.com/moses/romanus.htm
28 http://www.esotericarchives.com/solomon/arbatel_de.htm
29 https://www.google.com/books/edition/Telescope_de_Zoroastre/FsU5AAAAcAAJ
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language skills are nowhere near good enough for that in either language, and the Das Kloster
book is itself written in eye-gouging Fraktur—so I’m going to trust (as I have every reason to)
that Zahrt’s translation of Scheible is spot on and as high quality as we should expect from her.
However, even at a glance, I could tell that there was a lot in the French version that just. . . wasn’t
in the German version: the omission of an entire lengthy introductory epistle as well as concluding
epilogue, the omission of footnotes, and the rest of what remained just generally seemed abridged
or abbreviated.
Seeing this snagged my attention towards this research even more (if such a thing could be
possible), and. . . well, three weeks later, I had my own English translation of the 1796 French
version of Zoroaster’s Telescope, which I have now made available through my Etsy store30 or
my Ko-fi store31 for only US$10!
The Telescope of Zoroaster (inventive title, I know) is a 92 page (US Letter-sized) PDF text in
English that contains, following a brief preface of my own, the first (as far as I can tell) English
translation of the fascinating 1796 French text that presents both a manual to a deceptively-simple
system of divination that brings along with it a grand vision of theurgy, according to how it
was originally published before any other translation or abridgement occurred (or, at least, the
earliest extant such text). Admittedly, I am an amateur at translating French, and even that’s a
rather generous way to put it; I’ve been powering through with a combination of online translation
resources plus harassing my Francophone artist friend Berenike32 (who also has an amazing
Etsy shop of their own33 which y’all should check out selling Greco-Egyptian icons and art),
but I like to think that I’ve put together a fairly reasonable and intelligible translation of the work,
which is itself more of a challenge than even I was expecting—not just that I’m bad at French, but
the text itself was pretty difficult to work with.
Now, here’s the thing. While I was putting together this PDF, I was torn about including
anything more than the translation itself (and my own preface to explain and introduce what the
rest of the text was that follows with a handful of other sources). There is so much about this
system that is just outright delightfully bizarre, and as I mentioned above, for every question I was
able to answer by the text there was another that was raised. While turning to the French original
has been an amazing experience that has done wonders for my ability to grok this divinatory system
(as well as placing it in a broader spiritual practice that turns it into something so much more than
just a divinatory system, which the Das Kloster version of the text, and by extension the Ouroboros
Press version, seems to elide out), there are still so many other questions that I simply have not
been able to answer to my own satisfaction, and so I am left with either conjectures on my part
or halfway-incomplete answers—and I don’t like the thought of putting those into a more-or-less
permanent format as an ebook as I have with some of the other things I’ve done before. Besides, I
mean, it’s not like my blog has been particularly active as of late (I’ve been enjoying a quiet time
to myself besides the fun on the HHoL Discord), and this is a system that is both obscure and
daunting so many people—so why not take the opportunity to actually walk through the text of
Zoroaster’s Telescope (my own, no less!), the system it describes, and everything else about it that
I’ve learned during the course of my research about it?
To that end, over the coming weeks and into June, I’ll be putting up a series of blogposts about
Zoroaster’s Telescope, where I’ll be fleshing out whatever I can about the system (and hopefully
30 https://www.etsy.com/listing/1204131488/pdf-ebook-the-telescope-of-zoroaster
31 https://ko-fi.com/s/b51ecb62f8
32 https://berenikestudio.com/
33 https://www.etsy.com/shop/BerenikeStudio
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garner some feedback and pointers from others more expert than I am in 1600s/1700s continental
European occultism and literature) based on my translation. I would encourage those who can and
who are interested to get a copy of my ebook to better follow along and to pick up on whatever stuff
I don’t mention, but I’ll try to cover all the main points in my posts as well. Seriously, this is a really
neat topic that I’m thrilled to get into, so we’ll start on that soon, and I hope you’ll stick around
and enjoy the ride with me! Maybe this will help more people figure out what this system is, or
at least get more attention drawn to this unfortunately (although maybe intentionally?) neglected
system of spiritual perfection through knowledge.
Also, my apologies to my Twitter and Discord friends who had to put up with me not just
going on endlessly and repeatedly about Zoroaster’s Telescope in general, but also for the delay in
getting out the translation as well as this series of posts. I had to wait on a particularly obscure
modern French book to come in the mail, which took a while to arrive, in order to finish one last
bit of analysis before the whole thing went public, and I didn’t want to start the series only for it
to be interrupted pending such a thing halfway through. Most of this was finished up at the start
of April (not even a month had passed since that original question on Discord!), but I just wanted
to make sure all was said and done before I considered myself finished, too. Still, it’s all there now,
so now we can get started with the actual fun!

Anyway, in the meantime, why not get yourself a copy of my translation and get a head start
on what we’ll be talking about? Head over to my Etsy store34 or my Ko-fi store35 and get
yourself a copy of The Telescope of Zoroaster (or my other ebooks) today!
34 https://www.etsy.com/listing/1204131488/pdf-ebook-the-telescope-of-zoroaster
35 https://ko-fi.com/s/b51ecb62f8
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1

Looking at (not yet through) Zoroaster’s Telescope

Let’s start with a review of the literature as it stands. I touched on this briefly in the last post,
but here’s what we’ve got:
1. Up until my last post, there was only one English translation of ZT available, the 2013
Ouroboros Press version of the text translated by Dr. Jenn Zahrt36 (which I’ll
abbreviate here on out as OZT). The earliest social media posts and records I can find of it
are that it was published sometime in summer 2013, at least by August 12, 201337 .
2. OZT is an English translation of Johann Scheible’s Das Kloster (1846), volume 338 , part
II, chapter VII (KZT). Scheible (as mentioned in the last post) was a German antiquarian
and compiler of folklore and superstition, and in this specific volume of his monumental
12-volume series dating from 1845 through 184939 containing various magical texts,
superstitions, fairy tales, and other stories or records, Das Kloster III contains a number
of other well-known occult texts (a good number of which are referenced up on Esoteric
Archives40 ). The one I referenced was digitized by the University of Michigan Library
on July 3, 200741 (and the whole series are up for public access, too).
3. KZT itself is based on an earlier French book from 179642 (FZT). The publication details
of this are scarce; all I can find out is that at least one copy of this book survived into the
modern era and was digitized by the Bavarian State Library on January 13, 200943 .
That is. . . basically it! However, I do want to note that, in the course of my studies, I found
a fourth version of the text: an earlier German version from 1797 published by Wilhelm
Rein in Leipzig44 (GZT) explicitly as a translation from FZT (“aus dem Französischen”) which
was digitized in 2017 by the National Library of the Czech Republic45 . Fascinatingly,
although GZT comes hot on the heels of FZT (especially compared to KZT), a brief inspection of the
text shows that KZT was not based on GZT; there are too many differences in structure and wording
between KZT and GZT, while there are weirder similarities between KZT and FZT suggesting that
KZT was based directly on FZT, with Scheible consulting a source that was likely ignorant of GZT
and only familiar with FZT. Also, technically, OZT being the only English translation of ZT put
out so far (besides my own) isn’t quite true: William Kiesel, the man behind Ouroboros Press, put
out an original translation by Robert William Mattila in 2003 as part of a very limited run, but
I can’t easily find anything about such a work (just one oblique footnote in a 2008 French text,
mentioned below). While I don’t doubt that Kiesel put out such a book, it may as well not exist
for the purpose of this study, and overall still seems to be based on the same source as OZT, so I’d
guess it to be equivalent to OZT anyway.
36 https://www.bookarts.org/store/p8/ZOROASTERS_TELESCOPE.html
37 https://library.hrmtc.com/2013/08/12/zoroasters-telescope/
38 https://www.google.com/books/edition/Das_kloster/4VU5AAAAMAAJ
39 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Das_Kloster
40 http://www.esotericarchives.com/esoteric.htm
41 https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/100647113
42 https://www.google.com/books/edition/Telescope_de_Zoroastre/FsU5AAAAcAAJ
43 https://opacplus.bsb-muenchen.de/title/BV001689868
44 https://www.google.com/books/edition/Teleskop_des_Zoroasters_oder_Schl%C3%BCssel/VqbQ6sRSHHcC
45 https://aleph.nkp.cz/F/4Q7BK4XL1RT8FP11A7RQAG4IGKPLQ1BCMM6ANJ2TS2DVGVQKNC-24439?func=full-setset&amp;set_number=220695&amp;set_entry=000002&amp;format=999
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So, like, that’s it for primary sources. If it’s not apparent yet, then it needs to be emphasized
that ZT is an exceedingly obscure divination system; even though the end of the 18th century in
France was a super crazy and productive time for the occult scene (this was the time period, after
all, when geomancy hadn’t yet lost all its vigor and was also the time of Etteilla’s popularization
of Tarot as a divination system46 ), ZT seems to have been made and then all but forgotten
about—kinda. In 1797, towards the close of the French Revolution47 , the French Jesuit priest
Abbé Augustin Barruel published his M’emoires pour servir à l’histoire du Jacobinisme
(Memoirs Illustrating the History of Jacobinism)48 (originally in French49 but translated
into many other languages as well, English50 just being one of them). This is a crazy book that
basically goes ham on trying to pin the French Revolution on the Freemasons, Illuminati, and various
other factions and subcultures in French society that wanted to subvert the royal, aristocratic, and
religious institutions in France. ZT gets a shout-out/call-out in Barruel’s book, but beyond that,
we don’t see much in the way of other mentions of this book until a few decades later, most notably
with Scheible’s Das Kloster.
Whereas other, more popular forms of divination—or at least occult texts and traditions that
have garnered at least some public notoriety and awareness—are able to be researched through
secondary or tertiary sources that mention or bring up such methods or texts, we really don’t
have a lot to go on with ZT. I have otherwise only found only a small handful of other texts that
substantially discuss or talk about ZT in any way:
1. “The Seven Mystery Names” in Lucifer, v. 4 n. 23 (July 1889)51 by Jakob Bonggren. This
barely warrants a mention, but this article in the Theosophical Society’s monthly newsletter
does mention the names of the planetary intelligences in ZT. Supposedly, there are other
issues52 of Lucifer with articles by Sepharial or Westcott that reference ZT (or at least the
same Das Kloster volume as what KZT comes from), but I’m not able to find any such
references in Lucifer or by those authors.
2. Die wahrsagende Kabbala der Magier: die Kabbala des Zoroaster, published in 1933 by
theosophist-turned-ariosophist Karl Kern and later reprinted under the name “Baron
André-Robert Andréa de Nerciat” in 200953 . While this text preserves some of the
material verbatim from KZT while abridging others even further than KZT did of FZT, it
does away with much of the supplemental material while also providing a lengthy case study
and example of its own, and also incorporates the recently-discovered Uranus and Neptune
into its system.
3. Astrologie lunaire: essai de reconstitution du système astrologique ancien by Alexandre Volguine (originally from 197254 , English translation from 197455 ). Although this text
focuses on a rather different occult art and practice, it includes a brief section treating on the
angels of the mansions of the Moon as they appear in ZT. It doesn’t really touch on anything
46 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Etteilla
47 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Revolution
48 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memoirs_Illustrating_the_History_of_Jacobinism
49 https://books.google.com/books?id=y8NWAAAAMAAJ
50 https://books.google.com/books?id=D8hxBmISEG0C
51 http://iapsop.com/archive/materials/lucifer/lucifer_v4_n23_july_1889.pdf
52 https://forum.tarothistory.com/viewtopic.php?p=12705#p12705
53 https://www.geheimeswissen.com/product/die_wahrsagende_kabbala_der_magier._die.../408
54 https://books.google.com/books?id=U0QdAQAAMAAJ
55 https://books.google.com/books?id=ZkQdAQAAMAAJ
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in any meaningful way, and the conclusions it draws don’t really line up with anything I’ve
been able to uncover about the book, so it’s just kinda there, I guess.
4. Télescope de Zoroastre, ou Clef de la grande Cabale divinatoire des Mages: ouvrage pr’esent’e
d’efinitivement restitu’e à son auteur l’egitime et annot’e by a group of authors working under
the name “Alexandre de Dánann”, published in 2008 by Edizioni Archè di Milano56 .
This book, while offering a modern reprint of FZT, justifies that the text (originally all-butanonymous) is indeed attributable to Andr’e-Robert Andréa de Nerciat, while also providing
further context of secret societies. (This is also that aforementioned French text that listed
the earlier 2003 translation put out by Kiesel; we’ll talk more about this specific book and
what it has to say in the next post.)
5. Zoroastro, Wizard of the Renaissance (2021), volume 3 in the series The Dark Side of the Da
Vinci Legacy by Susan Audrey Grundy (published as an ebook through Google Play
Books57 ). Although this volume focuses on the claim that the Codex Atlanticus58 was
not the product of Leonardo da Vinci59 but rather his friend and companion Tommaso
di Giovanni Masini60 (also known as “Zoroastro da Peretola”, with “Zoroastro” being a
common nickname for those engaged in the occult), the section on pages 59–62 specifically
touches on the potential authorship of ZT to lie not with Nerciat but rather this earlier
“Zoroastro”.
That’s it: beyond the ZT source books themselves and Barruel’s conspiracy-minded condemnation thereof, there are just two books on their own and a handful of paragraphs from another two
that discuss ZT that I’ve been able to track, beyond a smattering of other smaller oblique references
in footnotes here or there from the past several centuries. As I said, it’s really obscure.
So what even is ZT about? At a high level, the book is fundamentally about a form of divination,
one which I would describe as “numerological sortilege with an astrological flair”. The system makes
use of a number of 112 (or 113) hexagonal tiles, each randomly drawn from a collection, then
assembled in a number of tightly-packed geometric spreads that ZT calls “mirrors”. While some of
these mirrors are used for simple forms of divination (largely relying, as the text describes it, on
a process of elimination by trying to find where one tile is to indicate one particular option out of
many possible options), the bulk of the text talks about “The Great Mirror”, which makes use of
37(ish) tiles put together in a large hexagonal arrangement: one center hexagonal tile, surrounded
by six more, then by another twelve, then by another 18. Of the 112 (or 113) tiles, 108 have
their own planetary and zodiacal associations, and 90 of those have further associations with the
28 mansions of the Moon; the other four (or five) are attributed to much grander cosmological
notions of good versus evil, creation versus destruction, or ascent versus descent. In the Great
Mirror, likewise, each of its 37(ish) houses has its own planetary (and sometimes zodiacal, and also
sometimes lunar mansion) associations, along with its own set of significations that establish that
particular house’s context and bounds for interpreting whichever tile might appear in it.
Yes, there is vagueness and vagary in the above description for a reason, which we’ll get around
to covering, but the gist of the system is basically just that. Despite its up-front complexity that
can easily daunt those who are used to somewhat more modern forms of divination (much of ZT was
56 http://www.alexandrededanann.net/telescope_it.htm
57 https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=OihEEAAAQBAJ
58 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Codex_Atlanticus
59 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonardo_da_Vinci
60 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tommaso_Masini
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written when divinatory Tarot was still new, so many conventions we take for granted nowadays
in divinatory manuals weren’t established so firmly back then!), ZT is (as I find it) a really elegant
form of divination that allows for a lot of intuitive investigation without all that much fixity or
rigidity of rules and processes. The thing is, however, is that ZT only introduces such a system
of divination; as the text is fond of repeating, “a key is not a treatise”, and so the text insists on
only giving a high-level introduction to its divinatory system and leaves both the exploration and
development thereof as an exercise for the reader. Frustrating as it might be for us modern folk,
especially when faced with such a daunting system, the divinatory system of ZT really kinda only
allows for one of two kinds of text: either a short handbook that gives the basic principles of the
art, or a massive text that attempts to flesh out as much as it can (which would still necessarily
be incomplete to one degree or another). In the interest of brevity, the author of ZT opted for the
former. This is one of the reasons why I was snagged in my interest so hard by this text; while
some occultists can’t seem to make heads or tails of it61 (as I wasted this particular 20
minutes of my life finding out in the course of my research), the fact that the ZT system was so
ill-defined was something that I couldn’t pass up for filling in the blanks and fleshing out what it
left empty. (Not unlike some62 other63 projects64 of mine, I suppose.)
I will note something here, though: why is this called “Zoroaster’s Telescope” at all? Yes, the
name of Zoroaster and the Magi get dropped a handful of times in ZT as something it pretends to
descend from; perhaps surprising absolutely nobody these days, this book is as much a product of
orientalizing pseudohistory as Antoine Court de Gébelin’s65 attribution of Tarot to the venerable wisdom of the ancient Egyptians earlier that same century as FZT’s publication. However, let’s
be honest: ZT is fundamentally a product of the more-or-less bog standard continental European
occulture of the late 18th century. And yet, the use of “telescopes” and “mirrors” is striking here;
although mirrors are certainly an old thing throughout the world in one form or another, telescopes
are a much more recent invention. It should be noted that, although telescopes were already
in wide use by the end of the 18th century66 , there is a difference between refracting telescopes67 (which use lenses to magnify images at a distance) and reflecting telescopes68 (which
use internal mirrors to do the same) in how well they are able to clearly magnify distant objects.
Although reflecting telescopes had been around in one form or another since the mid-17th century,
they were significantly improved on in the 18th century and quickly became popular throughout
the astronomical world, facilitating William Herschel’s discovery of Uranus in 178169 . In
this light, we might consider ZT’s use of “telescope” and “mirror” (especially in the context of its
own praising of astronomy and dismissal of astrology—I know, I know, we’ll cover that weirdness
later) to be a sign of the times in keeping up with scientific progress, much as many New Age folk
attribute various spiritual or occult things to quantum physics or string theory. In other words, ZT
gives us a telescope by which we may inspect the spiritual heavens, facilitated by looking directly
61 https://podtail.com/podcast/the-hermetic-hour/zoroaster-s-telescope-and-urania-s-mirror-rebroad/
62 https://digitalambler.com/2020/05/22/on-the-third-book-of-the-corpus-hermeticum-translation/
63 https://digitalambler.com/2021/11/15/new-ebook-for-sale-the-oracle-of-the-dominoes-also-updatedprices-for-my-other-ebooks/
64 https://digitalambler.com/2019/07/16/reviewing-the-trithemian-conjuration-recap-summaryvariations/
65 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antoine_Court_de_G%C3%A9belin
66 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_telescope
67 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refracting_telescope
68 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reflecting_telescope
69 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranus#Discovery
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at the mirrors we produce that reflect their spiritual motions and influences. I think it’s a really
beautiful metaphor, at least—and given how ZT gives us a key (specifically a “master key which
will open not just the main doors but all the side doors, all the cupboards, all the drawers, and even
the smallest secrets”), well, I think you’ll understand now why I’m entitling this series “Unlocking
the Observatory”.
Let’s turn back to the source texts for a bit. As I mentioned in the last post, although OZT is
a fantastic translation of KZT, KZT was based on FZT, but not exactly so; rather, KZT provides
more of an abridged version of FZT and leaves out quite a lot. If we use FZT as the exemplary
version that contains all possible bits, then we can compare the other versions of ZT to it to see
what we’re missing. In order, FZT provides us with the following:
1. Seven beautifully-engraved plates with diagrams (technically six plus a large foldout)
2. An introductory (and lengthy) “Epistolary Essay to One Privileged to be Placed at the Highest
Rank in the Social Order” (hereafter just “Epistle” for short)
3. Seven chapters focusing on basic techniques and information entitled “Steps”, plus one introduction of its own
4. Three chapters focusing on advanced techniques and information that it calls “Supplements”
(and which OZT translates acceptably as “Addenda”)
5. A concluding “Epilogue from the Editors” (hereafter just “Epilogue”)
6. A brief errata offering minor corrections in the French text
7. A good number of footnotes throughout the Steps and Supplements
How do the different versions compare?

Plates
Epistle
Steps
Supplements
Epilogue
Errata
Footnotes

FZT
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

GZT
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

KZT/OZT
Yes
No
Yes (mostly)
Yes (mostly)
No
No
Very few

GZT, KZT, and OZT all drop something out that is present in FZT, the big ones being either
just the Epilogue or both the Epilogue and Epistle, with the Epilogue containing further refinement of technique (and an explanation of something present in one of the plates of all the other
versions but which is never explained) and the Epistle providing a passionate defense and spiritual
contextualization of ZT’s use and purpose. In addition to the fact that KZT/OZT drop most of the
footnotes given in FZT/GZT, KZT/OZT also don’t maintain all the core text of FZT/GZT, either;
to be sure, the core content is present in KZT/OZT, but sections of it are abridged or omitted for
the sake of brevity and (what I assume it considers to be) clarity. This isn’t so much a problem
with GZT, which (at a glance) preserves the structure, length, and content of FZT much more
accurately than KZT/OZT do. It’s no wonder, then, that when modern occultists approach ZT
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through the popular OZT version, they often feel like the text is incomplete; to a degree, this is
attributable to the fact that ZT provides “only a key and not a treatise”, but also, it’s because the
text that they’re reading is fundamentally incomplete, as well. As I said earlier, this is no fault of
Zahrt et al. over at Ouroboros Press; this is the fault of the text that they happened to translate.
This is why I went with FZT for my studies and as the basis of my own English translation, because
it offers the most complete version of ZT that is extant.
When it comes to the actual contents of ZT, what are we faced with?
Epistle A lengthy, long-winded letter by the “Baron de N. . . . . . ” to an unnamed French nobleman,
dedicating the production of ZT to the recovery and rediscovery of ancient wisdom and true
spirituality and offering a defense against skeptics
Introduction A brief introduction to what ZT is and how it contrasts with other (lesser) forms
of divination
First Step The size, shape, and form of the 112 tiles used as the main toolset for the divinatory
method of ZT
Second Step The ways the tiles are put together into “figures” (geometric compositions of tiles
that create a larger geometric shape, e.g. three or six or ten tiles to form a triangular figure)
Third Step The two Principles, two Spirits, nine celestial Intelligences, and the 99 Numbers that
are used in the divinatory method of ZT, including a small treatise of base-10 numerology
Fourth Step The Great Mirror, its cosmological structure, and the notion of reading particular
triads of tiles placed within it (“ideal triangles”)
Fifth Step The life of humanity according to zodiacal and planetary notions according to their
layout on the Great Mirror
Sixth Step Reinterpreting the Great Mirror as the Great Dial to determine matters of time and
temporality
Seventh Step A summary of the meanings of the 37 houses of the Great Mirror
First Supplement Specific methods of finding dates and times according to the Great Dial, how
to engage in divinatory processes with querents and queries, and a summary of the meanings
of the two Spirit tiles, nine Intelligence tiles, and 99 Number tiles
Second Supplement A summary of the 28 natal stars and their angels, their planetary natures,
and what Numbers they are associated with, along with encouragement and directions of
conduct to facilitate spirituality and contact with spiritual entities
Third Supplement Further guidance and considerations on engaging in divination with ZT and
understanding spiritual influences in the life of humanity
Epilogue Further guidance, clarifications, cautionary warnings, and corrections regarding the content of ZT and how it should be applied and developed, along with an introduction to the
errata
Errata A small list of emendations to particular words or phrases throughout the text of FZT
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That is, effectively, the whole of ZT (at least as FZT has it). Rather than trying to cover,
summarize, and discuss each individual chapter on its own, I’d rather take the approach of discussing
particular topics related to ZT and reference the related sections throughout the ZT, because the
text is “a key, not a treatise” and so doesn’t discuss things in a clearly-defined way, rather presenting
bits of technique or information piecemeal as a means to educate the reader, starting with the
basics and working up iteratively to more advanced topics. From basic approaches to divination to
the weird 17th century German astrological texts that influence ZT, from estoeric spirituality to
revolutionary civic religion, there’s a lot to discuss; now that we’ve gotten a high-level bird’s-eye
view of the text, we can dig in more to the text itself in the next post.
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2

Assigning Authorship

It’s hard to come across any discussion of ZT without the mention of André-Robert Andréa de
Nerciat70 . According to the preface of OZT:
Zoroaster’s Telescope is a wonderfully strange book of oracle magic. Written in 1796
by André-Robert Andréa de Nerciat, a French author of Libertine genre, the text later
appeared in a collection of German folk literature compiled by Johann Scheible from
which this English translation was made. The 18th century was an active time for
occultism; magicians and fortune tellers of note were spread throughout Europe, often playing significant roles in historical or political events. This was the era of the
Count of St. Germain, Cagliostro, Antoine Court de Gebelin, Etteilla, Louis Claude de
Saint-Martin, Emanuel Swedenborg and Adam Weishaupt whom were known for their
visionary and magical prowess or accuracy at divining the future. It is a curious fact
that the two genres of eroticism and the occult often overlap as is the case of the author
of the present text, but this did not prevent him from giving advice on bodily desires of
food and love as well as moralizing on the disadvantages of non-restraint.
I mentioned in the last post that the 1933 text by Karl Kern was later reprinted under the name
of “Baron André-Robert Andréa de Nerciat”, and how the 2008 Alexandre de Dánann book goes
on about justifying how ZT is authored by Nerciat, although the 2021 Susan Audrey Grundy text
disagrees and proposes that it lies with Tommaso di Giovanni Masini71 a.k.a. “Zoroastro da
Peretola” with Nerciat merely being a plagiarist or someone who took an earlier text and republished
it. It needs to be understood clearly that none of the original ZT texts itself ever has any sort
of explicit authorship; neither FZT, GZT, or KZT have any mention of who actually wrote the
text. The closest we get is that the Epistle at the start of FZT/GZT ends with a signature of
“Baron de N. . . . . . ”, and it is true that that number of periods does fill in for the missing letters of
“Nerciat”. Still, although there are literary and political references scattered throughout ZT that
give a terminus post quem of the reign of Louis XVI72 in France, there really isn’t a whole lot
to go on in the text itself that establishes it as the author of any particular person, and admittedly
to link “Baron de N. . . . . . ” to Nerciat is a stretc.without further evidence.
So who was Nerciat, anyway? André-Robert Andréa de Nerciat (who sometimes used the
pseudonym “Docteur Cazzon’e” or the anagram “Certani”) was born April 17, 1739 in Dijon73 .
Although little is known about Nerciat’s childhood, he entered military service and rose to the rank
of captain, learning German and Italian in the process. He later returned to France after being
stationed in Denmark, and in the 1770s he entered French aristocratic society and became enmeshed
in libertine affairs of sexuality. This spurred him on to becoming an author and playwright, notably
of erotica, which eventually led him to seek a court position under Frederick II, Landgrave of
Hesse-Kassel74 , but he promptly left a year or two later to join the court of Karl Emmanuel,
Landgrave of Hesse-Rotenburg75 . A year after that, Nerciat returned to Paris and resumed
his military career, working as a secret agent. In March 1783, he was made a Baron of the Holy
70 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andr%C3%A9-Robert_Andr%C3%A9a_de_Nerciat
71 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tommaso_Masini
72 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_XVI
73 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dijon
74 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_II,_Landgrave_of_Hesse-Kassel
75 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Emmanuel,_Landgrave_of_Hesse-Rotenburg
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Roman Empire, and thence went to represent the French royal family in the Netherlands (albeit on
a mission to destabilize the ruling House of Orange), before heading to Brussels and thence again
to Paris in 1788. After this point, things get murky; it is not wholly clear where Nerciat (who
was known to harbor at least some republican sentiments even though he worked for the French
royal government) fell along the lines of the French Revolution. Sources differ on details, but he
was officially employed in the revolutionary government by September 1792, and also worked as a
librarian in the German cities of Neuweid, Hamburg, and Leipzig. While on deployment as a secret
agent in Vienna in 1796, he was exposed and was ordered to leave the city, eventually making
his way back to Paris before being redeployed to Naples in 1797. At this point, he posed as an
Italian baron, and became chamberlain to the Queen of Naples and Siciliy, Maria Karolina of
Austria76 . Interestingly, when French troops marched on Rome (where Nerciat happened to be
staying for espionage on the Vatican), they imprisoned Nerciat, and was only released when Naples
reclaimed the city in 1799. Sickened and weakened by his imprisonment, he returned to Naples,
where he died in January 1800.
Okay, a French spy-diplomat-librarian, working across Europe (especially in France, Germany,
and Italy), and also an author of erotica that centered on French aristocratic voluptuosity (with
just as many and the expected kinds of NSFW prints associated with his works77 ). As
the French Wikipedia article on Nerciat says78 (which both it and the German version79
have much more information than the English version):
Soldier, writer, diplomat, spy, double agent—the knight Nerciat had an even more
incredible life than the licentious whirlwinds of his characters. His life was in the image
of his time, upset by uncontrollable events and political regimes in crisis and in struggle
against each other. Admittedly, towards the end of his life, his penchant for adventures
forced him to an opportunism of survival, due to the adversity of circumstances, but
this destiny, far from any greatness, preserved him from the martyrdom experienced by
Condorcet80 or Danton81 .
If Nerciat, who played both the sides of the royalty and the republic, was often not as
political or lucky as one of his illustrious patrons, Talleyrand, all out of financial necessity
or simple security for his person, he left to posterity a much less perishable literary work.
His novels, so reasonable and appropriate in political philosophy, teem with joie de vivre
and happy health, quite the opposite of the cynicism and harshness of the political life
of his time, which was particularly corrupt and bloody. If his work reflects his life,
this knight and a subtle libertine, had to know very happy moments through so many
professional vicissitudes. On the contrary, if his work in no way reflects his life, then
his chaotic life must have been particularly painful for him to extract such imaginary
compensation from him. To offer a judgment on this matter, it may be decided that
his work is largely autobiographical and offers a very faithful mirror of the very free
morals (but without their corruption and their violence) of the French aristocracy that
the reaction, during the post-Napoleonic Restoration, had not yet darkened with its
implacable repression of morals. In short, his life was as dangerous as his work is joyful.
76 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maria_Carolina_of_Austria
77 https://www.google.com/search?q=%22nerciat%22&amp;source=lnms&amp;tbm=isch
78 https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andr%C3%A9-Robert_Andr%C3%A9a_de_Nerciat
79 https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert-Andr%C3%A9_Andr%C3%A9a_de_Nerciat
80 https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicolas_de_Condorcet
81 https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georges_Jacques_Danton
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Indeed, Nerciat is a super colorful character—but nothing about this says much of occult interest,
and therein lies the weirdness of attributing ZT to Nerciat. Judging from the biblographical history
of Nerciat’s works as discussed in the 1800s, ZT is clearly not a recent attribution of his; in one such
bibliography from 1876, the Bibliographie anecdotique et raisonnée de tous les ouvrages
d’Andréa de Nerciat82 , ZT is indeed listed (under a variant title) on pages 52—53:
The Urn of Zoroaster, or the key of the science of the magi. This work is quoted
by Beuchot in Michaud’s Biographie universelle, and in Didot’s Nouvelle Biographie
gén’erale. Is it a play? is it a novel? No bibliography indicates it. This almost unknown
book must be very rare. Perhaps it is a satire on Mesmer or Cagliostro, very famous at
the time of Nerciat, for their charlatanism and their supposedly scientific discoveries.
We remember, however, having seen this work appear in a catalog published in March
1875, by the bookseller Th. Sluys, in Brussels. This very curious bulletin has the title:
“Catalogue of a very fine collection of old books devoted to women, love, marriage,
facetious, satirical, jolly, scatological, burlesque works, rarities, curiosities, etc.”
We encounter under no. 879, The Urn of Zoroaster, quoted at the price of 30 francs,
with the qualification of “extremely rare”. Unfortunately, despite this publisher’s habit
of most often following his books at marked prices with an excellent descriptive and
bibliographic note, no explanatory note was attached to Nerciat’s work. Today, we are
compelled to remain in this respect, in our perplexity, leaving others the chance to be
happier than us.
Even older “historical dictionaries” or biographic compilations also list associations between
Nerciat and ZT, like this one from 182883 or this one from 182284 . Perhaps giving an origin
to these, there is a letter sent by one of Nerciat’s children, George-Augustus de Nerciat to his friend
and bibliographer Adrien-Jean-Quentin Beuchot85 (the same one mentioned in the bibliography
mentioned above). According to this paper86 hosted by a small website dedicated to the
work of Nerciat87 (my translation):
A family tradition has it that the writer [Nerciat] composed a treatise on “the cabalistic
art”, however this work seems to have been lost. George-Auguste, son of Nerciat, wrote
on this subject: “I went to see Monsieur Beuchot to pay him my respects and give him
a piece of notice on the author of Félicia etc. As for the book The Urn of Zoroaster,
the only copy he had sent to his family was entrusted by Mr. Ducaurroy, my friend, to
a person whose trace had been lost for 16 years. My mother thinks it was printed in
Neuwien. [. . . ]”
Although I can’t seem to find the letter as mentioned in that paper for more context, though
(the reference is to “Ms. fr. nouv. acq. 5203 pièce 281” in the Bibliothèque nationale de France),
this is a tantalizing clue, indeed. The title isn’t quite right, but it’s still something that gives a little
more weight to such an attribution of ZT to Nerciat, along with the historical fact that Nerciat
82 https://books.google.com/books?id=Xzg16gVKPqsC
83 https://books.google.com/books?id=CtNWw0EBFzIC
84 https://books.google.com/books?id=u8s8AQAAIAAJ
85 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrien-Jean-Quentin_Beuchot
86 http://imagez.free.fr/nerciat/Nerciat_Szabries_1_intro.pdf
87 http://imagez.free.fr/nerciat/
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was made a baron of the Holy Roman Empire and posed as an Italian baron in his missions. It’s
still super weird, though, to ground something on this without at least without knowing more of
Nerciat’s background and history, and what involvement or interest (if any) in the occult he had.
To offer a contrasting theory, in her 2021 work Zoroastro: Wizard of the Renaissance88 ,
Susan Audrey Grundy has this to say:
There doesn’t seem to be any strong reason for De Nerciat, who was a popular French
writer of illustrated erotica, to be the originator of this text. It is unclear if it was
even ever published in French. Indeed, the text appeared in a German publication of
folk literature, seemingly anonymous, shortly after the date given to the De Nerciat
Italian publication (1796), as if a manuscript was circulating that was not originating
with De Nerciat. De Nerciat, when not producing pornography, was a soldier and spy.
He ended his life in Naples. It is uncertain for how long he had been in Italy, perhaps
from around 1796, the time of the publication of Zoroaster’s Telescope. He worked for,
it is said, MARIA CAROLINA OF AUSTRIA, QUEEN OF NAPLES (Vienna, Austria
1752—1814). He was reportedly also something of a linguist. It would seem certain
that his source was Italian, given he was in Italy when the work was published, not in
France. It could be De Nerciat only intended to be associated with the introduction.
This book is also sometimes called L’Urna di Zoroastro (Zoroastro’s Urn) or alternatively La chiave della scienza di Magi (The key of the Magi’s science). Of course,
Zoroastro of the title is automatically considered to refer to the prophet of ancient Persia, Zoroaster. Realistically, however, this makes no particular sense, other than making
a link to the prophet’s position in astronomy. Zoroastrianism is not, however, a religion
of vulgar divination. Nevertheless, parts of the text of Zoroaster’s Telescope are said to
condemn Tarot Cards and palm reading, while holding the Jewish kabbala and spiritual
astrology in high regard. This was also a Neoplatonist fixation. It does appear that the
Zoroastro of the text was a recently historic person. Tarot were only introduced into
Europe, likely from Mamluk Egypt, in the fourteenth century, so this is not an activity
one would associate with an ancient prophet anyway.
But if this tract was something to do with the historic Zoroastro of Ammirato’s biography, seemingly still a legend in Florentine folklore, and if indeed Zoroaster’s Telescope
was something De Nerciat found rather than wrote, then what if any were Zoroastro
Masino’s connections to either the Kabbala or to Judaism? . . .
. . . Based on the evidence of Zoroastro’s powerful memory, and the fact of lost manuscripts
long talked about but never recovered, the Zoroaster in Zoroaster’s Telescope is surely
the historical Zoroastro Masino and not the ancient Zoroaster of Persian religion. [. . . ]
Given the lack of any real evidence linking this text to Zoroastro Masino, aside from the
name and tantalizing links in the geometric design and some of the philosophical direction, for the moment it cannot be added to the lost papers. However, it may certainly
belong to the body of folkloric literature that recorded the impact of Zoroastro Masino’s
life and personality on the popular environment. This lingered, despite obvious scholarly attempts to suppress Zoroastro’s dual role, both in his own life and in Leonardo’s,
as well as the impact of his life on the lives of those around him. Zoroastro’s Telescope
88 https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=OihEEAAAQBAJ
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was only first published in 1796, so it is difficult to ascertain extensive influence, not
least considering the arcane nature of it.
Admittedly, Grundy’s work is not exactly in the realm of certifiable history; she presents her
own theory that the notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci were not authored by him in any way, but
rather it was Tommaso di Giovanni Massino (“Zoroastro Masino” or “Zoroastro da Peretola”), who
was a lifelong companion (and life partner) of da Vinci. She notes in her own preface that she
has been often called a conspiracy theorist, and ardently claims that she has a better approach to
understanding the authorship of his attributed notebooks than established history and conventional
understanding. I’ll leave the rest of the topic up to debate for others, but I note that her own account
of ZT seems confused: I’m unable to find any record of an Italian version of ZT, especially one
published the same year as the French one (which she says doesn’t exist, even though it does), so
either she has access to some earlier or contemporary Italian text that there is no other record of
(admittedly a possibility, which she seems to take much advantage of generally) or she’s confusing
Italian with French. The only record I can find of the explicitly Italian name she gives (L’Urna
di Zoroastro) are in similar “historical dictionaries” and bibliographies as I found the other Nerciat
references in, like this Italian one from 182789 that seems to be a word-for-word translation from
the earlier French examples—as even the title of such a book says that it is compilata in Francia
da una società di dotti ed ora per la prima volta recata in italiano (“compiled in France by a society
of the learned and now for the first time in Italian”). Still, Grundy does raise some points worthy
of consideration, even if only circumstantial ones—it may well be that Nerciat did, during his time
in Italy, take up a pre-existing copy or manuscript of ZT and published it as an editor rather than
as its author.
At this point, we also need to bring up the 2008 book Télescope de Zoroastre, ou Clef de
la grande Cabale divinatoire des Mages: ouvrage pr’esent’e d’efinitivement restitu’e
à son auteur l’egitime et annot’e 90 , written by a group of authors working under the name
“Alexandre de Dánann” (which I’ll abbreviate as AdD). This is one of the precious few books written
about ZT, and while the bulk of this book is just a modern reprint of FZT, it also includes a lengthy
introduction about the transmission of the text and its authorship assigned to Nerciat. (In fact,
this book was why this series took so long to get published, because I had ordered it from a small
bookseller in France and it took so long to arrive, and I didn’t want to publish this series without
checking on this book first.) This book is honestly a godssend, and really does cover everything
there is to know about the history, reception, and presence of this text, including pointing out
references made to ZT that even I couldn’t find (like to Arthur Edward Waite’s The Holy Kabbalah,
which offers a footnote or two as an oblique reference to ZT). It is, unfortunately, out of scope
to offer a full translation of what AdD says about Nerciat and ZT (it’s about 60 pages long),
but it offers much to consider regarding the royalist/aristocratic/anti-revolutionary leanings of the
author of ZT, ZT’s understanding of “cabala” versus what we generally understand kabbalah to
be, commonalities between some kabbalistic perspectives and those offered in ZT on the nature of
spirituality, and much more. However, all of this is ancillary to the main point of this introduction
(at least for my reading): offering evidence that suggests Nerciat to be tied to the production of ZT
in some way or another. To those ends, AdD offers the following evidence that I find compelling:
• The fact that the name of the Venereal intelligence in ZT, “Erosia”, appears as a character in
one of Nerciat’s 1788 Le Doctorat impromptu
89 https://books.google.com/books?id=A9Wq49uTm4UC
90 http://www.alexandrededanann.net/telescope_it.htm
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• Nerciat was a librarian in several German estates that had access to mystical/occult texts
• Nerciat did have membership in a Freemason organization, which also would grant him further
access to mystical/occult texts
• A reference to a particular divination done indicating something grave happening to a member
of the royal family (Louis XVI, incarcerated in 1792 and died in January the following year),
tying to a letter Nerciat sent around the same time on the same topic
• A number of similar names and entities were worked with in various rites in France and Italy
in the second half of the 18th century in circles Nerciat was likely familiar with
I admit, though, that while this is all good evidence, so much of this still seems circumstantial
to one degree or another. Like, AdD states that Nerciat was absolutely pro-aristocracy and antirevolution, but AdD also frames this based on what the Epistle says, as opposed to what Nerciat
himself said (or was said to have said). I suppose, to an extent, that unless we were to ever find some
lost journal or diary of Nerciat that says unequivocally that “today I wrote Telescope de Zoroastre“,
then I’d probably say that all we have is circumstantial evidence, but. . . I dunno. Parts of the case
that AdD builds up just seems really weak to me, and while it’s an extraordinarily well-researched
text offering plenty of extra pointers, resources, and citations, I feel like AdD’s claim that ZT was
actually, really, and definitively written by Nerciat still rings a little hollow to my ears.
All in all, I am personally convinced that Nerciat was certainly involved in the production of ZT
as a book published in 1796, although perhaps not as its author, or at least its sole author. I think
there’s enough evidence to ground some sort of association, although the specifics of it may be lost
to time. AdD does reveal quite a bit more about Nerciat’s life and connections, both in various
European nobilities as well as in French governmental and other social groups, and that does give
one reason to think that, although his writing focused on the erotic and sensual, he certainly would
have been familiar with various other currents of society and likely took at least some interest in
them. For my part, I don’t think that Nerciat himself wrote the entirety of ZT, just the Epistle
and Epilogue and filled in a few gaps here or there in the course of his own “editing”. To credit
Nerciat with the complete invention of ZT is a step too far, I think, and in this, I’d be inclined
towards a softer notion of what Grundy suggests: Nerciat compiled some notions from earlier
authors (maybe even a living teacher) and then published the text itself anonymously (because he
wasn’t the originator of the content) but with his own epistle, and thus took credit for its publication
even if not its composition.
That’d be my most-preferred version of the story, at least, but in the end, I suppose it doesn’t
quite matter. There’s definitely much that we can say about ZT—and rest assured, dear reader,
we will—but little of it hinges on the identity of the author that we can’t generally surmise from
the state of 18th century French occultism and occulture. We’ll pick up on that next week.
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3

Dramatis Personae and the Great Cabala

In the last post, I mentioned that there’s no explicit authorship of ZT to anyone; the closest we
get is an obscure signature of “Baron de N. . . . . . ” at the end of the introductory Epistle. While
an attribution of ZT to Nerciat does make sense (at least to an extent), the text itself still remains
anonymous on its own terms. Putting aside the historical identity (if any) of such a Baron, let’s
take a step back and consider the dramatis personae of ZT as a whole. Because FZT provides the
most complete version of the text as a whole (section 1), we’ll use that as the basis for this and all
subsequent discussions unless a particular example from another version is necessary.
• The Epilogue (properly titled “Epilogue from the Editors”) suggests that the publisher of the
book is not the author.
• The Epilogue mentions that the editors were in contact with the Redactor, who provided the
actual text of ZT for the Editors to publish.
• In some of the footnotes and paragraphs in the Supplement chapters (especially the First and
Second Supplements), the Redactor notes that he was taught by other initiates and teachers,
who entrusted him with the primary sources in manuscript form. Notably, such a text was:
. . . a confused collection of orations, invocations, and quotations from pagan philosophers or Fathers of the Church, as well as a series of descriptive reports of operations,
where such-and-such a state of the Great Mirror had announced events which had
been verified in such-and-such a manner. We would have been given permission to
copy this cabalistic journal in vain, for we would never have taken care of it like
that. If ever this Key should become public, we would be ungrateful for having
given it away in the hodgepodge from which we had great difficulty in extracting
it.
• The Epistle, on the other hand, is written by the “Baron de N. . . . . . ” and addressed to “One
Privileged to be Placed at the Highest Rank in the Social Order”, an anonymous (presumably French) nobleman addressed as “My Lord” or “Your Lordship” (Seigneur, which, properly
speaking, was a title of respect for a landlord but not always a sure indication of being a noble
in the formal sense). Abbé Barruel’s M’emoires pour servir à l’histoire du Jacobinisme91 (part I, chapter XI “New Proofs of the System and Mysteries of the Occult Masons”)
says that ZT (according to the English translation92 , and which the 2008 Alexandre de
Danánn book goes on at length about):
. . . was adopted by certain Lodges of Rosicrucians in France a few years before the
Revolution, and particularly at Bordeaux. To prevent, however, all possibility of
being mistaken, whatever we shall say on this subject shall be grounded on the
Cabalistic lectures lately printed under the title of Telescope de Zoroastre. They
are dedicated to one of those Princes whom the author does not name, but whose
zealous pursuits in these mysteries are sufficiently known by public report.
• A handful of oblique references to unnamed “cabalistic initiates” who were also practitioners
of ZT who used it for various purposes in various ways.
91 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memoirs_Illustrating_the_History_of_Jacobinism
92 https://books.google.com/books?id=drtLEAAAQBAJ
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• A mythic origin story, particularly established in the Epistle but also touched upon in the
Third Step and Fifth Step, that establishes the origin of ZT with the eponymous Iranian
prophet Zoroaster93 and the caste of the Magi94 (i.e. priests in Zoroastrianism and related
earlier religions in ancient Iran).
• A small cast of divinities, spirits, and angels (that we’ll get around to covering later on).
• The Candidate or Aspirant, i.e. anyone who would study ZT, including the reader themselves
who is addressed repeatedly throughout the book.
Based on the above, with the mythic exception of Zoroaster and the Magi and the possible
exception of the Baron, it is not clear who, if anyone in particular, many of these personae are
supposed to be or represent. As with countless other occult texts, it may well be that all these
characters are just fictions made as character in the writing of a play (which may well be in line with
an attribution of FZT to Nerciat), and thus meant to evoke a romantic notion of ancient wisdom
passed down in secret, forming secret societies and arcane brotherhoods meant to preserve long-lost
techniques of divinity and divinization—in other words, omitting the sinister connotations of the
word, a cabal, the word itself being tied to the related notion of “cabala”.
On that note, let’s talk about ZT’s repeated use of the phrase “the Great Cabala” and how it
teaches ZT as a “cabalistic art”, because we see this phrase all the dang time throughout ZT. Here
are just a few disconnected examples plucked from throughout (my translation of) FZT:
The Great Cabala, from which I shall lift one of its veils, has nothing in common with
the spirituality of the relationships which may exist between the celestial intelligences
and humanity. Nothing has been able to define these relationships or prove them, but,
on the assumption that it would be possible for God to permit them, nothing could
demonstrate it any more than believing in it would be a chimera.
On these grounds, the Cabala indicates a formula (traced back at least to Zoroaster)
by means of which it is in the power of the privileged either to seek out superhuman
intelligences when one needs to consult them or to easily understand their language
when, of themselves, they have the kindness to apprise the vow of confidence placed in
them.
But let us return to what concerns the Great Cabala more particularly as a method and
vehicle for arriving at the result of divination. By means of the booklet through which
I dare to pay you respectful homage, my Lord, we shall know how one might establish
for oneself, so to speak, a place of rendezvous, where the advocate enjoys the favor of
being in the presence with superhuman beings and can there receive their benefit.
. . . before taking the first step in the path of a science infinitely more intellectual than
rhetoric or music, one must learn the language of the immense land which one sets out
to travel. The Great Cabala, which we are setting out to treat upon, is this science;
the country where we set out to travel is the future. The Great Cabala, so as to
make itself understood, has an equivalent of an alphabet, exclusively its own. From the
combination of what here takes the place of letters also result words, periods, speeches,
93 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zoroaster
94 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magi
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and ultimately precise fragments by which, in taking all they can from it, one can take
what they can from the immeasurable record of the future. At first one will find it quite
easy to read and trace our cabalistic characters, but one would still not be able to hear
the language; even upon hearing it, one would still not yet possess it. Even after much
reading and much writing, one might still remain ignorant of the Great Cabala for a
long time, perhaps even forever.
The Great Cabala only gives us to hold what is human within it, i.e. its physical forms or
conventions, more narrowly restricted than those of the most futile forms of divination
and much less doubtful, for example, than the practical principles of judicial astrology.
As to what is superhuman (which does not mean “supernatural”) in the Cabala, the
mere idea contained in the word “superhuman” establishes in proof that we cannot lay
hold onto what it expresses, and therefore we cannot give it away. It is a definition that
can make its own existence felt.
Of the two Principles, Sisamoro is infinitely good, while Senamira is infinitely wicked.
These names prove that our Cabala comes to us from the Persians: “Sisamoro” is the
reverse of “Oromasis” and “Senamira” of “Arimanes”, both so powerful against each other
according to the religion of this ancient race. All doubts about the origin and antiquity
of our divinatory masterpiece are dispelled by this respectful tradition which transmits
to us, under a fine veil, names so authentically indicative of its origin, although so many
sects have since applied themselves to the same notions, which we Christians call “God”
and “Satan”.
Judicial astrology, at first, took part in a great deal of the Great Cabala. It was the
astrologers who, imperceptibly but inevitably, disfigured an ingenious convention and
stole a source of pure truth in all the abuses that charlatanry needed to successfully
cast mystifying nets. This is the same use that profane people would try to make
of our Great Cabala, those who would try to seize an inanimate doll without being
in good shape, without even worrying about looking for the spark that gives life to
such an immense automaton. Some would seek in its alleged arithmetic patterns a
way to fall upon the lucky chances of a lottery; others would want to know use the
same uselessness that card-shooters know so well of teasing out magical emblems from a
game of spades. Others would have the good sense to see in our Cabala only a formless
(or deformed) supplement to mathematical recreations. Some especially (who affect a
profound admiration for the Great Cabala) will employ it to flatter the passions of their
patrons, to distill into a credulous and naïve sex the poison of licentiousness, to instill
fear into a few weak souls, and ultimately to make dupes of them all. Good God! Let
not this Key fall into the hands of such cheats!
And on and on and on and on. (And yes, ZT has some hilariously caustic language against
Tarot/cartomancy, geomancy, palmistry, and all other forms of divination, but it saves its sharpest
barbs for “judicial/divinatory astrology”, even saying that “modern astronomy” is more useful and
true, which I find deliciously ironic.)
So, the Hebrew word !—קבלהtransliterated as qabālā, kabbalah, cabala, qabalah, or any other
number of variations thereof—literally means “reception” or “tradition”, in the sense of something
handed down from one generation to the next generation, received by one generation from the one
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preceding it. Of course, to most people even slightly aware of religion or spirituality in the West,
this word refers more specifically to a set of esoteric methods, disciplines, and schools of
thought in Jewish mysticism95 . Although various strains of mysticism and mystic practices have
come and gone throughout the millennia in the long history of Judaism such as those evinced by
hekhalot 96 or merkabah 97 literature from the classical to early medieval periods, it can be argued
that kabbalah as such arose only starting in the medieval period properly with the development of
texts like the Zohar98 . Although plenty can be said regarding the development and reception of
such a tradition, this would easily dominate and sidetrack any discussion I’d want to have currently,
and is way outside the scope of a discussion on ZT. Suffice it to say that the development of Jewish
kabbalah was a watershed moment that permanently changed Western esoteric traditions through
the present day, and will likely continue to be a permanent fixture in the future for a long time to
come.
Although so much can be said regarding the similarities and differences between Jewish kabbalah,
Christian cabala, and Hermetic qabalah, as well as who might or might not have the right to study
or engage with any such disciplines of mysticism and how such a thing should be done, none
of that would adequately explain the “Great Cabala of the Magi”, “Great Divinatory Cabala” or
(most commonly) just “Great Cabala” as ZT talks about it. I mean, beyond a few scant superficial
similarities involving a general astrological flair and some sort of importance attached to numerology,
anyone’d be hard-pressed to detect in ZT’s “Great Cabala” anything that would instead be found
more commonly found in the aforementioned historical traditions. In that light, what exactly does
ZT refer to by “Great Cabala”, and how does it conceive of such a thing?
To answer the first question, let’s consider the history of the term “Hermeticism” (some of you
can already see where this is going, I’m sure). Since its inception in classical Egypt some 2000 years
ago (give or take a century or two), this word has been used to refer to a vast assortment of esoteric
phenomena, disciplines, practices, and studies. In the strictest sense of the word, “Hermeticism”
refers to the classical quasi-movement of Greco-Egyptian mysticism whose teachings on philosophy,
theology, theosophy, and the ascent of the soul are attributed to Hermēs Trismegistos, a sort of
heroified syncretism of the Hellenic Hermēs and Egyptian Thōth, and even today, many still use
this term in this sense (myself especially, though I find “Hermetism” to be a nice alternative at
times). However, over the ages, especially after the classical period when the philosophical Hermetic
texts were no longer being produced but other texts (more alchemical, magical, and technical in
nature) were being more commonly associated with Hermēs Trismegistos, “Hermeticism” began to
be broadened and reoriented to the point where it referred to most aspects of Western esotericism
that focus on attaining some measure of divinity or divinization, and then after that to most Western
esoteric stuff in general whether or not it had anything to do with divinity or divinization. However,
as more and more such texts began to be produced, another usage was coming into play: that of
calling things “Hermetic” in the sense of it being not simply esoteric knowledge but specifically
knowledge claimed to be passed down from one initiate to another in a quasi-secret manner; in
other words (as Dan Attrell over at The Modern Hermeticist99 has pointed out), “Hermetic”
is a descriptor less of what is said and more of how it is said100 . In this lattermost light,
the Kybalion can claim to be Hermetic, despite its utter lack of anything resembling Hermeticism
95 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kabbalah
96 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hekhalot_literature
97 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merkabah_mysticism
98 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zohar
99 https://themodernhermeticist.com/
100 https://themodernhermeticist.com/2021/12/26/is-the-kybalion-really-hermetic/
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proper, as it states in its own first chapter101 :
Even to this day, we use the term “hermetic” in the sense of “secret”; “sealed so that
nothing can escape”; etc., and this by reason of the fact that the followers of Hermes
always observed the principle of secrecy in their teachings. They did not believe in
“casting pearls before swine, but rather held to the teaching “milk for babes; meat for
strong men,” both of which maxims are familiar to readers of the Christian scriptures,
but both of which had been used by the Egyptians for centuries before the Christian
era.
In much the same way, the term “kabbalah” does refer specifically to a particular brand and systematization of Jewish mysticism, but as time went on and it became more popular and influenced
other aspects of mysticism and esotericism, the term became broadened in use. Over the course of
its development, kabbalah was at times divested or appropriated from its original Jewish context
and reapplied in Christian contexts or in even more broadly Western esoteric (i.e. “Hermetic”) ones,
at some times as a means to use the same models of mysticism for the same goal without having to
undergo conversion to Judaism, at other times as means to apply the same framework of mystification to one’s own non-Jewish religion. Over time, the notion of what kabbalah was became even
more broad, leading to terms like “cabal” in the sense of “a secret group meeting privately”. As with
“Hermeticism”, the term was at times used to refer not to the what, but the how.
It’s in this light that ZT uses the term kabbalah, spelled in a Latinate manner as “cabala”, to
refer to an ancient system of mystic wisdom passed down from one generation to the next, availing
itself of the word’s literal definition in the process as referring to its popular conception apart from
any meaningful content. ZT never actually defines clearly what its Great Cabala actually is or
consists of except in broad strokes and vague references, and that it has something to do with the
divinatory method of ZT as well as some cosmological content dealing with celestial intelligences
and anthroposophical musings on life and living. Except for what’s strictly necessary to impart as
instructions to learn the divinatory method of ZT, ZT never gives us the fundamental tenets of the
system of the Great Cabala, nor meaningful advice on living a spiritual life so as to better approach
God except through means of practicing this divinatory method (and, as part of that, learning
to restrict one’s diet and sex drive). Considering how the text often refers to this same thing as
(specifically) the “Great Divinatory Cabala”, it may well be that the divinatory method is the sum
total of the whole thing, or at least its crowning achievement and its fundamental groundwork. At
any rate, it’s clear that ZT’s Great Cabala has nothing substantial in common with kabbalah as
the latter is generally understood and considered; we’re dealing with something else entirely, and
should not think that ZT seeks to engage with or support such a tradition on its own terms. This
is where a lot of modern occultists go wrong, I think, when they begin to get into ZT and see all
these references to “Cabala”—it is talking about a cabala, just not the one people assume it would
be.
Despite the idiosyncrasies of ZT, both in how it considers its astrological content as well as
its own divinatory method that sets it apart from nearly all other esoteric works of its genre and
context, ZT still participates in a blend of perennialism and orientalism common to many such texts
all the same, which combine together to form the “Great Cabala”, the teachings of which are what
ZT claims for itself (and, for that matter, so many other esoteric practices and mystical systems) to
derive from. Although these claims are delightfully quaint to a modern reader, especially given how
101 http://www.kybalion.org/kybalion.php?chapter=I
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many assertions of antiquity are no more than a tired cliché that’re as old as the asserted antiquity
itself, we do have to wonder how compelling such a system might have been to someone several
centuries ago. It’s true that ZT never seems to have caught on particularly popularly, perhaps
justifying its own warnings regarding how few people there are to properly receive its Great Cabala
or how many there are who would rather stick to the childish games of reading cards or points or
palms. Then again, what better way to preserve the esoteric quality of something esoteric than
to remain obscure, a single gold thread hidden amongst all the many fibers of jute in a sheet of
burlap?
So, in that light, where exactly does this “Great Cabala” come from? ZT itself speaks very
little regarding the origin of the Great Cabala and its accompanying systems and practices, only
claiming its unsurpassed antiquity, that it is somehow tied to ancient Persia by means of some
nominal references to a small handful of Zoroastrian religious concepts and figures, and that it is
the source of so much else of esotericism (however debased such esoteric practices may have become
in the process of their falling away from the Great Cabala). In order to go beyond this, however,
we can turn to the Epistle, which gives a brief history of the origins of the Great Cabala:
1. In times long past, there existed in ancient Persia the Magi, holy priests devoted to spiritual
pursuits and the accumulation of knowledge and wisdom, and one of these number (if not
their leader) was the famous Zoroaster himself.
2. Over time, the association of Magi and their temples became assailed with disaster and
collapse, leading to their destruction and the pillaging of whatever secrets they had.
3. Those who were able to steal and plunder (or scavenge and preserve) such secrets were able
to engage in similar work, albeit with less purity and perfection than their Magian forebears.
4. Over generations, such secrets continued to be debased and corrupted even further, leading
to the present-day illusory and false practices that misused and abused the true teachings of
the ancient Magi.
Against this trend, however, the author of the Epistle falls back on the spiritual equivalent of
the law of conservation of mass: because nothing can ever be truly lost, then neither have the
mysteries of the Magi been lost, and therefore they can be reclaimed in all their glory, if only one
knows where to seek and how to make use of it, as inspired by the “Pure Spirit” and guided by
celestial and spiritual intelligences so far as is proper for such a person engaged in such restoration.
One need not have a direct tie or lineage to the Magi in order to participate in their Great Cabala,
though what ZT presents would be a sure way of attaining such a thing by means of a spiritual
reconnection, at least for those who are able to engage with it. This can hardly be said to be a
tradition (a word itself derived from the Latin word for “to give over” 102 , representative of
the core of kabbalah itself); even ZT’s own introduction says, because the Great Cabala deals with
things that are beyond humanity, “we cannot lay hold onto what it expresses, and therefore we
cannot give it away”. Rather, while ZT could be described as a discovery or even recovery of the
Great Cabala, were it merely a system of human invention, ZT would be more inclined to describe
it as a spiritual blessing, grace, or even a charism.
Of course, it goes without saying that there’s nothing historical regarding the origins of this
system; the story above can only be understood as occurring in mythic terms, given the glaring
lack of evidence that any such system as ZT existed prior to the French Revolution (much less in
102 https://www.etymonline.com/word/tradition
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any stage of antiquity), that the Magi were given to such practices as described in ZT, or even the
strangeness of incorporating the primary deity and their enemy of a whole religion as little more
than game pieces in a process of sortilege. Then again, as the author of the Epistle writes, a fable
is “only a history of ancient truth diluted in an allegorical mess, the primitive meaning of which is
unfortunately lost to us”—perhaps (but only perhaps) the divinatory method of ZT is not just the
creation of a single person or small cabal at the end of the 18th century after all. Even then, even if
the specific method of arranging tiles into compositions and determining futures by them is unique
to the development ZT in early modern France, ZT still relies on a long tradition of astrology and
numerology that ties it into the broader tradition (however defined) of Western esotericism.
Although it would be a fool’s errand to attempt to make a historical foundation out of ZT’s
own orientalizing pseudohistory, we should definitely remember that ZT itself recalls a variety of
biblical events and stories as being “cabalistic symbols”, worthy of contemplation and philosophical
consideration. In that light, understanding the myth for what it implies and suggests rather than
what it states and declares, we can start to grasp the grander religious and spiritual goals that ZT
impels the reader towards. It’s not that we should think of there being literal ancient temples in
Persia dedicated to the Great Cabala, pillaged and looted by later invaders, the loot and booty of
which was degraded and debased by unscrupulous charlatans—rather, ZT encourages us to look
towards the pristine knowledge of a purer and simpler state of humanity before our present fallen
state, to gather together the scraps of esoteric knowledge and wisdom that can still be salvaged from
low-grade pop-occult texts and streetside “teachers”, and to cultivate what we can into a system
of accessing truth facilitated by the guidance of helpful and directing spirits. This is the legacy of
Zoroaster that is promised by ZT: not a philosopher’s stone by which one can attain to physical
immortality or worldly wealth, not a ring to command the many demons and spirits of the world,
but a telescope by which one may pierce the most profound heavenly mysteries, the heart of which
is a mirror that itself provides the visions we seek.
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4

Planets and Numbers

We’ve covered enough of the preliminary big things in these first few posts that clear up (at least
some of) the literary and contextual concerns about ZT. While there’s certainly plenty more to
discuss the overall cosmology and spirituality of ZT, we need to talk technique first to make any
sense of it. We’ll start with the actual method and system of ZT today, beginning with the basic
symbol set that we use for our tools. If you’ll recall from back in the first post of this series
(section 1), dear reader, I mentioned how I consider a good description of ZT to be “numerological
sortilege with an astrological flair”. This wasn’t an exaggeration: every form of divination that
involves sortilege (i.e. some variation on casting lots, obtaining random symbols from some store
of such symbols), like Tarot or geomancy, requires some symbol set, and for ZT, the symbols used
are the nine planets and the numbers 1 through 99.
And yup, it’s nine planets, at least in a sense. ZT makes use of a nine-planet model based on
the traditional seven from the usual Western esoteric systems we all know and love. In ZT, there
are still the planets Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn (just as we’d expect normally), but
the Sun and Moon get treated a little differently: while astronomically there is just one of each
luminary, in the Great Cabala of ZT there are two: a material Sun and a spiritual Sun as well as
a material Moon and a spiritual Moon. For this reason, ZT draws a distinction between planets
and planetary intelligences, and for the purposes of divination, it’s the planetary intelligences that
form part of our symbol set. (I know, I know, I’m upset that ZT doesn’t make use of the North and
South Nodes of the Moon, which would be more traditional for Western astrological practice, but
then, ZT is very much dead set against astrology and how Western esotericism does stuff anyway,
so whatever.) It’s important to note that ZT makes use of the term “intelligences”, which those who
are familiar with grimoiric or more “high church”-kinds of magic are familiar with for being another
term for a spiritual entity. In some texts, though, “intelligence” is not representative of all kinds of
spiritual entities. In his Three Books of Occult Philosophy, for instance, Cornelius Agrippa draws
a distinction between planetary intelligences and planetary spirits, the former being in charge of
the direction, throttling, and manifestation of the power of a planet, while the latter is more in
charge of the actual flow, presence, and activity of a planet. In the case of ZT, however, where
“intelligence” is a super common term encountered in general, it may be assumed that when ZT
talks about “intelligences” it’s talking about celestial or heavenly entities in general.
Also, a small side-point of clarification here about the ZT text in general: the author of ZT
likes using the terms “physical” and “moral” to distinguish between different aspects of things. The
former makes sense to us as-is, but the latter doesn’t mean something like “pertaining to matters of
correct or acceptable behavior”. Rather, the author of ZT uses “moral” to refer to all things spiritual
and ethereal, just as “physical” also refers to all things of matter and corporeality. Maybe this is
just a trend in how people spoke back then, so I might be making a mountain out of a molehill,
but I at least find it notable from a translator’s perspective.
So, nine planetary intelligences, alright. Each of them has one or two names; in all cases, at least
one name for the intelligences is based on some sort of Greek-like name (which is the name used
throughout ZT). For seven of these nine intelligences, an alternative name derived from Greco-Latin
is also given for some of the intelligences (these latter names being claimed to come from “another
work, probably more modern than the one which guides us”, which may well be a literary deceit).
As with the ZT text itself, we’ll stick to using the primarily Greek-like names given first (and given
below in bold) for our study.
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1. Genhelia (matter-Sun s), whose name can be derived from Greek γενηλια genēlia “sunborn”. Alternate name is “Physia” (variant of Greek φυσις phusis “nature”).
2. Seleno (matter-Moon a), whose name can be derived from Greek σεληνος variant of σεληνη
selēnē “moon”. Alternate name is “Hydrogaeo” (male variant of a combination of Greek words
for “Water-Earth”).
3. Erosia (Venus g), whose name can be derived from Greek ερωσια erōsia variant of ερως erōs
“love”. No alternate name given.
4. Panurgio (Mercury f), whose name can be derived from Greek πανουργιος panourgios “knave,
ruffian”. Alternate name is “Ruffieno” (“ruffian” or, more literally, “pimp”).
5. Lethophoro (Saturn S), whose name can be derived from Greek ληθηφορος lēthēphoros
“Lethe-bringing” or “forgetful-bringing”. No alternate name given.
6. Aglaé (Jupiter j), whose name can be derived from Greek αγλαια aglaia “splendor, shining”.
Alternate name is “Fulgida” (Latin for “shining, flashing”).
7. Adamasto (Mars h), whose name can be derived from Greek αδαμαστος adamastos “unsubdued, unconquerable”. Alternate name is “Gorgonio” (a play off of the Greek Gorgon103 and
a name used for several Christian martyrs104 ).
8. Psykomena (spirit-Moon d), whose name can be derived from Greek ψυχομηνη psychomēnē
“soul-moon”. Alternate name is “Phosphorina” (variant of Greek φωσφορος phōsphoros “lightbringer”).
9. Psykelia (spirit-Sun } ), whose name can be derived from Greek ψυχηλια psychēlia “soul-sun”.
Alternate name is “Celsina” (variant of Latin celsus “tall, high, prominent”).
Before we continue, a note on the symbols used for the planets. As with usual astrological
tradition, the glyphs used to represent the non-luminary planets of Venus, Mercury, Saturn, Jupiter,
and Mars are the same as expected in any text. Genhelia (matter-Sun) is represented by the usual
solar glyph of a circle with a dot in the middle, while Psykelia (spirit-Sun) is represented with
a circle with another circle inside (which may or may not have a dot in the middle of its inner
circle). Seleno (matter-Moon) and Psykomena (spirit-Moon) are both represented with crescent
moon glyphs, but Seleno has the points of its crescent pointed towards the right and Psykomena’s
towards the left.
ZT doesn’t just stop at giving the high-level information there, however. A description of the
domain, nature, and activity of each intelligence is also provided:
Genhelia s This Intelligence presides over birth, growth, and the formation of the
organs; over health and all good natural affections; and over family ties, from parenthood
to the most remote affinity. She is sympathetic, serene, gentle, active, and willingly
favorable.
Seleno a This Intelligence presides over all the same things as Genhelia, but is an
Intelligence that is filthy, selfish, temperamental, and lazy. He disputes with his rival
103 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gorgon
104 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gorgonius
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over all the habits of the body which contract through the concurrence of secondary
causes. What Genhelia strives to improve or change through education, Seleno willingly
corrupts.
Erosia g This Intelligence exclusively governs love, either as a passion of the soul or as
a universal mode of reproduction. She knows all the joys and all the sorrows that love
involves, all its pleasures and all its pains, and of all its moral and physical excesses.
She is a burning Intelligence, but a good, magnetic, and vital one all the same.
Panurgio f This Intelligence presides over the agility of the body, its tricks of skill and
strength, and the finesse of the mind and spirit. He governs and protects all kinds of industries, is prodigiously active, and his most commendable qualities are in interpersonal
skills and eloquence in language. However, he is selfish, insensitive, cunning, prone to
deceit, and humanity is directed through him towards the earning of wealth, illicit or
otherwise, than towards success which results from thoughtfulness.
Lethophoro S This is the only essentially evil Intelligence, who presides over all the
afflictions of humanity from melancholy to despair and from discomfort to death. He
distributes all causes of failure, ruin, disease, and dying; he is weak, unfeeling, jealous,
and resentful; he hinders all virtues and serves all the disorganizing passions of the social
order.
Aglaé j This Intelligence has essentially the same field as that of Panurgio, but purifies
and ennobles everything of which its rival makes ill use. She fertilizes all virtues and
all useful or estimable talents, restores what is proper to the arts and sciences, and
inspires in humanity a disinterested ambition which directs one towards public esteem
and fame than towards opulence. Aglaé is frank, fair, and noble, and she distributes
literary success, honors, dignities, and all rewards of true merit.
Adamasto h This Intelligence presides over any violence, whether merely intended
or actually done. He governs war in general and quarrels in particular, and causes the
shedding of blood; however, he is generous, open-minded, and incapable of resentment.
Adamasto willingly submits to the influence of Erosia who tempers and tames him,
as well as to the influence of Aglaé who constantly shows to Adamasto the danger
of disgrace, as well as to the influence of Psykelia who spurs Adamasto on to glory.
Adamasto’s faultless work is tireless, and his crimes are of his primary movement, but
without any stain of baseness or betrayal. Adamasto is, in short, more tempestuous
than dangerous, and is only incidentally destructive.
Psykomena d This Intelligence can be called the “Overseer of the Whirlwind of the
Immoral World”, who presides over all errors and follies, and who distributes to all indiscriminately all shortcomings, ridiculous non-issues, and all the innumerable strivings
for trivial perfections that result in no real use in the final result of a thing. She inspires
false steps, dictates frivolous productions, draws up vain projects, and constantly excites
humanity into the chasing of some chimera or other. Though libertine and insensitive,
she is without gall, a night without malice, serving as she does without generosity. She
is especially influential over very young men, old people, and the female sex in general.
Psykelia } This Intelligence is as transcendent in good as Lethophoro is in evil, and
sows happiness on all careers open to humanity. She increases the influence of auspicious
Intelligences and corrects the malignity of harmful malicious ones; she prepares all
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great fortunes and unexpected illustriousness. Opulence, victory, and triumph attach
themselves to wherever she looks. She renders sublime all good sentiments; she exalts
fidelity, constancy, friendship, love, and courage. She maintains the fire of genius, pulling
humans out of their worst steps and purifying them to be able to reach for the highest
degree of perfection allowable by human nature.
All in all, the natures of the intelligences are about what one would expect for their respective
planets, though with a much dimmer view of the lunar intelligences and of Saturn than I would
have expected, and a much more realistic and frank one of Mercury than is often encountered or
appreciated.
It is on the basis of these nine planetary intelligences (hereafter just “Intelligences”) that we can
then proceed to the Numbers. In the system of ZT, each of the numbers from 1 to 99 is given a set of
significations that build up numerologically from simple principles. Those principles are themselves
the Intelligences, each of which is given to one of the “primitive Numbers”, or the single digits 1
through 9, in the same order as the Intelligences are shown above: 1 to Genhelia, 2 to Seleno, 3
to Erosia, 4 to Panurgio, 5 to Lethophoro, 6 to Aglaé, 7 to Adamasto, 8 to Psykomena, and 9 to
Psykelia. It should be stressed that the Intelligences are not numbers themselves, but receive these
numbers as a lord does a vassal; in other words, the Intelligences are on a higher ontological level
than the primitive Numbers, and the primitive Numbers act as representatives of the Intelligences.
After the primitive Numbers come the compound Numbers, which are double-digit numbers that
are themselves composed of the primitive numbers plus the null digit (0). Each compound number
falls into a group of numbers established by the primitive Number it reduces to: the standard
numerological procedure of “adding up all the digits until you get a single digit number” is the
process here, such that 45 → 4 + 5 = 9, 66 → 6 + 6 = 12 → 1 + 2 = 3, and so forth (or, more
mathematically, take the number modulo105 9, i.e. divide the number by 9 and take the remainder,
replacing a 0 result with 9). To keep track of all this, ZT provides a table of numbers which maps
the 99 numbers to the planetary intelligences. What’s neat about this, though is that because there
are 99 numbers and we add another 9 to them (the Intelligences), if we plot out each series of 9 on
separate rows, we get twelve rows total (because 99 + 9 = 108 and 108 ÷ 9 = 12). What ZT does
with that fact is that it allots each consecutive set of nine symbols to one of the twelve signs of the
Zodiac in order, as below:
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces

s

d

g

f

S

j

h

a

1
10
19
28
37
46
55
64
73
82
91

2
11
20
29
38
47
56
65
74
83
92

3
12
21
30
39
48
57
66
75
84
93

4
13
22
31
40
49
58
67
76
85
94

5
14
23
32
41
50
59
68
77
86
95

6
15
24
33
42
51
60
69
78
87
96

7
16
25
34
43
52
61
70
79
88
97

8
17
26
35
44
53
62
71
80
89
98

105 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modulo_operation
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}
9
18
27
36
45
54
63
72
81
90
99

This table is originally given (and far more beautifully rendered) in ZT as “Plate 2” (see figure 2).
While there are a bunch of other elements on this illustration which we’ll get around to covering,
let’s just take a look at the table of numbers itself. When we take a step back and look at all the
Numbers, we can divide up the Numbers into several groups:
• Primitive Numbers: numbers composed of single digits (9 total)
• Compound Numbers: numbers composed of two digits (90 total)
– Simple Compound Numbers: numbers composed of two digits where both digits are
different and nonzero (72 total)
– Double Compound Numbers: numbers composed of the same digit twice, i.e. a
primitive number multiplied by 11 (9 total)
– Tenfold Compound Numbers: numbers composed of one primitive digit and one zero
digit, i.e. a primitive number multiplied by 10 (9 total)
As I said earlier, each of these 9 Intelligences and 99 Numbers has their own set of significations
and meanings. That said, we don’t have to memorize meanings for them all, because there’s a trick
to it: you only really need to learn the meanings of the Intelligences and the primitive Numbers,
and the rest all fall along in a nice, convenient pattern.
As an example, consider the primitive numbers 3 and 7. 3 is the number of Erosia (Venus), and
has the meaning of “object of the heart, fecundity, fertility” (under Erosia’s general signification of
“love, the universal magnet”). 7, likewise, is the number of Adamasto (Mars), and has the meaning
of “military status, chiefs, sometimes competitors” (under Adamasto’s own general signification of
“the strength of soul and body, violence, the element of fire”). Now, if we take 3 and 7 and combine
them into a compound number, we get either 37 or 73. In both cases, these numbers reduce to
1 (3 + 7 = 10 and 3 + 7 = 10, but 10 → 1 + 0 = 1), which is the number of Genhelia (matterSun). Because of this, both 37 and 73 have something to do with Genhelia’s general domain. In
the case of 37, the meaning is “burning senses, amorous passion”; in the case of 73, “rapt in love,
romantic/novelesque adventures” (with “romantic” used in the older sense of fantastic stories of
chivalry and nobility”). Note how both 37 and 73 retain their basic Venereal and Martian qualities
(their single digits), but permuted in different ways within the general contextual scope of matterSun (their reductions to a primitive number).
To hammer in the lesson, let’s also consider the numbers 5 and 8. 5 is the number of Lethophoro
(Saturn), and has the meaning of “ruin, fatal illness, secret enemy” (under Lethophoros’s general
signification of “death, darkness, the element of water”); 8 is the number of Psykomena (spiritMoon), and has the meaning of “the feminine being, the social whirlwind” (under Psykomena’s
general signification of “mistake, vanities, inconstancy, foreign countries”). The compound numbers
58 and 85 both reduce to 4 (5 + 8 = 13 and 8 + 5 = 13, and 13 → 1 + 3 = 4), putting both these
numbers under the domain of Panurgio (Mercury). 58 has the meaning of “deceived wife, sometimes
her death”; 85 has the meaning of “treacherous woman, sometimes testament”. Again, note how the
compound numbers retain their basic qualities of Saturn and spirit-Moon (according to their single
digits) but play out in different ways according to the context of Mercury (their reduction).
We see these things touched on in the list of advice and considerations given towards the end
of ZT:
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1. Let us never tire of reflecting on the attributes assigned to each Intelligence, and
what about these attributes are respectively analogous to each other or incompatible with each other.
2. Let us deeply penetrate into the primitive quality that each simple number has,
inasmuch as it is often the representative of its own planet and recalls it everywhere
it may be.
3. Let it be ingrained that whenever a simple number appears joined with another to
form a compound number, each of the two digits still preserves something that is
primitively proper to them, wherever it may fall in some mirror or in some orbit,
even one most foreign to its planet or angel.
In general, if we look at the meanings of the compound Numbers, we see a pattern arising: the
basic planetary concept expressed by the tens digit acts upon or makes use of the basic planetary
concept of the ones digit (e.g. 85 = spirit-Moon on Saturn = woman making use of ruin, but 58 =
Saturn on spirit-Moon = ruin falling upon woman). We just have to remember that each compound
Number is bound by three things: the two separate digits it is composed of and the single digit
it reduces to. Thus, although one could conceivably come up with any number of things that 37
might resolve to being “Venus acting upon/making use of Mars” for weal or for woe, we have to
remember that we are bound by the semantic limitations of these things falling in line with the
general field of matter-Sun (because 37 reduces to 1).
At least, that’s the general idea for understanding the compound Numbers in general, but that
works especially for the “simple compound Numbers” (e.g. 78, 29, 32), where a compound Number
has two nonzero digits that are different from each other. What about the other two kinds of
compound numbers?
• For the double compound numbers (a.k.a. “doublets” where both digits are the same, i.e. a
primitive number multiplied by 11 like 22, 33, 44, etc.), it’s a similar deal as before: take the
single digit, compound it upon itself, and interpret it in the context of the primitive number
it reduces to. For instance, consider 6, the primitive number of Aglaé (Jupiter), which has
the meaning of “prudence, wisdom, great magistracy” (under Aglaé’s general signification of
“fame, arts and sciences, the element of air”). If we double the number (or, more accurately,
multiply it by 11) to get 66, then this number reduces to 66 → 6 + 6 = 12 → 1 + 2 = 3,
the number of Erosia (Venus). As a result, 66 has the indication of “legal marriage, social
concord” (Jupiter acting on Jupiter within the context of Venus). Likewise, using numbers
we’ve already encountered before, if we take the number 7 of Adamasto (Mars) and double
it, then we get the number 77 which reduces to 77 → 7 + 7 = 14 → 1 + 4 = 5, the number of
Lethophoro (Saturn); 77 has the indication of “severe physical accident, violent death”. It’s
the same process as before.
• For the tenfold compound numbers (a.k.a. “nilled numbers” where the ones digit is 0,
i.e. a primitive number multiplied by 10 like 20, 30, 40, etc.), the result is a little different.
In the system of ZT, even though zero is a digit, it is not a primitive Number, and so has no
Intelligence associated with it. In this case, a nilled number will always appear in the same
column as the primitive number of its corresponding tens digit (e.g. 70 will always appear in
the column of Adamasto/Mars because 70 → 7 + 0 = 7). Such a compound Number has a
general indication of the privation, diminution, or depletion of its primitive Number’s general
idea. Thus, 70 can be read as “weakening of Mars”, and thus has the meaning of “weakness,
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discouragement, cowardice”; 30 can be read as “weakening of Venus” → “celibacy, chastity,
monasteries, insensitivity”; 40 can be read as “weakening of Mercury” → “aborted wealth,
empty plans or intrigues”. This is a slightly different pattern than the rest of the compound
numbers.
That’s all there is to it: by understanding what the basic meanings of the digits 1 through 9
are, we can permute them and reduce them to come up with a rather specific set of meanings in a
well-defined semantic field. In this way, ZT has its own sort of “astrological numerology”, and rather
than having to memorize a set of indications for every Number from 1 through 99 in addition to
the nine Intelligences themselves, one really just needs to learn the nine Intelligences and the nine
primitive Numbers and then how they can all fit together. It’s actually a really neat way to generate
meanings—which is why we see warnings throughout the ZT that the tables of indications provided
for meanings and significations like this are inherently limited and limiting, given that they’re only
a few words long and are only meant to illustrate possible meanings that fit the tens digit/ones
digit/reduction digit trifecta of symbols, rather than trying to flesh out all possible meanings. ZT,
after all, “is only a key, not a treatise”.
All the same, to fill out the understanding of how the basic symbols of the numbers come together, here’s the list of indications for each of the Intelligences and the Numbers given in ZT
(according to my translation of FZT). The following list of indications comes from the “First Supplement” in ZT, but note that, due to HTML/blog platform restrictions, I’m not able to put in the
Unicode glyph for the list element representing the Intelligence itself; instead, the Intelligence is
represented by a negative single-digit number, e.g. “-2” represents the intelligence of Seleno, while
2 is the primitive Number that pertains to Seleno.
Genhelia s
-1. Existence. Physical soul. The homeland.
1. The male being. The people. Birth.
10. (The male child will live only for a short time.) Short duration.
19. Noble origin. Ascent of the individual.
28. (A girl will be born.) Acquaintance with a woman.
37. Burning senses. Amorous passion.
46. Great profits. Acquisitions. Tutors. Education.
55. Natural death. (Sometimes bankruptcy.)
64. Losses. Trials. Legal practitioners.
73. Rapt in love. Romantic adventures.
82. Maternity. The mother. Productive causes.
91. Great age for a man. Experience. Consideration.
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Seleno a
-2. Kinship. Common interest. The Earth.
2. Second causes. Society. Clubs.
11. Sympathy. Dependencies. Twins.
20. Breakups. Solutions of interests. Hearths.
29. Whirlwinds of the Great. Courtiers. Falsehood.
38. Woman giving in. Seduction. Adultery.
47. Passive attacks. Debates. Outrage.
56. Happiness crossed. Aborted success. Widowhood.
65. The Savior. The Avenger. The Peace.
74. Advantages by strength or skill.
83. Woman in love. Hysterical passions.
92. Powerful help. Protectors.
Erosia g
-3. Love. The universal magnet.
3. Object of the heart. Fecundity. Fertility.
12. Reproduction. Amorous enjoyment. Success.
21. (A son will be born.) Nascent bond.
30. Celibacy. Chastity. Monasteries. The insensitive object.
39. Illustrious gallantries. Fortune through love.
48. Illicit unions. Theatrical overreactors. Wanderers.
57. Jealousy. Disasters by love.
66. Legal marriage. (Sometimes social concord.)
75. Unlucky passion. Corrosive feelings.
84. Insidious woman. Perverted young man.
93. Circle of delights. Fortune of chance.
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Panurgio f
-4. Wealth. Trade. Travels. The seas.
4. Discoveries. Intrigues. The opposing party.
13. Aspirant. Talents to be treasured and cherished.
22. Happy association. Friendship. Letters.
31. Good fortune for a clever man. Chickens.
40. Aborted wealth. Empty plans or null intrigues.
49. Eloquence. Orators. Ascending.
58. Deceived wife. (Sometimes her death.)
67. Great success by talent. Enterprises.
76. Works for glory. Monuments.
85. Treacherous woman. (Sometimes testament.)
94. Sublime talents. Mechanical virtuosos.
Lethophoro S
-5. Death. The night.The element water.
5. Ruin. Fatal illness. Secret enemy.
14. Bad faith, people thereof. (Sometimes doctors.)
23. Orphans. Bastards. Those bound to misfortune.
32. Incestuous passions. Shunned pleasures. Vices.
41. End of a man. Violent thieves. Lawsuit lost.
50. End of a loved one. (Sometimes ruin avoided.)
59. Death of a great person. Public disaster.
68. Dangerous enemy. Hypocrisy.
77. Severe physical accident. (Sometimes violent death.)
86. Hospitals. Women dedicated to the service of the sick.
95. Perversity. Powerful enemies. Great crimes.
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Aglaé j
-6. Fame. Arts and sciences. The air.
6. Prudence. Wisdom. Great magistracy. Embassies.
15. Skillful chemists. Friends of humanity.
24. Family of merit. Grand establishments.
33. Virtuous and constant love. Meeting of lovers.
42. Social utility. All honest professions.
51. Death of a sage or a friend. To be condemned.
60. Desertion of good ways. Dangerous actors.
69. Illustriousnesses. Titles and orders of merit.
78. Passion for women. Poetic enthusiasm.
87. Great virtues of women. Heroines.
96. Great protectors. Virtuous path.
Adamasto h
-7. The strength of soul and body. Any violence. The element fire.
7. Military status. Chiefs. (Sometimes competitors.)
16. Great courage. Obstinacy. War.
25. Family in discord. Tasks. Civil unrest.
34. Careful and firm conduct in love. (Success.)
43. Ascending through feelings. Beloved superiors.
52. Loss of a parent or associate. To be gone.
61. Father. Benefactor. Blessings. Favor.
70. Weakness. Discouragement. Cowardice.
79. High ranks. Military honors. Generalship.
88. Pairs. (Sometimes feminine discord.)
97. Strength and power. States. Armies. Public wealth.
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Psykomena d
-8. Mistake. Vanities. Inconstancy. Foreign countries.
8. The feminine being. The social whirlwind.
17. Nonsensical passions. Punishable enthusiasm.
26. Public criticism. Gossip.
35. Quarrels between lovers. Absence.
44. Maladministration. Shame. Correction.
53. Loss of the most cherished being.
62. Family authority. Prohibition. Poverty.
71. Disturbed brain. (Sometimes an effeminate man.)
80. Short life for a female being. (Sometimes murderers.)
89. Great lady. Sovereign woman. Influential woman.
98. Remarkable extravagance. Crazy and mad people.
Psykelia }
-9. Perfection. Heavenly soul. The light.
9. Nobility. Elevation. All kinds of success.
18. Household protected by fortune. Fortunate lineage.
27. Authority over the nation. Public respect.
36. Conjugal love. Happiness and virtue.
45. Legacies. Success on critical occasions.
54. Death of an enemy. Triumph. Lawsuit won.
63. Loves favored by public opinion. Religion.
72. Family strength. Federations.
81. Extreme old age for a woman. Prejudices.
90. Abdication. Retreat from the whirlwind. (Sometimes degradation.)
99. The height of prosperity. Sovereignty. Papacy.
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If this all seems like a lot, it’s because it is—but at least we know what’s generally going on.
Rather than having to memorize each of the 108 indications given above as being something fixed
and immutable, we just need to recognize the pattern and learn from these indications as being
more like illustrative examples.
To wrap up this discussion, there are just two big questions on this topic left that we should
consider. First: if you recall that Table of Numbers from before (given in Plate II), there’s not just
the Intelligences and Numbers on the table, but also the signs of the Zodiac. What role do they
play in establishing or fleshing out meanings of the Intelligences or Numbers? Bluntly speaking, I
can’t see that they do; if we read the numbers across the table, there doesn’t seem to be a whole
lot that ties in the significations to any given Zodiac sign, and ZT never brings these up at all
when discussing their meanings. While it’s not outside the realm of possibility that one could
involve the Zodiac signs as an extra consideration or another semantic boundary to establishing
the meaning of a given Number or Intelligence, and while the relatively free approach to generating
meanings might well be permitted by ZT, I don’t think ZT actually does this. In short, based
on my understanding of ZT, I don’t think the Zodiac signs matter (or should matter) at all for
the purpose of establishing, generating, or understanding their meanings. The signs of the Zodiac,
rather, have a different function which we’ll get to later on in describing periods of life of humans
and illustrating some temporal concepts, but don’t have a strong symbolic presence in the system
of ZT. While one could feasibly work in the meanings of the signs of the Zodiac somehow into the
overall meanings of the Intelligences or Numbers, I don’t think ZT actually implies that this should
be done, rather sticking to a purely numerological approach to develop meanings.
The second (and more historically interesting) question: where is ZT getting its system of
numerology from? That is a great question, frankly, and one which I struggled with for quite some
time. There are many systems of numerology that involve the planets in one form or another, but
it’s not as common to find one that doubles the Sun and Moon, and less common still to find any
set of numerological meanings like what ZT uses. Either ZT is literally making its own system of
numerology up (in the sense of giving certain numbers to certain planets), or it’s taking inspiration
from some other obscure source. I have my suspicions about where it’s coming from, but it requires
more context to justify and explain, and we’re not quite there yet; we’ll cover that in a future post.
On the other hand, if you, dear reader, are familiar at all with similar systems, do say so down in
the comments; you might be helping everyone trace the development of the system of ZT here in
the process (and helping to make up for my own limited research), or at least spurring people on
to research more leads to that end!
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5

Tiles as Tools

In a sense, it might be a bit odd that I would start the discussion of the actual technique and
trade of ZT with the notions that are symbolically used for divination first rather than the tools
that employ the symbols and which are themselves physically used for divination. I mean, most
discussions about Tarot start with the actual cards themselves; why don’t I start with the tiles that
ZT uses? The way ZT teaches its method is that it starts with a brief description of the actual
tools themselves, and then progressively builds upon that in an iterative way to ultimately teach
the whole divinatory method of ZT. The book is surprisingly well-written in that regard, especially
at a time when divinatory literature along these lines (as we modern folk might recognize it) was
still in its relative infancy; we have to remember that, by the time of FZT’s publication in 1796,
the divinatory use of Tarot cards were only two or three decades old at this point, and the common
approach of using non-Tarot poker cards was only a few decades older than that. For such a text
as ZT to deal with sortilege in such a clear manner (for some definition of “clear”, I suppose) is
actually really admirable and insightful as to good manual writing techniques.
As just mentioned, ZT is what I consider to be a form of sortilege, i.e. the casting of lots, the
mantic word for which is “cleromancy”; this is a form of divination where outcomes are determined
through the random selection of one or more particular symbol from a set of possible symbols,
where the symbol(s) itself and the order in which the symbol(s) have significance. With that sort of
definition, if it sounds like a lot of forms of divination we think about as such are sortilege, you’d be
correct: everything from astragalomancy106 to cartomancy, from the Urim and Thummim107
to the Magic 8-Ball108 would all be variations on sortilege. Many of these -mancy words, after all,
indicate something about the kind of divination one does, but generally tend to focus on the tool or
medium by which such divination is done: thus, astragalomancy is “divination with knucklebones”,
cartomancy is “divination with cards”, and so forth. Still, the underlying mechanism by which Tarot,
runes, geomancy, and even ZT all work is fundamentally the same: generate a random answer from
a set of possible answers and interpret accordingly.
With the exception of what one might call “abstract cleromantic methods” like geomancy that
focus less on the tools one use and more on the mathematical processes one uses, most forms of
sortilege rely on, well, sortes, the Latin word for “lot”, from which we get the words “lottery” and
“allotment”. In general, this refers to the little tokens, counters, or tablets that are used by being
randomly drawn from some pile, collection, or vessel, and which may be interpreted both according
to what was drawn as well as to how it was drawn (e.g. orientation and order). For astragalomancy,
it’s the four bones/dice (which represents an abstract “collection”) which are thrown to see which of
their sides they show (which represent the answer drawn); for runes, it’s generally a bunch of stone
or bone tiles with a rune carved on them drawn from a bag; for Tarot, it’s the individual cards
with their respective symbols printed on them that are drawn from the stack. ZT is another kind
of sortilege, so we have our own set of tokens to draw from a collection, closer to runes or Tarot.
This puts ZT in the same overall divinatory category as cartomancy—ironic, given the vitriol ZT
has against “card-shooters” and other such forms of divination:
We have said just enough for the curious, before briefly giving some time to the study of
the Great Cabala, to suspect that seeing clearly—and especially seeing far—is not a matter of study over a few weeks, as if it were a question of telling fortunes by hands, points,
106 https://digitalambler.com/2014/11/11/on-astragalomancy/
107 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urim_and_Thummim
108 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_8-ball
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or cards. One can soon become a doctor-sorcerer through chiromancy,* geomancy, and
through so many similar lies—for what else can one call any of these so-called “methods
of divination”, which brazenly qualify themselves as science but which none of them
have the source of all truth, the Pure Mind, as a patron? Even a child utterly lacking
in genius can become a chiromancer, a geomancer, a methodical cartomancer in a short
time, as skillful as their master or as the books that indoctrinate them. But it is neither
so quick nor so amusing to become an enlightened Cabalist; the latter, moreover, lacks
(or willingly pretends to lack) the money of such people, as if, as regards capital, the
cabalist alone is rich.
∗ This usage of “chiromancy”, “geomancy”, etc.gives no more than names to certain
childish things, astonishingly proliferated by means of printing, and which alone are
addressed here. The true divinatory art disdains to claim its usurped privilege over
them.
Oh well!
At any rate, let’s talk tools: what is it that we need to use for ZT? The book provides an
exceptionally clear set of guidelines and prescriptions regarding the nature, size, shape, and material
of the tools to be used (which are all given for practical reasons more than anything else), but at
a high level, what we use for ZT are a set of 112 (or 113) small tiles in the shape of regular
hexagons, six-sided shapes where every side is the same length and every vertex has the same angle
(120◦ ). Why do we use these? Because hexagons are the bestagons109 . More seriously, I do
have a notion of why hexagon tiles are called for as opposed to circular tiles which becomes more
important for particularly-advanced spiritual adepts working the ZT system, but for the most part,
I don’t think it particularly matters for the actual method of divination itself, given variant forms
of recording readings described later, but we’ll get to that later on.
As for what ZT prescribes regarding the nature of such hexagonal tiles, they should be:
• Made of wood that is firm and not brittle (though they may be made of any relatively sturdy
material like cardboard or cardstock if necessary)
• Be sized such that the long diagonal (one corner to its opposite) of each tile is 20.304mm,
with each side being 10.152mm
• Be sized such that each tile is no thinner than 1.692mm and no thicker than 3.384mm
• Be engraved so as to hold a circular inlay, most preferably of white wood or some other surface
that is not so slick as to have ink or pain wiped off easily, which is half the thickness of a tile
and which is placed in the center of each tile
• Each tile should be made identical to all the others in size, color, and (if possible) grain and
texture
The reason for the weirdly specific sizes given in millimeters above is a conversion from the text;
the text gives measurements in the French ligne “line” 110 , which is 1/12 the French pouce “inch”,
specifying that a tile’s long diagonal should be 9 lines long, no thicker than 1.5 lines and no thinner
than 0.75 lines. While sticking to these precise measurements is always encouraged, the point here
109 https://www.youtube.com/embed/thOifuHs6eY
110 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Line_(unit)
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is that the tiles should be convenient to draw and manipulate, so aim for something the size of a
medium coin, like a US quarter or dollar coin, a Japanese ten/hundred/five-hundred yen coin, an
EU one/two euro coin, a British one/two poound coin, or the like—at least as I would find them
with my gigantic man-hands, so those with smaller hands and shorter fingers may find slightly
smaller dimensions more convenient and comfortable. As for the inlay (literally “incrustation”),
well. . . my understanding is that some wood can sometimes soak up ink, pigment, or paint really
easily, so it helps to write something on a separate piece of wood and then embed that in a larger
piece so that there’s no risk of bleed-through. For similar reasons, we don’t want whatever we put
on to easily smudge or wipe off, which is why we want something absorbent to hold whatever we
write or draw on there, hence why ivory (plastic would be a modern equivalent for its similar surface
properties) is explicitly discouraged in the text. Of course, an inlay is not strictly required if one
is able to suitably write the design needed on the tiles without bleed-through or staining, even if it
is preferred.
All these considerations here are given for their practical causes, not any spiritual significations.
Likewise, although this is often a concern for many modern divinatory practitioners, there is nothing
in ZT regarding consecration, blessing, or purification of the tools used for divination. We need
to remember, after all, that the social and historical context of ZT was France at the end of the
Revolution: between a longstanding Catholic influence and the newly-surging confluence of atheism
and deism that combined to form the Cult of the Supreme Being111 , there’s not a great chance
that the enchantment of tools along these lines would be considered anything more than superstition
by some or an insidious debasement of the “Great Cabala” by others. Of course, there’s nothing
saying one can’t do such things to their tools, but the overall method, cosmology, and spirituality
of ZT (which we’ll cover eventually) kinda renders it a moot point.
Okay, enough about the construction of the tiles; what about what goes on them? As might
be expected, each tile gets one symbol written, printed, or painted on one side, with the other side
remaining blank. The tiles should be oriented such that they are written on with a corner above and
below the design and sides to either side; in other words, there should be a long diagonal oriented
north-south. ZT says that there should be 112 (or 113) tiles, and in the last post, we covered 108
different symbols (nine Intelligences and 99 Numbers), so each of those gets its own tile: either we
put on a one- or two-digit Number on a tile, or we put on the glyph of a planetary Intelligence on a
tile. Easy enough; that’s 108 of the 112 (or 113) tiles. What about the other another 4 (or 5) tiles
that we haven’t covered yet?
This is where we start to touch on the cosmology of ZT, because these tiles get into much broader
notions than particular indications or significations in a reading. ZT describes two Principles and
two Spirits:
Of the two Principles, Sisamoro is infinitely good, while Senamira is infinitely wicked.
These names prove that our Cabala comes to us from the Persians: “Sisamoro” is the
reverse of “Oromasis” and “Senamira” of “Arimanes”, both so powerful against each other
according to the religion of this ancient race. All doubts about the origin and antiquity
of our divinatory masterpiece are dispelled by this respectful tradition which transmits
to us, under a fine veil, names so authentically indicative of its origin, although so many
sects have since applied themselves to the same notions, which we Christians call “God”
and “Satan”.
Sisamoro is represented in his lodge by a radiant upwards-pointing equilateral triangle.
111 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cult_of_the_Supreme_Being
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Senamira is represented in his lodge by a flaming upwards-pointing five-pointed star,
accompanied by lightning and hail.
Of the two Spirits, one is favorable, akin to the good genius of the ancients, by whom
they supposed that each human was constantly accompanied, or at least watched over.
This is the “guardian angel” of the Catholics, the spirit Sallak; this spirit is feminine,
and represented by a small upwards-pointing equilateral triangle with three wings.
The other Spirit is harmful, akin to the evil genius of the ancients and also a companion
of each human, amusing itself by laying down traps. This is the malevolent Angel, a
masculine spirit called Sokak, represented by an upwards-pointing five-pointed star with
a tail, sometimes by a simple black pentagon, a figure which (without turning to the
quality of the number it recalls) represents the cross-section of a coffin.*
* “Sallak” and “Sokak” are also “Kallas” and “Kakos” read backwards, two words almost
correctly borrowed from Greek, the first of which signifies “beautiful”, the second “bad”.
Without a doubt, from time immemorial, this reverence that these virtuous beings have
for the Divinity did not allow any given Inventor of the Great Cabala to split by one
simple genius such an attribute that characterizes par excellence the Almighty, the
Creator, the Eternal; Sisamoro (Oromasis) seemed to them a sufficient source of good.
This idea is not the least moral or least wise among those of our oriental Author.
What we have here is a notion of Ultimate Goodness and Creation (Sisamoro) and Ultimate
Evil and Destruction (Senamira), which function as cosmic principles that affect things on a grand
scale—and (emphatically) not necessarily on an individual scale. Rather, when it comes to the
individual, that’s where Sallak and Sokak come into play, who are respectively the representatives
and emissaries of Sisamoro and Senamira for each individual human being, in much the same
way that a planetary Intelligence is represented by its own primitive Number. When it comes
to divinatory indications (like we discussed in the last post with the Intelligences and Numbers),
Sallak represents good fortune and Sokak ill fortune; that’s eays. Sisamoro and Senamira are. . . more
complicated, shall we say, and we’ll get to that later when we talk about the Great Mirror. And yes,
the text of ZT makes it explicit that the names “Sisamoro”, “Senamira”, “Sallak”, and “Sokak” are
just reverses of other words, especially Oromasis (Ahura Mazda112 ) and Arimanes (Ahriman113 ,
a.k.a. Angra Mainyu, sometimes syncretized in the classical world as Arimanius114 ). Like with the
overall notion of ZT descending from Zoroaster and the Magi, this is another instance of orientalizing
without anything particularly meaningful, a superficial borrowing of another religion’s theological
concepts for our much more limited purposes here.
Unlike the Intelligence and Number tiles, ZT is clear about what goes on for the Principle and
Spirit tiles. While you could use the full description as above, one might also simplify things slightly
(especially for those without exceptional artistic skills):
• Sisamoro: A large white/unfilled upwards-pointing equilateral triangle, additionally with
small rays coming off it if desired
• Senamira: A large black/filled-in upwards-pointing five-pointed star, additionally with lightning bolts coming off it if desired
112 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahura_Mazda
113 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahriman
114 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arimanius
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• Sallak: A small white/unfilled upwards-pointing equilateral triangle with one wing coming
off each side
• Sokak: A small black/filled-in upwards-pointing five pointed star with a pointed trail coming
off it, or a small black/filled-in upwards-pointing pentagon
Congrats, you now have all the information needed to make the tiles! While you could certainly
carve out and inlay a whole set for yourself according to the exact specifications above, you can also
get sets of premade wooden hexagonal tiles for relatively cheap from craft stores or game supply
stores and just write on them in permanent marker like I did. Like, here’s one such set of tiles I
got for myself and wrote on, spending like US$25 for the whole set115 .
Of course, you could do something much fancier, or turn to The Game Crafter where Calyxa’s
Curios116 has produced a ready-made ZT divination set117 , which I myself also got and am
thrilled about it (especially the quality for such a good price).
And with that, it’s finally time to address the elephant that’s been hanging out in a corner
of the room with us. I’ve been saying “112 (or 113)” tiles at a number of points recently: why
the variation, and what is this mysterious 113th tile? In all versions of ZT extant (FZT, GZT,
KZT/OZT), there is an elaborate foldout called “The Urn” which gives an elaborate example of
all the tiles used in ZT (see figure 7). From left to right, you’ll see the tiles of the Intelligences,
followed by the tiles of the Numbers, followed by a few spare/blank tiles, and then those of the
two Principles, the two Spirits, and. . . a small tile with the image of a cherub on it with the word
“Sum”. There is a helpful annotation on the foldout that briefly describes the purpose of this tile.
OZT translates it as:
Sum. I am. This figure indicates the person or thing in question.
Bizarrely, however, there is no mention of this tile anywhere in ZT—or, at least, that’s if you’re
reading GZT, KZT, or OZT. FZT is the only text that preserves the Epilogue, which describes
(amongst other things) the full purpose and use of this tile:
The figure Sum represents, either in the passive or in the active, the being in question;
this figure rarely appears in a Great Mirror without adding much to the meaning, either
in its own particular part of an orbit or the orbit as a whole by which it is surrounded.
Sometimes it suffices to announce a vision, if it happens to form a triangle (equilateral,
of course) with two other figures or two simple numbers, but this rule is subject to many
exceptions. The figure Sum is sometimes affirmative, sometimes negative, sometimes
auspicious, sometimes menacing; we often see it shorten the detailed calculation of
epochs and the operations described in the section on the temporal regime, but take
care to determine either too lightly or too heavily the meaning of this superlatively
influential figure. Moreover, the Pure Spirit does not allow the truly Called to go
astray; that being said, miracles never happen to keep the inattentive operator or one
lacking instruction to fall into error.
According to the Epilogue, after the original text was already headed towards (or was in?)
production, the Redactor of ZT sent the Editors an updated and more helpful set of tiles, which
the Editors reproduced as the Urn foldout above:
115 https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07RPM9MYK/
116 http://calyxa.com/
117 https://www.thegamecrafter.com/games/zoroaster-s-telescope
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Figure 8: Hand-drawn ZT tiles.
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Figure 9: Calyxa’s ZT tiles.
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While this work was being printed, the Redactor, apparently desiring that a greater
number of amateurs might profit from it, was kind enough to send us models of hexagons
more detailed than those used by experienced Cabalists, and which are those as shown
after the epistolary dissertation. Given the difficulty of inlaying the surface of the
wood, as well as all that we found on the new hexagons added to either the Figure or
the Number that each of them expresses, we decided to effect this design as being more
suitable for the utensils, with an imprint from the plate similar to the one shown: we
thus have united, on each piece, a Figure or a Number, its planetary glyph, and its
sign of the Zodiac that each of these pieces comprises, in addition to the name of its
Intelligence or Angel.
But the Redactor, by making such an accommodation favorable to our particular interest, asked us in turn to announce that he did so with some regret, as such details
are likely to make the Candidate negligent. Rather, one should strive beyond all else,
by dint of practice, to become imperturbably familiar with each Figure, each number
together with the Planet, the Sign of the Zodiac, and the intelligence or angel which
relates to it, as well as the department of these celestial beings and the kind of influence
invested in them.
This explains the elaborate design of the tiles given in the foldout present in all versions of ZT:
it’s not that each tile must have the spirit name and number/glyph and zodiac sign and whatnot, but
having all those are like having Tarot cards with the Hebrew letter, planetary/elemental/zodiacal
glyph, keywords, and the like: they’re interpretive aids for the sake of those who need to reference
them without pulling out their “little white book”, but not mandatory parts of the cards themselves.
Likewise, when it comes to the tiles of ZT, you don’t need to have the spirit name of each tile,
what a given Number’s planet and Zodiac sign are, and the like; they may be helpful for those who
are still learning, but are not required for the purposes of divination. Thus, if you want to use the
more elaborate tiles with all their decorative and correspondence elements, feel free to; otherwise,
especially if you’re crafting your own, you can just keep it simple. For me, keeping things aniconic
and unnamed was a nicer aesthetic choice, which is why I went with a Seal Script variant of the
Chinese character118 自 meaning “self” for the Sum tile in my own simple prototype set of tools.
But, to return to the Sum tile for a moment longer, it’s frustrating to me that the Sum tile is
present in all versions of ZT, but is only described in FZT, with none of the other versions preserving
the Epilogue as a clearly-necessary part of the ZT text that explains its use. This leads to an
interesting problem: given the smaller spread of FZT and the wider spread of GZT/KZT/OZT, do
we use it or not? The core text of ZT doesn’t say anything about it, after all, although the Epilogue
does and, more importantly, every single version of ZT includes it with the rest of the tiles. I would
personally say that we should use it, even if it was an omission at first by the original Redactor but
later included almost as a correction. However, if one were to stick to the GZT/KZT/OZT versions
of the text that don’t describe the use of the Sum tile except in that brief statement on the Urn
foldout, either out of caution to not use what isn’t specified clearly or as a means to go with the
Redactor’s “original vision”, I’d think that’d be understandable, as well. I’ll leave it to the diviner
in question as a matter for them to decide.
Taking another look at that Urn foldout, you might notice a slight difference in how the Sisamoro
and Senamira tiles are depicted. On the Urn, the Sisamoro tile has an extra Latin letter O on it,
while the Senamira tile has an A on it. These are not described in the text of ZT itself; I personally
118 https://hanziyuan.net/#%E8%87%AA
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think that they’re referencing the “proper” reverse names of the principles, Oromasis and Arimanes,
respectively. I don’t think this all that significant beyond an indulgence on the part of the illustrator
more than anything, perhaps as an extra interpretive aid; note how all the other tiles have some
name on them, including the Spirit tiles, suspended on a banner of some sort, but the Principle
tiles have no such name on them explicitly. Rather than besmirching or condensing the otherwise
elaborately-drawn Principle sigils on them, it may be that the illustrator tacked on a mnemonic
cue to help those still learning to remember which is which.
The foldout I keep referencing above is called “the Urn”, which ZT itself also uses as the general
name for the vessel that contains all the tiles. Recall that sortilege in the sense of Tarot or runes
requires the random drawing of tokens from some collection, like a pouch for all of one’s runes or a
stack of cards for Tarot. In the case of ZT, the text says that the tiles are put together and drawn
from “the Urn”, which it notes could be “an urn, bag, box, purse, or even a simple handkerchief”.
What one draws the tiles from doesn’t really matter, so long as it’s some sort of container that is
conveniently-sized to mix up, reach into, and pull individual tiles out of without being able to see
what they are until they are drawn. For us modern folk, one of those large cheap felt bags that
come with a lot of divination kits or rock/crystal sets would totally work fine.
Alright, one last note for today: although ZT focuses on the tiles as being the primary tools of
divination, it doesn’t just specify the tiles. ZT also mentions the use of three (or four) pieces of
paper, each of which has something written upon it. Rather than making anything too big out of
this, all these papers are are basically for reference; for instance, Plate II (the Table of Numbers
from the last post) is one such piece of paper. ZT fully expects people to require a “little white
book” to reference in the course of divination, and the ZT text provides everything one might need
to come up with their own for quick-and-easy lookup for the major points of the divination system.
These pieces of paper are a super minor “nice to have” thing rather than a “must have”, so it’s not
a big deal whether or not you actually have one or not.
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6

Figures, Mirrors, and the Great Mirror

Alright! As of the last post, we now have the toolset required for divination; in Tarot terms, we’ve
taken a good look at all the cards (so to speak) and know what they are, what they represent, and
the like. What comes next is how to make use of such tools, and just as Tarot cards get drawn and
arranged into spreads, so too are the tiles of ZT drawn and arranged into. . . well, there’s a bit of
terminology we have to go through and sort out first, I suppose, because ZT was trying to innovate
its own terms in a time when such terms were still in the process of taking shape and becoming
standardized.
• Figure: A geometric shape composed of tiles, named after the shape that it forms.
• Mirror: A whole figure that is used for divination.
• Tablature: “The reasoned and just enunciation of what a Great Mirror gives to read”, i.e. the
interpretation and reasoning of a divinatory session (especially, but not necessarily, making
use of the “Great Mirror”—more on that term later).
In order to form a figure from tiles, one composes a figure by arranging successive tiles in an
outward spiral, starting from one tile then proceeding counterclockwise, with the second tile always
to the lower left of the first then proceeding outwards from there. Tiles within figures are always
densely-packed, meaning that there is no space between them and tiles are pushed together against
their own edges and corners. In this way, given the hexagonal geometry of the tiles, figures can be
formed in shapes that are overall triangular, quadrangular, or hexangular.
A. Four kinds of triangular figures
1. The 3-tile triangular figure, also called the “small triangle”.
2. The 6-tile triangular figure, also called the “simple triangle” or “hollow triangle” (because its
center is a meeting of three tiles at a vertex instead of a whole tile itself).
3. The 10-tile triangular figure, also called the “full triangle” (because its center is a whole tile).
4. The 15-tile triangular figure, also called the “large triangle” or “double triangle” (because its
center is another whole triangular figure).
B. Three kinds of quadrangular figures that ZT allows (which it calls “lozenges” or “diamonds”)
1. The 4-tile quadrangular figure, also called the “small diamond” or the “hollow diamond”.
2. The 9-tile quadrangular figure, also called the “medium diamond” or the “full diamond”.
3. The 16-tile quadrangular figure, also called the “large diamond” or the “double diamond”.
C. Three kinds of hexangular figures that ZT allows (which it also just calls “hexagons”)
1. The 7-tile hexangular figure, also called the “small hexagon” or the “orbital hexagon” (because
the outer six tiles form an orbit around the center tile).
2. The 19-tile hexangular figure, also called the “medium hexagon” or the “double hexagon”.
3. The 37-tile hexangular figure, also called the “large hexagon”, the “triple hexagon”, or “the
totality” (because it includes all other possible figures that are permissible according to ZT).
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(a) Small triangle

(b) Hollow triangle

(c) Full triangle

(d) Large triangle

Figure 10: Triangular figures
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(a) Small diamond

(b) Medium diamond

(c) Large diamond

Figure 11: Quadrangular figures
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(a) Small hexagon

(b) Medium hexagon

(c) Large hexagon

Figure 12: Hexangular figures
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ZT gives a lot of precedence and eminence to the large hexagon, because it forms the basis of
many of the divinatory processes and cosmological models used in its “Great Cabala”. Although
that is one of the reasons the large hexagon is called “the totality”, the other is more in the sense of
a limitation. One might wonder why we might not make larger triangles or diamonds by adding in
more tiles and continuing the spiral; ZT disallows this by saying that only the figures that can be
contained within the large hexagon are permissible for use in divination. Thus, one cannot make
a triangular figure out of 21 tiles or a quadrangular figure out of 25 tiles because they wouldn’t be
able to “fit” inside the large hexagon. This leads to a distinction that ZT makes between what it
calls “real figures” versus “ideal figures”:
Any isolated figure is called “real”; it therefore forms a picture, a mirror. Any included
or contained figure is called “ideal”.
In other words, a whole figure that is composed from tiles and seen as a whole is considered
“real”, while any subset of tiles within such a figure that could also be composed as a separate figure
on its own is called “ideal”. Let’s say that we draw three tiles and form a small triangle; this would
be a real figure. If we draw another 16 tiles and, with all the tiles put together, make a medium
hexagon, then this is another real figure. However, if we look at the bottom “pie slice” of that
medium hexagon (tiles 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, and 11), and note how those tiles form a sort of sub-figure
in the shape of a hollow triangle, then this sub-figure is an ideal figure, because it is not a figure
on its own but is part of a larger figure that it is found within. In that light, a real large hexagon
contains all other possible figures as ideal figures within it; thus, although one might consider the
large hexagon to be the goal of being built-up from smaller figures, ZT takes the opposite approach
and says that the large hexagon is what “came first” in a sense, from which the smaller figures could
be broken out. Although this seems like an odd distinction to make, it forms the basis of a powerful
interpretive technique later on, so it’s good to start paying attention to the possible ideal figures
that might occur within a larger real figure.
When it comes to the structure of the large hexagon, it helps to consider it in terms of its general
structure as having one center and three “belts” or “zones:
1. Center: house 1 (also called the “focus”)
2. Inner belt: houses 2 through 7
3. Middle belt: houses 8 through 19
4. Outer belt: houses 20 through 37 (also called the “frontier”)
With all that out of the way, we’re finally able to talk about ZT’s main approach to divination:
the Great Mirror. This is a large hexagon formed in the usual way, but each tile-position (what
I’ll call “house”) in the Great Mirror has particular cosmological signification. As a result, ZT also
talks about the large hexagon as using the “astronomical aspect” or “sidereal aspect” (in contrast
to the “temporal aspect” or “chronic aspect” which is another use of the large hexagon we’ll get to
later). In many ways, the Great Mirror is the ZT equivalent of the Celtic Cross spread in Tarot or
the Grand Tableau in Lenormand. Figure 13 is a reproduction of ZT’s own Plate III (see figure 3),
which includes a bit more information than what’s shown above but which we’ll get to in a bit.
The Great Mirror is generated the same way as with any large mirror: counting in an outwards
counterclockwise spiral starting from the center and proceeding to the lower left. The Great Mirror
is broken down into four regions based on its overall structure:
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Figure 13: The Great Mirror.
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1. The center, which is the single house 1 in the middle of the Great Mirror.
2. The solar belt, which consists of houses 2 through 7 (i.e. the Great Mirror use of the inner
belt), immediately around the center. This belt is also called the “central belt”.
3. The planetary belt, which consists of houses 8 through 19 (i.e. the Great Mirror use of the
middle belt), immediately around the solar belt. This belt is also called the “sidereal belt”.
4. The zodiacal belt, which consists of houses 20 through 37 (i.e. the Great Mirror use of the
outer belt), immediately around the planetary belt.
Of special significance in the Great Mirror are houses 1, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19, because
these are the houses given (respectively) to the Sun, Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Mercury, the Moon, and
Saturn. All the other houses are said to be “in the orbit” of one or two planets; thus, when we look
at Mars (the “inner corner” of the Great Mirror on the lower left), then we can say that house 9
is Mars itself; houses 21, 22, and 23 are houses exclusively in the orbit of Mars; house 10 is in the
shared orbit of Mars and Venus, house 2 is in the shared orbit of Mars and the Sun, and house 8 is
in the shared orbit of Mars and Saturn. Note how, while all the non-solar planets have three houses
that are in their own orbit exclusively, every house in the Sun’s orbit is shared with another planet.
Thus, if we consider a planet together with that planet’s orbit, then what we’re doing is effectively
considering an “ideal small hexagon” within the larger Great Mirror. This is why the other term
for a “small hexagon” is “orbital hexagon”, because it represents a single planet in one of the focal
points of the Great Mirror and the six houses that surround it.
And yes, we’re being bumped back down to seven planets here, not to nine planetary intelligences. As opposed to a 9-fold system of numerology, we’re using a 7-fold system of geometry here,
which necessitates that we talk about seven places of interest and not nine. To that end, it would
be inaccurate to say “house of Adamasto” or “orbit of Seleno” (rather “house of Mars” or “orbit of
Moon” respectively), because the Great Mirror focuses on planets and not planetary intelligences,
even if the intelligences have their seats in their own planets. Thus, both Genhelia and Psykelia
share the same orbit of the Sun, just as Seleno and Psykomena share the same orbit of the Moon.
(It gets a little more complicated later, but that’s later, not now.)
So, as you might have predicted, each house in the Great Mirror has its own set of meanings, its
own contextual or semantic field, just as the twelve houses do in an astrological horoscope or each
of the card positions in a Tarot spread. When a tile is placed in one of these houses, the meaning of
that tile is to be interpreted in the scope of the house it’s found in. Thus, there are 37 such houses,
each with their own meaning—but again, there’s a system behind this. Recall how when we were
talking about the Intelligences and Numbers how, although each Number has its own signification,
the significations didn’t have to be memorized but rather “generated” based on their smaller digits?
A similar approach is used for the meanings of the individual houses of the Great Mirror.
Take a look at the layout of planets on the Great Mirror: we have the Sun in the Middle, Mars
to the lower left, Venus to the lower right, Jupiter to the right, Mercury to the upper right, the
Moon to the upper left, and Saturn to the left. Each planet has its own orbit of six houses, but if
you consider things at a grander scale, the large hexagram is a collection of seven orbital hexagrams
in the same geometric arrangement as an orbital hexagram has seven houses, kinda like a fractal.
If we consider a smaller “fractal” of the Great Mirror, as in figure 14, then we can overlay this on
each orbit of the Great Mirror as a whole to get a sort of “main planet vs. sub-planet” arrangement.
Consider house 24. This is a house in the orbit of Venus, but it’s to the lower-left of this planet,
which is the “fractal direction” of Mars. In this light, we might say that house 24 is the house of
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Figure 14: A planetary “fractal” of the Great Mirror.

“Mars of Venus”, so even though this house fundamentally has something to do with Venus, it’s
about the Martian aspects of Venus’ domain. Thus, this house has the meaning of “intense or violent
passions and senses”. By taking the overall planetary layout of the Great Mirror and applying it on
a smaller scale to an individual planet’s orbit, we can arrive at a specific context through pairwise
planetary interactions—not unlike the how we paired together the tens-digit vs. ones-digit of the
compound Numbers to arrive at a specific indication through pairwise interactions of the primitive
Numbers.
What about the planetary houses themselves? Well, they have the “fractal direction” of being
in the center, which is the house of the Sun: thus, the “Sun of whatever-planet” house is just that
planet itself; just as the font of all power in the solar system is the Sun, the font of all power within
a given planet’s own orbit is that planet itself. Thus, house 9 (the house of Mars itself) is given to
“military status, valor or bravery”, and house 13 (the house of Jupiter) is given to “high wisdom,
science”. The system checks out pretty well in this case.
What about houses that are in two orbits at once? Consider house 7: this is a house in the
orbit of the Sun, but it’s to the left of the Sun, the “fractal direction” of Saturn. Thus, house
7 is the house of “Saturn of the Sun”, so this house is about the Saturnine aspects of the Sun’s
domain. Thus, this house has the meanings of “advanced age, health”. At the same time, house 2
is also in the orbit of Saturn, to the right of the planet and thus the “fractal direction” of Jupiter.
The indications of “advanced age and health” can be thought of as much as the Saturnine aspects
of Saturn’s domain as it is the Jovian aspects of Saturn’s domain, in this regard. Likewise, if we
consider house 10, the house between the positions of Mars and Venus, this house has the meaning of
“romantic adventures” (again, “romantic” in the sense of being chivalrous and novel-worthy events).
From the perspective of Mars, house 10 is to Mars’ right in the “fractal direction” of Jupiter (so
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“Jupiter of Mars”), but at the same time, it’s also to Venus’ left in the “fractal direction” of Saturn
(so “Saturn of Venus”). Sure, it might be about “romantic adventures”, but the different perspectives
here can shine a different light on that same topic.
So, in that light, here’s what ZT gives as meanings for the 37 houses of the Great Mirror, along
with what the planetary considerations are of each house.
1. Grandeur, power. (Sun of Sun)
2. Strength, triumph, glory. (Mars of Sun, Mercury of Mars)
3. Beauty, happy love. (Venus of Sun, Moon of Venus)
4. Genius, great reputation. (Jupiter of Sun, Saturn of Jupiter)
5. Treasures, gains of all kinds. (Mercury of Sun, Mars of Mercury)
6. Domestic prosperity, inheritance. (Moon of Sun, Venus of Moon)
7. Advanced age, health. (Saturn of Sun, Jupiter of Saturn)
8. Severe bodily injury. (Moon of Mars, Venus of Saturn)
9. Military status, valor or bravery. (Sun of Mars)
10. Romantic adventures. (Jupiter of Mars, Saturn of Venus)
11. Good fortune. (Sun of Venus)
12. Marriage, pure feelings. (Mercury of Venus, Mars of Jupiter)
13. High wisdom, science. (Sun of Jupiter)
14. Magistracies or judiciaries, equity and fairness. (Moon of Jupiter, Venus of Mercury)
15. Finance, trading or business. (Sun of Mercury)
16. Maladministration or bad management. (Saturn of Mercury, Jupiter of Moon)
17. Family, sedentary or domestic life. (Sun of Moon)
18. Melancholy, weak health. (Mars of Moon, Mercury of Saturn)
19. Envy, sorrows, setbacks or reversals of fortune. (Sun of Saturn)
20. Birth, candor, inaction. (Mars of Saturn)
21. Infancy, playfulness or mischief. (Saturn of Mars)
22. Puberty, turbulence, quarrels or squabbles. (Mars of Mars)
23. Adolescence, sympathy. (Venus of Mars)
24. Intense or violent passions and senses. (Mars of Venus)
25. Debauchery, infidelity. (Venus of Venus)
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26. Tenacious passions, constancy. (Jupiter of Venus)
27. Celibacy, marital fidelity. (Venus of Jupiter)
28. Moral perfection, maturity. (Jupiter of Jupiter)
29. Prudence or caution, good philosophy. (Mercury of Jupiter)
30. Bad faith, decline. (Jupiter of Mercury)
31. Illicit and perilous fortunes. (Mercury of Mercury)
32. Travel, hectic life. (Moon of Mercury)
33. Inconstancy, wasted or lost time. (Mercury of Moon)
34. Ancestors, old age. (Moon of Moon)
35. Apathy, waning of fortune. (Saturn of Moon)
36. Infirmity, indigence. (Moon of Saturn)
37. Ruin, death. (Saturn of Saturn)
The list of meanings above makes sense, given the structure of the Great Mirror and these
“fractal directions” that allow for different planets to overlap their meanings. According to ZT’s
own admission, however, the table given above is intentionally limited and limiting:
Be extremely careful to not take the Table that follows for a fixed indication of the
significations of each of the 37 boxes from which the Great Mirror is composed. This
Table is only a vehicle by which the Candidate should orient themselves, especially in the
approaches which have as their goal only the ordinary career of human life.* However,
if the Candidate has retained well all that we have established as precepts up until this
point, then they will soon regard this Table as of little use, since there is not a single
piece of the Great Mirror which does not modify, either for weal or for woe, the box
assigned to it—and here we say “modify”, not “distort”.
∗ It will be seen, for example, that this table would furnish nothing to whoever would
occupy themselves with the future destinies of empires, nations, &c.
What ZT is saying is that, even though it gives this table of contextual and semantic meanings for
each of the 37 houses, it’s meant for illustrative purposes only as regards an individual human’s life,
and as such, the indications above aren’t really valid for whole groups of people, the governments
of nations and state, companies or industries, and the like—because the indications of table above
were generated using that “sub-planet of main-planet” approach only for the scope of an individual
human. ZT, given that it is “only a key and not a treatise”, does not give tables for other scopes,
but it gives us the means to come up with such tables using the same underlying method as this
one.
For instance, say we’re in a battle with some army, and I want to know something about the
tactics and strategy I should engage with in order to emerge victorious. Understanding the difference
of “strategy” (overall battle plan) and “tactics” (individual steps + logistics), I would want to turn
to houses 2 and 5. If we consider the table above, these two houses have the respective meanings
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of “strength/triumph/glory” and “treasures/gains of all kinds”, which. . . yeah, kinda work, I guess?
But if we look at the planetary considerations, house 2 is both “Mars of the Sun” as well as “Mercury
of Mars” (the planning and direction of battle, i.e. strategy), and house 5 is both “Mercury of the
Sun” as well as “Mars of Mercury” (the attacks and drives of planning and plotting, i.e. tactics).
By doing this, we can expand the indications of each house in the Great Mirror from the scant
description given in ZT by understanding the overall method and then extrapolating from it as
necessary and as befits a given situation we might be faced with.
Personally? I think this is a really ingenious and elegant system of dividing up a situation
into its many different aspects based on particular considerations. Just like with the compound
Numbers, a few basic principles are used on general ideas to produce a wide variety of specific ones.
Of course, just like with the compound Numbers, this is a lot to take in all at once, or so it’d
seem—but the trick behind it is that we don’t need to take it in all at once, but rather just need to
understand the method behind the madness. While the table as given above is great for readings
at the level of the individual human being, we yet have a method to expand on that to any level or
field or context. That said, we’re not done talking about the Great Mirror yet, because there are a
few more considerations we have to work through, first.
First, when it comes to drawing tiles to compose the Great Mirror, the process works much
as we would expect with Tarot cards or runes: individual tiles are drawn from the Urn without
replacement (i.e. a tile can only be drawn a maximum of once), and it is placed in the first available
house in the Great Mirror, not skipping to any later house nor replacing the tile in any earlier
house. While this makes obvious sense to us modern folk (you don’t take the first Tarot card you
draw for a Celtic Cross spread and put it anywhere else but the first position, nor do you take any
later card and swap it out with a card in an earlier position), I assume that ZT makes this point
explicit because of how new the idea might have been and to reduce any chances of people “making
their own fate” by fiddling with the order tiles come out of the Urn and thus how the Great Mirror
ought to be composed.
As one reads through ZT, it establishes the rule that, even though there are 112 (or 113) tiles in
the whole set used for divination, no more than 37 tiles are to be used in any given reading, because
the large hexagram (i.e. the Great Mirror) has only 37 houses. However, that is not technically
entirely true, because ZT also has the rule that the two Principles are never used in a Great Mirror.
It’s not that they’re separated out from the Urn and can’t be drawn, but if one or both are drawn
in the course of composing a Great Mirror, then they’re placed outside it entirely, as in figure 15.
Sisamoro (the Good Principle) is placed at the zenith of the Great Mirror, at the top vertex of
an equilateral triangle with the leftmost and rightmost corners of the Great Mirror. Senamira,
likewise, is placed at the nadir of the Great Mirror, below it in the same sort of arrangement.
ZT is, perhaps unsurprisingly, unclear on the exact signification of the Principles if they should
appear in a Great Mirror, just that it makes such a divination super notable:
The presence of a Principle, whether one or both, imparts to the Great Mirror superlative
properties, the development of which is not the responsibility of a Key. The Pure Spirit
then must speak, or the student remains more embarrassed than enlightened by the
intervention of these extreme influences; it is even worse when there is conflict [i.e. when
both Principles appear]. On the contrary, the true Cabalist is never better served than
by those effective extractions where Fate majestically reveals its most admirable decrees.
The only concrete advice that ZT gives us is this, along with what to note when considering
when an Intelligence is drawn and put into the Great Mirror as well:
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Figure 15: The Great Mirror with the placement of the two Principles.
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8. Let us observe at which junction in the laying out of pieces for a Great Mirror
where a Principle or Spirit appears.
9. Let us pay great attention to the quality of two numbers by which an Intelligence,
drawn from the Urn, follows and precedes, and also how, in the Great Mirror, such
an Intelligence is surrounded, and whether it forms a full orbit in its placement or
a truncated one.
That latter point is especially interesting when it comes to the Intellligences. If an Intelligence
is drawn, then it has a meaning just like any Number tile, but it also forms a sort of incidental
planetary house of its own, and thus the houses that surround it form a sort of accidental orbit—but
if such an Intelligence appears in the outer belt of the Great Mirror, such an orbit will necessarily
be “truncated” and, thus, incomplete. If such an accidental orbit is a full/complete one, then that
might give an extra planetary consideration to each of the houses according to its “fractal directions”;
if such an orbit is a truncated/incomplete one, then not all planets would get to be represented in
such a way. It’s a really neat idea to play with.
Astute readers will note that I’ve avoided talking about the inclusion of the signs of the Zodiac
in the Great Mirror. For the most part, the signs of the Zodiac don’t matter all that much for the
overall indications of the houses. However—and we’ll get to this more in a later post—the signs
of the Zodiac are used by ZT to relate to the various stages of life that one undergoes, starting
with Aries as birth and ending with Pisces as death. Each of the sides of the zodiacal belt relate
to one of the “six divisions of life” according to ZT (childhood, youth, adulthood, middle age, old
age, senility), and so the signs of the Zodiac within them correspond to particular aspects of that
growth (which is why house 20, given to Aries, also has “birth” in its indications, 21 “infancy”, 22
“puberty”, and so forth). Beyond that, however, ZT doesn’t really do a whole lot with the Zodiac
here, although that doesn’t say that one couldn’t feasibly find some way to work it into the system
(even if ZT might discourage doing so, given its anti-astrology bias).
One last topic to round out this discussion on the Great Mirror. Although ZT says that the
planets are all equal and aren’t ranked among themselves in the planetary belt of the Great Mirror
(the only planet with primacy being the Sun in the center), ZT also notes that it doesn’t have an
account for why the planets are positioned on the Great Mirror the way they are: it notes that it
does not appear to have anything necessarily astronomical about it nor anything that is particular
astrological, either, just that it’s something that (it claims) is “of such antiquity sunk deepest into
the darkness of the past; sub judice lis est [the case is still before the judge]”. Admittedly, I’m
not sure where ZT might have gotten this planetary arrangement from, either. When it comes
to hexagonal arrangements of the planets, one might be more inclined to recall the planetary
hexagram (figure 16), which is, of course, a development from the qabbalistic Tree of Life, like that
of Athanasius Kircher119 in his Œdipus Ægyptiacus from 1652120 , and later used for any
number of Hermetic or Western occultists who make use of the so-called “Kircher Tree” (figure 17).
Of course, given how distant ZT’s own “Great Cabala” is from anything properly seen in kabbala
of any sort, to say nothing of how much it would caustically say about established traditions anyway,
I somehow doubt that this would have been an influence here along these lines. However, if we
compare the qabbalistic planetary hexagram with the hexagram formed by the Great Mirror, we
see the same planetary triangles (Saturn-Mercury-Venus, Mars-Jupiter-Moon), just with a different
rotation/reflection applied.
119 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Athanasius_Kircher
120 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oedipus_Aegyptiacus
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Figure 16: The qabbalistic planetary hexagram.

That being said, wherever the pattern of planets here came from, there is a logic and order in
it. If we proceed through pairs of the planets counterclockwise around the Great Mirror, we see
two kinds of patterns arising of similar pairs and dissimilar pairs:
1. Similar pairs arise between Venus-Jupiter (the benefics), Mercury-Moon (the neutrals), and
Saturn-Mars (the malefics). This has the result of making the horizontal rows of the Great
Mirror form pairs as well: the middle row (Saturn-Jupiter) represents the greater planets (the
greater malefic and benefic), the lower row (Mars-Venus) the lesser planets (the lesser malefic
and benefic), and the upper row (Moon-Mercury) the neutral small planets.
2. Dissimilar pairs arise between Mars-Venus (male/female), Jupiter-Mercury (king/servant or
philosopher/sophist), and Moon-Saturn (creator/destroyer or youth/elder). This suggests an
awareness of the opposition of particular zodiac signs and extending that to the planets,
e.g. how Mars rules Aries and Scorpio, which are in opposition to Venus-ruled Libra and
Taurus.
As of this writing, I’m not familiar with any source that arranges the planets in the way ZT does;
while ZT definitely has a logic that suggests a good awareness of basic astrological principles and
zodiacal correspondences, I’m not sure if that’s enough to trace it to any particular origin, especially
when such arrangements have usually been more magical than astrological. This is another of those
unanswered questions I have, and it may be that this arrangement is unique to ZT. If you have
any notion of where such an arrangement might have an antecedent or any similar leads for further
research, dear reader, or if you spy any other insights or patterns in this arrangement, do let me
know in the comments!
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Figure 17: The Kircher Tree of Life.
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7

Ideal Triangles in the Great Mirror

In the last post, we talked about the “spreads” of tiles that get used in the divinatory method of
ZT, especially the Great Mirror. While all the triangular, quadrangular, and hexangular figures
get used as mirrors at some point in ZT, it’s really the Great Mirror that takes center stage as
being the primary divinatory “spread” of them all. We talked about how each of the 37 positions
in the large hexagon, when used as the Great Mirror, have their own meanings and semantic fields,
and how such meanings can be arrived at by considering the Great Mirror a sort of self-similar,
self-replicating planetary arrangement. In this, one can already perform basic divination in ZT by
simply asking a query, composing a Great Mirror, and inspecting each tile in its appropriate house.
Of course, that’d just be too simple, wouldn’t it? We’re not doing Tarot, after all.
In addition to inspecting each tile in the house it appears within, ZT also accounts for “triads”
of tiles in the Great Mirror in what it calls “ideal triangles”. Recall from the last post the distinction
of “real figures” versus “ideal figures”: a real figure is any complete figure that is composed from
tiles and named according to its overall shape, while an “ideal figure” is a subset of tiles within
a real figure that forms a subfigure of that larger figure. In the Great Mirror, particular kinds of
“ideal triangles” are noted as being useful and important for interpreting a Great Mirror as a whole,
not just looking at individual tiles where they fall but looking at groups of tiles and how they fall
together. To borrow a bit of astrological terminology, by noting which tiles form a “triad” in the
Great Mirror, we can interpret any given tile in two ways: an “essential interpretation” (the tile in
its house) and an “accidental interpretation” (the tile in the triads it forms).
There’s one minor hiccup in this approach, however. The earlier description (from the “Second
Step”) of “ideal figures” leads one to consider actual figures composed of many tiles together all at
once, but later uses of “ideal triangles” (notably the “Fourth Step” and the “Third Supplement”)
only refer to triangles—because equilateral triangles are “the only triangular figure to which the
Great Cabala attaches any importance”—and further only to the corners of those triangles. We’ll
see why in a bit.
First, let’s recall the numbering for the houses in the large hexagon, which is used for the Great
Mirror (see figure 12). This is based on the numbering system given in ZT’s Plate III, which
describes the cosmological layout of the Great Mirror, the placement of Sisamoro and Senamira,
and the number pattern of the individual houses thereof (see figure 3). Do you see all those dashed
lines across the plate? There are several kinds of dashed lines: circular dashed lines around each
planetary house indicate that planet’s orbit, a wavy line that goes through all the houses of the
Great Mirror indicating the order of the tiles from 1 to 37, and lots of straight lines that indicate
particular ideal triangles in the Great Mirror. Consider the ideal triangle composed of houses 1, 9,
and 11 (noted as 1–9–11): this is a “planetary triangle” formed from the houses of Sun, Mars, and
Venus. Likewise, houses 1, 37, and 22 (or 1–37–22) form a slightly larger “zodiacal triangle” that
incorporates the houses given to Aries and Taurus.
ZT has this to say about the ideal triangles:
. . . it is good to also become familiar with a more ideal yet highly essential division into
triangles of different sizes. The main ones are indicated in Plate III: all these triangles
indicated by dashed lines have their vertices at the center. . . and are distinguished and
named according to their bases. In order to not throw ourselves here into details which
would exceed the framework of a key, since it would be good for the Candidate to
seek them until they come across them by analogy, we will not give an account here of
triangles other than the planetary, zodiacal, and external triangles.
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...
The observations to be made according to the triangles, either already described or
arbitrarily noted in the Great Mirror, will be infinite; the care one takes in inspecting
them will cost time and cause trouble, though ever less and less until none at all, as
such calculations become ever more familiar. On the other hand, as such cares and
costs decrease, the variety and richness increase, above all the infallibility of what such
results will reveal.
The Candidate whose eye is not well-exercised in geometry would do well, when operating, to always have a compass in hand to find without error and without difficulty
the third box which must complete a triangle for any two already chosen in the Great
Mirror. For example, if a compass has one point in the center of box 18 and the other
fixed in the center of box 31, lifting and moving the first half of the compass will only
find a third center in box 12. This is the third point completing, together with boxes
18 and 31, an equilateral triangle, the only triangular figure to which the Great Cabala
attaches any importance. So it is with all of the triangles which one will is able to
imagine and whose formation is possible in the space of the Great Mirror.
Likewise, later on, it suggests several rules regarding how to make use of such ideal triangles, or
at least which ones to pay special attention to:
6. Let us carefully observe whether and where there might be a triplicity of similar
numbers, i.e. what quality a third number might have to form an equilateral triangle
with two other numbers sharing the same or similar property.
7. Let us appreciate what such a triplicity might mean, whether for good or ill.
10. Let us clearly note the number which forms an equilateral triangle with two Intelligences, and that one profoundly contemplates what a triplicity of Intelligences or
primitive numbers might mean.
11. Let the same attention be paid to a triplicity of numbers with zero or of doublets.
Thus, while all possible ideal triangles within the Great Mirror should be considered, the most
important ones are those that involve two or more tenfold compound Numbers, two or more doublet
compound Numbers, two or more Intelligences, two or more primitive Numbers, or any triangle that
contains “similar numbers. . . sharing the same or similar property” (i.e. those sharing a common digit
or which reduce to the same digit). Presumably, we can also consider any triangle that also contains
the two Spirits as also being significant.
That being said, when we say “all possible ideal triangles”. . . I mean, how many are we talking?
Given ZT’s reference to using a compass to determine any kind of equilateral triangle formed
between any of the houses in the Great Mirror, and given the example thereof where the triangle
18–12–31 has one vertical side compared to the planetary and zodiacal ideal triangles that have
horizontal sides, in addition to the “external ideal triangles” formed between three of the corners of
the outermost belt of the Great Mirror. . . well, it turns out that there are a lot of possible triads
of figures we might consider. We can break all possible ideal triangles within the Great Mirror
according to their orientation:
• Horizontal: ideal triangles having one horizontal side (e.g. 1–9–11)
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• Vertical: ideal triangles having one vertical side (e.g. 18–12–31)
• Skewed: ideal triangles having neither a horizontal nor vertical side (e.g. 32–26–30)
Likewise, within each group, we can classify the triangles further based on their size, although
this is easier for some than others. We’ll cover all the triangles that I’ve been able to account for
in the Great Mirror. I’m not too bad at those “how many squares are in this image?” puzzles you
occasionally see online, so I hope to have accounted for all possible triangles. I apologize for the
lack of standardization in how I might have accounted for the triangles in the lists below; this is,
perhaps, something better for a spreadsheet than a series of HTML ordered lists.

7.1

Ideal Small Horizontal Triangles

Every small triangle has edges spanning two houses with one horizontal edge, and is the smallest
possible ideal triangle (or ideal figure) that can be formed according to ZT. These are, by far, the
most numerous kind of ideal triangle that can be formed in the Great Mirror. There are four kinds
of small triangles: those that touch two signs of the Zodiac, those that have one sign of the Zodiac
and one planet, those that have one planet, and those that touch only orbital houses.
7.1.1

Upwards (27 total)

1. 34–35–17 (Aquarius, Moon)
2. 33–17–16 (Capricorn, Moon)
3. 32–16–15 (Sagittarius, Mercury)
4. 31–15–30 (Scorpio, Mercury)
5. 35–36–17 (Aquarius/Pisces)
6. 17–18–6 (Moon)
7. 16–6–5 (orbits of Moon/Mercury/Sun)
8. 15–5–14 (Mercury)
9. 30–14–29 (Libra/Scorpio)
10. 36–37–19 (Pisces, Saturn)
11. 18–19–7 (Saturn)
12. 6–7–1 (Sun)
13. 5–1–4 (Sun)
14. 14–4–13 (Jupiter)
15. 29–13–28 (Libra, Jupiter)
16. 19–20–8 (Aries, Saturn)
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17. 7–8–2 (orbits of Saturn/Sun/Mars)
18. 1–2–3 (Sun)
19. 4–3–12 (orbits of Sun/Mars/Venus)
20. 13–12–27 (Virgo, Jupiter)
21. 8–21–9 (Taurus, Mars)
22. 2–9–10 (Mars)
23. 3–10–11 (Venus)
24. 12–11–26 (Leo, Venus)
25. 9–22–23 (Gemini, Mars)
26. 10–23–24 (Gemini/Cancer)
27. 11–24–25 (Cacner, Venus)
7.1.2

Downwards (27 total)

1. 34–33–17 (Capricorn, Moon)
2. 33–32–16 (Sagittarius/Capricorn)
3. 32–31–15 (Sagittarius, Mercury)
4. 35–17–18 (Aquarius, Moon)
5. 17–16–6 (Moon)
6. 16–15–5 (Mercury)
7. 15–30–14 (Scorpio, Mercury)
8. 36–18–19 (Pisces, Saturn)
9. 18–6–7 (orbits of Moon/Saturn/Sun)
10. 6–5–1 (Sun)
11. 5–14–4 (orbits of Mercury/Sun/Jupiter)
12. 14–29–13 (Libra, Jupiter)
13. 37–19–20 (Aries, Saturn)
14. 19–7–8 (Saturn)
15. 7–1–2 (Sun)
16. 1–4–3 (Sun)
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17. 4–13–12 (Jupiter)
18. 13–28–27 (Virgo, Jupiter)
19. 20–8–21 (Aries/Taurus)
20. 8–2–9 (Mars)
21. 2–3–10 (orbits of Sun/Mars/Venus)
22. 3–12–11 (Venus)
23. 12–27–26 (Leo/Virgo)
24. 21–9–22 (Taurus, Mars)
25. 9–10–23 (Gemini, Mars)
26. 10–11–24 (Cancer, Venus)
27. 11–26–25 (Leo, Venus)

7.2

Ideal Hollow Horizontal Triangles

Every hollow triangle has edges spanning three houses with one horizontal edge. A unique quality
of all ideal medium triangles in the Great Mirror is that they must have one corner somewhere in
the orbit of the Sun (houses 1–7), with the other two being the equivalent houses in the orbit of
two other planets. For instance, given one corner in the house to the right of the Sun (house 4),
then one can form two possible ideal medium triangles, both having one corner in the house to the
right of Jupiter (house 28), and either an upwards triangle with the corner to the right of Mercury
(house 30) or a downwards triangle with the corner to the right of Venus (house 26). This same
quality is what allows such triangles to be highlighted in the “Fourth Step” as specifically being
“planetary triangles”, because when an ideal medium triangle takes the Sun itself (house 1) as one
corner, the other two must be two planetary houses themselves.
Given this property, it is easy to anticipate how many such ideal medium triangles there are.
Given that any given house can form a triangle in one of six directions (two possible directions ×
three possible corners = six possible triangles) and that there are seven houses within the orbit of
the Sun, there are thus 6 × 7 = 42 possible ideal medium triangles in the Great Mirror, six for each
planet.
7.2.1

Planet-only, i.e. Sun-themed triangles (6 total)

1. 1–19–9 (Sun, Saturn, Mars)
2. 1–9–11 (Sun, Mars, Venus)
3. 1–11–13 (Sun, Venus, Jupiter)
4. 1–13–15 (Sun, Jupiter, Mercury)
5. 1–15–17 (Sun, Mercury, Moon)
6. 1–17–19 (Sun, Moon, Saturn)
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7.2.2

Lower-left of the Sun, i.e. Mars-themed triangles (6 total)

1. 2–20–22 (Sun-orbit, Saturn-orbit, Mars-orbit)
2. 2–22–24 (Sun-orbit, Mars-orbit, Venus-orbit)
3. 2–24–12 (Sun-orbit, Venus-orbit, Jupiter-orbit)
4. 2–12–5 (Sun-orbit, Jupiter-orbit, Mercury-orbit)
5. 2–5–18 (Sun-orbit, Mercury-orbit, Moon-orbit)
6. 2–18–20 (Sun-orbit, Moon-orbit, Saturn-orbit)
7.2.3

Lower-right of the Sun, i.e. Venus-themed triangles (6 total)

1. 3–8–23 (Sun-orbit, Saturn-orbit, Mars-orbit)
2. 3–23–25 (Sun-orbit, Mars-orbit, Venus-orbit)
3. 3–25–27 (Sun-orbit, Venus-orbit, Jupiter-orbit)
4. 3–27–14 (Sun-orbit, Jupiter-orbit, Mercury-orbit)
5. 3–14–6 (Sun-orbit, Mercury-orbit, Moon-orbit)
6. 3–6–8 (Sun-orbit, Moon-orbit, Saturn-orbit)
7.2.4

Right of the Sun, i.e. Jupiter-themed triangles (6 total)

1. 4–7–10 (Sun-orbit, Saturn-orbit, Mars-orbit)
2. 4–10–26 (Sun-orbit, Mars-orbit, Venus-orbit)
3. 4–26–28 (Sun-orbit, Venus-orbit, Jupiter-orbit)
4. 4–28–30 (Sun-orbit, Jupiter-orbit, Mercury-orbit)
5. 4–30–16 (Sun-orbit, Mercury-orbit, Moon-orbit)
6. 4–16–7 (Sun-orbit, Moon-orbit, Saturn-orbit)
7.2.5

Upper-right of the Sun, i.e. Mercury-themed triangles (6 total)

1. 5–18–2 (Sun-orbit, Saturn-orbit, Mars-orbit)
2. 5–2–12 (Sun-orbit, Mars-orbit, Venus-orbit)
3. 5–12–29 (Sun-orbit, Venus-orbit, Jupiter-orbit)
4. 5–29–31 (Sun-orbit, Jupiter-orbit, Mercury-orbit)
5. 5–31–33 (Sun-orbit, Mercury-orbit, Moon-orbit)
6. 5–33–18 (Sun-orbit, Moon-orbit, Saturn-orbit)
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7.2.6

Upper-left of the Sun, i.e. Moon-themed triangles (6 total)

1. 6–36–8 (Sun-orbit, Saturn-orbit, Mars-orbit)
2. 6–8–3 (Sun-orbit, Mars-orbit, Venus-orbit)
3. 6–3–14 (Sun-orbit, Venus-orbit, Jupiter-orbit)
4. 6–14–32 (Sun-orbit, Jupiter-orbit, Mercury-orbit)
5. 6–32–34 (Sun-orbit, Mercury-orbit, Moon-orbit)
6. 6–34–36 (Sun-orbit, Moon-orbit, Saturn-orbit)
7.2.7

Left of the Sun, i.e. Saturn-themed triangles (6 total)

1. 7–37–21 (Sun-orbit, Saturn-orbit, Mars-orbit)
2. 7–21–10 (Sun-orbit, Mars-orbit, Venus-orbit)
3. 7–10–4 (Sun-orbit, Venus-orbit, Jupiter-orbit)
4. 7–4–16 (Sun-orbit, Jupiter-orbit, Mercury-orbit)
5. 7–16–35 (Sun-orbit, Mercury-orbit, Moon-orbit)
6. 7–35–37 (Sun-orbit, Moon-orbit, Saturn-orbit)
However, of the above-listed triangles, there are a few duplicates, which reduces the number
of distinct ideal hollow triangles. These duplicates are formed by triangles that contain opposing
planets, e.g. 2–5–18 as the perspective of Mars from the Sun, but 5–18–2 as the perspective of
Mercury from the Sun; each pair of opposing planets produces two duplicates, with the third corner
of these ideal triangles placed on the cross-axis that forms between them between the other two
planets on a given side. As a result, there are only 36 distinct ideal hollow triangles.

7.3

Ideal Full Horizontal Triangles

Every full triangle has edges spanning four houses with one horizontal edge, allowing for one house
to form the center of such a triangle. The prototypical form of these triangles are the “zodiacal
triangles” (as described in the “Fourth Step”), where the base of such a triangle can be formed along
one whole edge of the Great Mirror from one corner to the next. Given the sixfold divisions of
life in the “Fifth Step” (which we haven’t yet covered, but we will!), it may be that these triangles
relate more to the various trials, tribulations, or experiences given in similar timeframes, especially
as might impact particular lusters of life.
Of all the possible ideal large triangles, only two are contained completely within the Great
Mirror without touching any of its edges or corners (internal), six involve two corners and an entire
edge (fully external), and all the rest touch only one non-corner edge house (partially external).
7.3.1

Internal (2 total)

1. 8–12–16 (upwards)
2. 18–14–10 (downwards)
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7.3.2

Fully external (6 total)

1. 1–37–22 (downwards, First Division, Aries/Taurus)
2. 1–22–25 (upwards, Second Division, Gemini/Cancer)
3. 1–25–28 (downwards, Third Division, Leo/Virgo)
4. 1–28–31 (upwards, Fourth Division, Libra/Scorpio)
5. 1–31–34 (downwards, Fifth Division, Sagittarius/Capricorn)
6. 1–34–37 (upwards, Sixth Division, Aquarius/Pisces)
7.3.3

Partially external (12 total)

1. 20–3–17 (upwards, Aries/Moon)
2. 21–11–6 (upwards, Taurus/Venus)
3. 23–4–19 (downwards, Gemini/Saturn)
4. 24–13–7 (downwards, Cancer/Jupiter)
5. 26–5–9 (upwards, Leo/Mars)
6. 27–15–2 (upwards, Virgo/Mercury)
7. 29–11–6 (downwards, Libra/Venus)
8. 30–3–17 (downwards, Scorpio/Moon)
9. 32–13–7 (upwards, Sagittarius/Jupiter)
10. 33–4–19 (upwards, Capricorn/Saturn)
11. 35–15–2 (downwards, Aquarius/Mercury)
12. 36–5–9 (downwards, Pisces/Mars)
Some patterns can be noted regarding the above sets of triangles:
• If an ideal full triangle touches one corner, it must touch another, with one of its corners in
House 1 and one of its edges containing two signs of the Zodiac.
• If an ideal full triangle touches only one non-corner edge house, then that edge house must
be a sign of the Zodiac. One of the other corners must be a non-solar planet, and the last
corner must be a non-planetary house in the shared solar orbit of the planet opposite the first,
e.g. Moon of Venus and vice versa.
• Every non-solar planet takes part in two ideal full triangles, one upward and one downward:
Mars Leo (upward) and Pisces (downward)
Venus Taurus (upward) and Libra (downward)
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Jupiter Sagittarius (upward) and Cancer (downward)
Mercury Virgo (upward) and Aquarius (downward)
Moon Aries (upward) and Scorpio (downward)
Saturn Capricorn (upward) and Gemini (downward)
• The internal ideal full triangles only have corners that are in the shared orbits of two non-solar
planets, with each corner being adjacent to two signs of the Zodiac.

7.4

Ideal Large Horizontal Triangles

Every large horizontal triangle has edges spanning five houses with one horizontal edge, allowing for
three houses to form the center of such a triangle. Unlike the other ideal triangles, large triangles
are too large to have a base along the edges of the Great Mirror; instead, they can only have one of
their corners on the Great Mirror’s edge. Each of these triangles involves two signs of the Zodiac,
both of the same modality (cardinal, fixed, or mutable) but of incompatible elements (fire/earth or
water/air). In each triangle, the third house is a non-planetary house between two planets in the
planetary belt.
7.4.1

Upwards (3 total)

1. 21–26–16 (Taurus/Leo)
2. 20–12–33 (Aries/Capricorn)
3. 8–27–32 (Virgo/Sagittarius)
7.4.2

Downwards (3 total)

1. 35–30–10 (Scorpio/Aquarius)
2. 36–14–23 (Gemini/Pisces)
3. 18–29–24 (Cancer/Libra)

7.5

Ideal One-Skip Vertical Triangles

Now that we’re done with horizontal triangles, we have to consider vertical triangles. Due to the
“grain” of houses in the Great Mirror, while it’s easy to state the base of a horizontal triangle in
terms of how many houses it covers, vertical triangles are somewhat trickier. To resolve this, we’ll
use the notion of “skips” it takes to go from one house along the vertical base of a vertical triangle
to the next house directly above or below it. Thus, from house 34, it takes one skip to go to 34 to
18, two skips to go from 34 to 18, and three skips to go from 34 to 22.
One-skip vertical triangles fall into types: those touching one sign of the Zodiac and one planet
in different orbits, those touching two signs of the Zodiac in the same orbit, those touching nonplanetary and non-zodiacal houses within the same orbit, or those touching one planet and two
non-planetary and non-zodiacal houses in other planets’ orbits.
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7.5.1

Rightwards (19 total)

1. 34–18–16 (all in orbit of the Moon, touching upper left corner)
2. 8–22–10 (all in orbit of Mars, touching lower left corner)
3. 14–12–28 (all in orbit of Jupiter, touching right corner)
4. 35–19–6 (Aquarius and Saturn)
5. 19–21–2 (Taurus and Saturn)
6. 2–23–11 (Gemini and Venus)
7. 4–11–27 (Virgo and Venus)
8. 15–4–29 (Libra and Mercury)
9. 33–6–15 (Capricorn and Mercury)
10. 36–20–7 (Pisces/Aries in orbit of Saturn)
11. 3–24–26 (Cancer/Leo in orbit of Venus)
12. 32–5–30 (Sagittarius/Scorpio in orbit of Mercury)
13. 17–7–5 (Moon)
14. 7–9–3 (Mars)
15. 5–3–15 (Jupiter)
16. 18–8–1 (Sun)
17. 1–10–12 (Sun)
18. 16–1–14 (Sun)
19. 6–2–4 (all in orbit of the Sun, surrounding the center)
7.5.2

Leftwards (19 total)

1. 31–14–16 (all in orbit of Mercury, touching upper right corner)
2. 18–8–37 (all in orbit of Saturn, touching left corner)
3. 12–25–10 (all in orbit of Venus, touching lower right corner)
4. 32–5–17 (Sagittarius and the Moon)
5. 17–7–36 (Pisces and the Moon)
6. 7–9–20 (Aries and Mars)
7. 3–24–9 (Cancer and Mars)
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8. 13–26–3 (Leo and Jupiter)
9. 30–13–5 (Scorpio and Jupiter)
10. 33–6–35 (Capricorn/Aquarius in orbit of the Moon)
11. 2–23–21 (Taurus/Gemini in orbit of Mars)
12. 29–27–4 (Virgo/Libra in orbit of Jupiter)
13. 15–4–6 (Mercury)
14. 6–2–19 (Saturn)
15. 4–11–2 (Venus)
16. 16–1–18 (Sun)
17. 1–10–8 (Sun)
18. 14–12–1 (Sun)
19. 5–3–7 (all in orbit of the Sun, surrounding the center)

7.6

Ideal Two-Skip Vertical Triangles

Two-skip vertical triangles fall into three types: those touching a single corner, those touching two
signs of the Zodiac, and those touching three planets. As an interesting result of the astrological
qualities of the signs, when a two-skip vertical triangle touches two signs of the Zodiac, the signs
it touches are of opposing elements (fire/water, air/earth) but same modality (cardinal, fixed,
mutable); all the rightward triangles of this sort touch only earth and air signs, while all the
leftward triangles touch only fire and water signs.
7.6.1

Rightwards (7 total)

1. 35–21–4 (Taurus/Aquarius)
2. 23–27–6 (Gemini/Virgo)
3. 33–29–2 (Libra/Capricorn)
4. 34–8–14 (touching upper left corner)
5. 22–12–18 (touching lower left corner)
6. 10–28–16 (touching right corner)
7. 17–13–9 (Moon/Jupiter/Mars)
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7.6.2

Leftwards (7 total)

1. 24–5–20 (Aries/Cancer)
2. 30–26–7 (Leo/Scorpio)
3. 32–3–36 (Sagittarius/Pisces)
4. 31–12–18 (touching upper right corner)
5. 25–14–8 (touching lower right corner)
6. 10–16–37 (touching left corner)
7. 15–11–19 (Mercury/Venus/Saturn)

7.7

Ideal Three-Skip Vertical Triangles

There are only two possible three-skip vertical triangles, one of which points to the right and one
of which points to the left, and both of them involve the extreme corners of the Great Mirror. For
this reason, ZT explicitly calls these two triangles “external triangles” in the “Fourth Step”, and
notes that these are the “most ideal” of any triangles in the Great Mirror (possibly as a result of
how they are the largest possible triangles that can be formed of any size or orientation).
1. 22–28–34 (rightwards, extremes of Mercury/Venus/Saturn)
2. 25–31–37 (leftwards, extremes of Moon/Mars/Jupiter)

7.8

Ideal Two-Move Skewed Triangles

Just as how we had to judge the size of vertical triangles differently from horizontal triangles,
so too do we have to consider skewed triangles (which have neither horizontal nor vertical edges)
differently. For this, we’ll use the notion of “moves”, how many houses one must cross to go from one
corner of an ideal skewed triangle to the next. Thus, between houses 36 and 16 there are two moves,
between 36 and 15 there are three moves, and between 36 and 30 there are four moves. Likewise,
because there’s no horizontal or vertical base to such a triangle, it’s hard to say which direction these
triangles are “pointing”. As a result, instead of going with upward/downward/rightward/leftward
as we did with the other triangles, we’ll just group them into what they touch or make use of in
the Great Mirror.
7.8.1

Single Planet + Planetary Zone + Solar Orbit (12 total)

1. 17–14–2 (Moon)
2. 17–8–4 (Moon)
3. 19–16–3 (Saturn)
4. 19–10–5 (Saturn)
5. 9–18–4 (Mars)
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6. 9–12–6 (Mars)
7. 11–8–5 (Venus)
8. 11–14–7 (Venus)
9. 13–10–6 (Jupiter)
10. 13–16–2 (Jupiter)
11. 15–12–7 (Mercury)
12. 15–18–3 (Mercury)
7.8.2

Single Planet + Corner House + Solar Orbit (12 total)

1. 17–31–4 (Moon)
2. 17–37–2 (Moon)
3. 19–34–5 (Saturn)
4. 19–22–3 (Saturn)
5. 9–37–6 (Mars)
6. 9–25–4 (Mars)
7. 11–22–7 (Venus)
8. 11–28–5 (Venus)
9. 13–25–2 (Jupiter)
10. 13–31–6 (Jupiter)
11. 15–28–3 (Mercury)
12. 15–34–7 (Mercury)
7.8.3

Sun + Two Zodiac Signs (12 total)

1. 1–20–23 (Sun, Aries/Gemini)
2. 1–21–24 (Sun, Taurus/Cancer)
3. 1–23–26 (Sun, Gemini/Leo)
4. 1–24–27 (Sun, Cancer/Virgo)
5. 1–26–29 (Sun, Leo/Libra)
6. 1–27–30 (Sun, Virgo/Scorpio)
7. 1–29–32 (Sun, Libra/Sagittarius)
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8. 1–30–33 (Sun, Scorpio/Capricorn)
9. 1–32–35 (Sun, Sagittarius/Aquarius)
10. 1–33–36 (Sun, Capricorn/Pisces)
11. 1–35–20 (Sun, Aquarius/Aries)
12. 1–36–21 (Sun, Pisces/Taurus)
7.8.4

Small Single Zodiac (12 total)

1. 35–8–5 (Aquarius)
2. 36–16–2 (Pisces)
3. 20–20–6 (Aries)
4. 21–18–3 (Taurus)
5. 23–12–7 (Gemini)
6. 24–8–4 (Cancer)
7. 26–14–2 (Leo)
8. 27–10–5 (Virgo)
9. 29–16–3 (Libra)
10. 30–12–6 (Scorpio)
11. 32–18–4 (Sagittarius)
12. 33–14–7 (Capricorn)

7.9
7.9.1

Ideal Three-Move Skewed Triangles
Two Zodiac Signs (6 total)

1. 20–24–5 (Aries/Cancer)
2. 23–27–6 (Gemini/Virgo)
3. 26–30–7 (Leo/Scorpio)
4. 29–33–2 (Libra/Capricorn)
5. 32–36–3 (Sagittarius/Pisces)
6. 35–21–4 (Aquarius/Taurus)
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7.9.2

Small Zodiac-Planet (12 total)

1. 20–11–16 (Aries, Venus)
2. 21–17–12 (Taurus, Moon)
3. 23–13–18 (Gemini, Jupiter)
4. 24–19–14 (Cancer, Saturn)
5. 26–15–8 (Leo, Mercury)
6. 27–9–16 (Virgo, Mars)
7. 29–17–10 (Libra, Moon)
8. 30–11–18 (Scorpio, Venus)
9. 32–19–12 (Sagittarius, Saturn)
10. 33–13–8 (Capricorn, Jupiter)
11. 35–9–14 (Aquarius, Mars)
12. 36–15–10 (Pisces, Mercury)
7.9.3

Large Single Zodiac (12 total)

1. 35–31–3 (Aquarius)
2. 36–22–4 (Pisces)
3. 20–34–4 (Aries)
4. 21–25–5 (Taurus)
5. 23–37–5 (Gemini)
6. 24–28–6 (Cancer)
7. 26–22–6 (Leo)
8. 27–31–7 (Virgo)
9. 29–25–7 (Libra)
10. 30–34–2 (Scorpio)
11. 32–28–2 (Sagittarius)
12. 33–37–3 (Capricorn)
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7.10
7.10.1

Ideal Four-Move Skewed Triangles
Elemental Zodiac Groups (4 total)

1. 32–26–20 (Aries/Leo/Sagittarius, i.e. fire signs)
2. 33–27–21 (Taurus/Virgo/Capricorn, i.e. earth signs)
3. 35–23–29 (Gemini/Libra/Aquarius, i.e. air signs)
4. 36–24–30 (Cancer/Scorpio/Pisces, i.e. water signs)
7.10.2

Large Zodiac-Planet (12 total)

1. 20–15–25 (Aries, Mercury)
2. 21–13–34 (Taurus, Jupiter)
3. 23–17–28 (Gemini, Moon)
4. 24–15–37 (Cancer, Mercury)
5. 26–19–31 (Leo, Saturn)
6. 27–17–22 (Virgo, Moon)
7. 29–9–34 (Libra, Mars)
8. 30–19–25 (Scorpio, Saturn)
9. 32–11–37 (Sagittarius, Venus)
10. 33–9–28 (Capricorn, Mars)
11. 35–13–22 (Aquarius, Jupiter)
12. 36–11–31 (Pisces, Venus)

7.11

Ideal Principle Triangles

Although not explicitly called an ideal triangle as such, the placements of Sisamoro and Senamira
around the Great Mirror is suggestive of one. ZT states that Sisamoro should be placed above the
Great Mirror as the corner of an upwards equilateral triangle formed with houses 28 and 37, and
Senamira likewise but downwards beneath the Great Mirror. Unlike some of the ideal triangles
listed in the “Fourth Step” which are explicitly without dashed lines indicating them in Plate III,
the triangles formed with the Principles do have those dashed lines, suggesting that these, too, form
a kind of ideal triangle, albeit a nonstandard one that cannot be formed with any other houses in
the Great Mirror. Technically, these seats form four ideal triangles each (one for each “layer” of the
Great Mirror through its equator), but ZT suggests that it is only the largest possible triangle with
the equator as its base that counts.
Given the importance of the leftmost and rightmost houses in the Great Mirror as being representative, respectively, of Saturn/Death and Jupiter/Life (akin to the bottom and top of the Wheel
of Fortune in Tarot imagery), it might make sense that the Principles would find themselves in
alignment with these points and no others. This may be a hint as to how the Principles, if drawn,
are to be interpreted.
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7.12

Summary

Whew. Assuming that I counted them right, didn’t miss any, and didn’t repeat any, all the above
would yield a total of 264 possible ideal triangles (maybe 266 if we also allow for the Principles to
form ideal triangles as well and if they are drawn in a Great Mirror). And, uh. . . yeah, this is a lot.
Even just accounting for what the triangles are and a handful of patterns among them, this is a lot
to note and remember—but that’s just the point, we don’t need to remember or memorize any of
this stuff. Again, just like with learning the significations of the Numbers and the semantic fields
of the houses, all we really need to do is account for the fundamental patterns that play themselves
out in the Great Mirror. On top of that, while surely investigating all possible ideal triangles would
be a noble thing to do, ZT gives us a handful of things to look out for which would highlight and
whittle down the ideal triangles to what would be most important—note how many of those pieces
of advice stated two Intelligences/primitive Numbers/doublets/nilleds, as opposed to just one. If
you have just one tile like that, then it could form any number of triangles, but with two, it’s
(almost) trivial to see what the third might be (to result in one or maybe two triangles depending
on the spacing of those two given points).
Earlier I mentioned, borrowing astrological terminology, how we might consider these triadbased relationships of tiles that fall as giving a sort of “accidental” significance to any given tile
(i.e. any tile relative to other tiles), as opposed to the “essential” significance given by the house a
given tile falls into (i.e. any tile on its own where it is). I think that’s a useful way to consider this
approach of using ideal triangles, but it raises the question of whether the houses themselves come
into play when determining the meaning of a given ideal triangle, and personally, I’m inclined to
think that there is. ZT doesn’t say as much, but then, ZT doesn’t say a whole lot, either. I think
it would make sense for such a relationship to account for all of this together, which would indeed
require a good amount of intuition as well as investigation on the part of the diviner. While the
number of ideal triangles and the possible triads of tiles isn’t really infinite (though it is indeed
likely a vast number), ZT is absolutely being honest with us when it says:
. . . the care one takes in inspecting them will cost time and cause trouble, though ever
less and less until none at all, as such calculations become ever more familiar. On the
other hand, as such cares and costs decrease, the variety and richness increase, above
all the infallibility of what such results will reveal.
This is something to definitely take care with when trying out the divinatory method of ZT,
and given the cosmological structure of the Great Mirror, I think there’s a good amount of stuff to
contemplate and consider. If you think I’ve missed any triangles or overcounted any, or if there are
any patterns or qualities you think are important that I didn’t get around in saying for particular
kinds of ideal triangles, dear reader, please do say so in the comments!
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8

The Great Dial and Determining Times/Options

We’ve just finished up talking about the Great Mirror—or, at least, finished explaining and expanding slightly on what ZT has to say about it. As ZT itself says following its own talk of the
Great Mirror:
We are rather far from having said all that it would be possible to say about the astronomical regime. . . We cannot repeat too often that this text can and should only be a
key. Profound meditations, with compass and pen in hand, must have the double success
for the Candidate of permanently inculcating in them a tearing-away and breaking of
the avarice of indications from the very moment of our march. Now, the Great Cabala
does not include a theory of this kind. By it, the road would be made more difficult
than easy; by it, the Candidate would find themselves squeezed in some way between
the two flanks of a relatively open angle, while they must move freely through all the
content of an immense circle, which embarrassed nothing less than all that is for as long
as it shall last.
In other words, while one can certainly expand on the various cosmological and interpretive
significations of the Great Mirror more than what ZT has, ZT itself declines to say more than it has
in the interest of brevity. (Or it may be that it has nothing more to say about it because it made
it up and is masking that fact with claims of mysterious obfuscation, who knows.) All the same, it
is true that the Great Mirror is just one of the two main ways to use the large hexangular figure
of 37 tiles. While the Great Mirror is the so-called “astronomical regime” of the large hexagon,
there is another: the “temporal regime”, which is a way to consider the large hexagon as indicating
periods of time ranging from individual hours to a whole millennium. Rather than calling this sort
of temporal view of the large hexagon the Great Mirror, the temporal regime calls it instead the
Great Dial (as in the dial of a clock-face). Figure 18, which shows the Great Dial, is a reproduction
of ZT’s own Plate IV (see figure 4), with one minor correction (which I’ll touch on later).
Eccentric movement Movement starting at the center and working towards the edge
• Center house: 1000 years
• Inner belt: 100 years per house
• Middle belt: 7 years per house (as indicated by the number in these houses)
• Outer belt: 1 year per house
Concentric movement Movement starting at the edge and working towards the center
• Outer belt: 5 years per house
• Middle belt: 1 month per house (as indicated by the sign in these houses)
• Inner belt + central house: 1 day per house (reckoned according to the weekday, as
indicated by the planet in these houses)
Before we go on, let’s clarify a bit about how ZT breaks time into particular segments. Some
segments you likely already know, dear reader: 1000 years makes a millennium, 100 years make a
century, 12 months make a year, 7 days make a week, and so forth. Where does ZT’s use of 7-year
segments and 5-year segments come from?
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Figure 18: The Great Dial.
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• Climacteric period: a period of seven years, starting from the moment of one’s birth. This
actually isn’t something that ZT makes up; climacteric periods are a thing that have been
recognized since ancient times in medicine and astrology. ZT explains this as:
The transitions from the seventh year of life to the eighth, from the fourteenth to
the fifteenth, and so on are the so-called “climacteric nodes” where, ordinarily, an
individual is subject to revolutions either physical or moral. It is a commonplace
in medicine and physiology, and is doubtlessly not unknown to anyone.
The word “climacteric” has its origins in Greek κλιμακτηρικὀς klimaktērikós “of a critical
period”, where every seventh year of a person’s life was considered a time when they undergo
particular (often critical or dangerous) changes to their body, life, and surroundings. Even
today in modern medical contexts, “climacteric” is still used in some limited contexts to refer
to natural changes in life accompanied by various health consequences. From an astrological
standpoint, the origins of this are probably obvious: given that Saturn returns to its same
position in the ecliptic every 27 to 29 years, this means that it crosses 90◦ of the ecliptic every
seven years, causing a transiting Saturn to conjunct, square, or oppose one’s natal Saturn
every seven years.
• Lustral period: a period of five years, starting from the moment of one’s birth (each such
period is also just called a “luster”). We haven’t covered how ZT considers the origin and
process of a human life yet—it gets kinda weird involving two angels shedding sparks of
divine fire which combust into a human soul at the time of conception—but ZT breaks up
a human life into 18 “lusters”, each accounting for five years (or four, or seven, depending
on whether a person is a man or woman and how old they are, which we’ll leave for a later
discussion as well). To this end, ZT says that a human life only reaches its maximum of 90
years, because 5 × 18 = 90.
So, looking at the Great Dial, what do we make of the numbers and symbols there?
• The numbers 1 through 18 in the outer belt indicate single years in eccentric movement, or
the number of lusters (5-year periods) in concentric movement.
• The numbers in the middle belt indicate climacteric years in eccentric movement, i.e. the year
in which one moves from one climacteric period to the next. (There is a small error in these
numbers: house 9, labeled “Taurus – 15”, should have the number 14, not 15. I’ve corrected
this in my own redrawing of the Great Dial.)
• The signs of the Zodiac in the middle belt indicate months in concentric movement (identifying
March with Aries, April with Taurus, and so forth.)
• The numbers and planetary symbols in the inner belt and center house indicate the days of
the week in weekday order.
One note before moving on: although, in concentric movement, the middle zone is used primarily
to determine months, it can also be used to refer to any smaller units of time that can be broken
down into a twelvefold division: hours of the day or the night, minutes of an hour (with each house
referring to periods of 5 minutes), and so forth. However, ZT says that the smallest reasonable unit
of time to break down inquiries is to the level of the hour, and that while one could break inquiries
down into smaller units of time to minutes or seconds:
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. . . this mincing smacks too much of charlatanry to us, at least to seriously give ourselves
over to accounting for the fussiest fractionation of time. It is a matter of divinatory
nickel-and-diming which gives, at best, a knavish character to the accounts of people
acting in bad faith. We indicate the possibility of extracting ever-smaller units of time
only so we may establish that, if the Candidate were to find themselves deterred by
some lack of teaching, then at least they should not attribute their embarrassment in
this to some insufficiency of the means of the Great Cabala.
So, the obvious question arises: when do we use the Great Dial in eccentric movement vs. concentric movement? The way I like to think about it is that concentric movement deals with the
events within a human timeframe, either within a human lifetime or otherwise something that happens in the near term. Eccentric movement, on the other hand, deals with events that occur over
much grander periods of time—up to 1702 years down the line (or, I posit, in the past), beyond
such a limit the Great Dial cannot be used. As a result, when ZT gives examples of determining
matters of time, it generally uses examples of concentric movement on the Grand Dial, since it
generally deals with events on a human timescale instead of a civilizational one. That said, at one
point ZT does also present a fiery defense that some matters demand the inspection of not just the
events of a single lifetime but even unto “the most distant future”, noting that sometimes events
indicated in a Great Mirror might occur centuries from the time of the reading itself (e.g. when
such a reading says that one’s descendants are destined for royalty or greatness, but such a thing
only happens two or three centuries from the time of the reading).
Okay, so, we have the “what” and “why” of the Great Dial understood, so what about the “how”—
how do we actually go about using the Great Dial? Well, uh, let’s back up a bit and reconsider first
that the Great Dial is a way to use the large hexangular figure in order to answer matters specifically
about time in the sense of when something will happen—assuming that it will, of course, which is
a matter for the Great Mirror and other divinatory processes to conclude first. (This is much the
same approach I’d take with geomantic divination: if someone wants to know when something will
happen, I first confirm that it will or not, because if it won’t happen, then asking about when would
yield a nonsense result.) As opposed to the use of the Great Mirror, which never earns a proper
example or case study in ZT, ZT offers lots of smaller examples throughout the “First Supplement”
about various ways to predict the time of an event.
The overall method that ZT mentions for determining details of time (and other such details)
generally fall under what I call “option-whittling”:
1. For the topic under investigation, select a tile that accurately represents the thing being
investigated (e.g. the 66 tile for marriage). This will be the “speaking tile” or, in modern
terms, the significator of the questited.
2. Given a set of possible options, select a figure of the appropriate size that represents the
number of those options. Take the speaking tile and however many other tiles you need to
come up with that figure, mix them up without seeing, and arrange the figure in the usual
order with all tiles face-down.
3. Starting from the last tile placed in the figure, announce what the last possible option available, and flip up that tile. If that tile is the speaking tile, then the announced option is the
one indicated.
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4. If, however, the announced option was not the speaking tile, proceed backwards through the
rest of the tiles, proceeding through each option in turn in reverse, to find where the speaking
tile is.
Say I know that a friend is planning a party in the coming week, but I don’t know what day
of the week it’ll be on yet and, given that my friend is in the habit of giving little-to-no advance
notice for such events, I want to plan ahead to see if I can make it in my otherwise busy schedule.
For this, I’ll pick the 22 tile “happy associations, friendship” to represent the party, and given that
I have seven options to pick from (seven days in the coming week), I’ll pick the figure that makes
use of seven tiles: a small hexangular figure. So, to that end, I’ll take out the 22 tile and six other
random tiles (it doesn’t matter what they are, even if they’re Intelligences or Principles or Spirits),
put them all face down, mix them up, and arrange them in the usual small hexagon (see figure 12).
So, somewhere in this small hexagon is the 22 tile, but I don’t know where. Let’s say that the
current day is a Wednesday, and I know that my friend isn’t having the party today, so the party
could be held as early as tomorrow (Thursday) or as late as one week away (next Wednesday).
What I’ll do is I’ll lift up the seventh tile (being the last) and say/think “is the party being held
this coming Wednesday”; if the tile is the 22 tile, then yes, but if not, I’ll proceed to the sixth tile
and say/think “what about Tuesday”, and so forth, ending with the first tile laid down representing
tomorrow/Thursay. Wherever the 22 tile is indicates the day of the week the party will be held on.
This “option-whittling” approach is described in many ways, and given the number of options
one has to pick, different figures can be used:
• Three options: small triangle
• Four options: small diamond
• Five options: small diamond + one tile held in reserve
• Six options: hollow triangle
• Seven options: small hexagon
• Eight options: small hexagon + one tile held in reserve
• Nine options: medium diamond
• Ten options: full triangle
• Etc.
When I say “a tile held in reserve”, a good example of this is when ZT proposes how one might
find out on which day of the month something might occur. Let’s say that that we know that our
friend is planning another party later on in the year in October, but again, we don’t know when
and they’re not in the habit of letting us know with much warning, so we want to find out what day
to plan for. October has 31 days, but there’s no figure that comes anywhere close to that number;
they’re either all too small (large triangle has only 15 tiles, large diamond only 16) or too big (large
hexagon has 37), but what we can do is take the usual speaking tile and mix it together with 30
other tiles for a total of 31, then make two large triangles with one extra piece put near the second
large triangle. What we’re doing here is essentially partitioning out October into two halves: the
first large triangle is for days 1 through 15, the second large triangle is for days 16 through 30, and
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the tile in reserve is for the 31st day itself. We start with the first triangle and see if the speaking
tile is found in that figure; if not, then the event won’t be held in the first half of the month, so we
turn to the second triangle, but we start with the tile in reserve first—because it’s the actual “final”
tile that represents the final option of the 31st day. If that tile in reserve is the speaking tile, then
we have ourselves a Halloween party; if not, then we have some other day in October from days 16
through 30 that the party will be on.
In this way, we can go through any number of options, though ZT says that “rarely does a a
particular question require larger figures” larger than ten-ish tiles, and even then, we can always
use multiple figures to determine an answer in those cases when necessary. In this way, we can go
down to three options using a small triangle, but what about a binary choice of just two options?
ZT literally says to just take the speaking tile plus one other random tile, shake them around in
the hand, and pick one. It’s that simple.
With all that understood, we now know how we can use the Great Dial in a similar way. Let’s
say that we have someone who was told that one day their family give birth to someone who will
become worldwide famous, and they want to know when such a birth will occur. For this, we’ll use
the speaking tile of 1 (which indicates births), and compose a Great Dial with 36 other random
pieces. Because of the nature of this query, we don’t know if the birth will happen anytime soon
or not, so let’s first use eccentric motion to determine the general timeframe in which such a birth
might happen. In eccentric motion, the outer belt is the yearly belt, the middle belt is climacteric,
the inner belt is centurial, and the center house is millennial; to that end, we use the usual optionwhittling approach to determine in what timeframe such a birth will occur: 18 years down the line,
17 years, 16 years, etc.down to just 1 year for tile 20. After that, 12 climacteric periods (84 years)
following these 18 years away, then 11 (77 years), 10 (70 years), etc.down to one climacteric period
(7) after the first 18 years. After that, 7 centuries (following 18 years and 12 climacteric periods),
then 6, then 5, etc. After that, we have 1000 years, after seven centuries plus twelve climacteric
periods plus eighteen years—or it could just be sometime further indefinitely off than that as some
upper undefined limit.
What about something closer? Let’s say that a querent knows from a Great Mirror that they’ll
be married sometime in the next few years of their life. For this, we’ll use the 66 tile (which
indicates marriages) and compose a Great Dial with 36 other pieces. At first, we’ll read the outer
belt in eccentric movement, interpreting each tile as being one year each, and so we’ll do the usual
option-whittling starting with 18 years, then 17, etc. If we don’t find the 66 tile in the outer belt,
though, then (in the context of this query) it’s not that the querent will marry sometime much
later, but rather, sometime much sooner, so we’ll move to the middle belt now and switch to using
concentric movement instead of eccentric, which means that we now read the middle belt as being
one month each, starting with 12 months away from the reading, then 11, then 10, and so forth,
ending with one month away. If we still don’t find the 66 tile, then that means that it must be
in the inner belt or center, which is for weekdays; at this point, we can say that the marriage will
occur sometime very soon in the present month, and the position of the 66 tile can indicate the
week.
The point of this latter example is to show that a single Great Mirror can be read in either or
both movements, depending on the nature of the query and what makes the most sense, but truth
be told, most of the examples of ZT that indicate telling time don’t use the Great Dial at all, it’d
seem. Of all the examples ZT gives, it determines:
• Year: by either the outer band of the Great Dial in concentric movement (to determine lustral
period of a human life) or any part of the Great Dial in eccentric movement (year, climacteric
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period, century, or millennium)
• Month: by the middle belt of the Great Dial in concentric movement
• Day of the month: by either:
– Two large triangles for a month of 30 days, or two large triangles plus one tile in reserve
for a month of 31 days (for February, we could use one medium hexagon for the first
19 days plus either a medium diamond for the remaining 9 days or full triangle for the
remaining 9 days in a leap year)
– One small hexagon to determine the day of the week, then to determine the week of
the month, either a small diamond (for a month of four weeks containing that weekday)
or a small diamond plus one tile in reserve (for a month of five weeks containing that
weekday)
• Climacteric period: by one small hexagon to determine the first seven climacteric periods,
then another small hexagon to determine the next seven (or, more properly, a hollow triangle
to determine the next six, since 6 + 7 = 13, and 13 × 7 = 91, which approximates the
maximum lifespan of humans according to ZT)
• Hour: . . . uh. . . well. . .
So, about determining hours: ZT offers two methods on this approach, which it spends a good
amount of time clarifying on the first and offers the second as an alternative, and both seem
slightly confused in minor ways that aren’t impossible to reconcile, but it’s still a little weird. It
helps, however, that ZT just takes the usual system of planetary hours and planetary weekdays as
a given, which we can use to our advantage here. My issue is, however, that neither of them seem
particularly robust.

8.1

Hour determination, first method

For the purposes of this method, we only care about the tiles belonging to the solar or lunar
intelligences, where all the tiles of Genhelia/matter-Sun and Psykelia/spirit-Sun indicate diurnality
and all the tiles of Seleno/matter-Moon and Psykomena/spirit-Moon indicate nocturnality. We’ll
give the Intelligence tiles to the midpoint of their respective periods, such that the Genhelia and
Psykelia tiles represent the hour leading up to midday (thus the sixth hour of the day), and that
the Seleno and Psykomena tiles represent the hour culminating in midnight (thus the sixth hour
of the night). We rotate through the tiles in the given columns according to the Table of Numbers
from Plate II (see figure 2) accordingly to obtain the rest of the tiles for the hours of the day or
night, starting from the middle-point of the column to indicate the twilight, working our way up to
the Intelligence tile to represent the midpoint of the day/night, then rotating back from the bottom
of the same column to represent the remaining hours of the day/night. What we get is a table of
solar/lunar tiles that represent the hours of the day and night accordingly:
So, to determine the hour in which something will happen, we use a large triangle of 15 tiles, with
the outer rim of 12 tiles indicating the number of the hour, and the inner small triangle indicating
whether it happens in the daytime (hours 1 through 12) or nighttime (hours 13 through 24). We
inspect the inner (ideal) small triangle first: best 2 of 3 of solar or lunar tiles determines the period.
Thus, if there’s any number of solar tile and no lunar tiles, or at least more solar tiles than lunar
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Hour
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Daytime
Genhelia Psykelia
37
45
28
36
19
27
10
18
1
9
s
}
91
99
82
90
73
81
64
72
55
63
46
54

Nighttime
Seleno Psykomena
38
44
29
35
20
26
11
17
2
8
a
d
92
98
83
89
74
80
65
71
56
62
47
53

tiles, then the event will happen during the day; likewise, if there’s only lunar tiles and no solar
tiles, or at least more lunar than solar tiles, then the event will happen at night. That done, we
then proceed to look at the outer rim of 12 tiles on the large triangular figure we composed. We
then proceed to find whatever solar or lunar tiles agree with the inner triangle, and use the outer
rim tile(s) to indicate the hour itself of that given period. Thus, if the inner triangle indicates a
nocturnal event, then if we find both a solar and a lunar tile in the outer rim, only the lunar tile
matters to indicate the hour.
Of course, there are a number of questions about this method that ZT leaves unresolved:
• All other tiles of any other planet are irrelevant and neutral for this approach, meaning they
don’t indicate either diurnality or nocturnality. So what happens if there are neither solar
nor lunar tiles in the inner ideal triangle?
• Even if we can judge the diurnality/nocturnality of an event from the inner triangle, what if
there are multiple tiles that agree in the outer rim? Does that mean the event could happen
in any one of those hours, or in the range between them? Do we just pick which one using an
option-whittling method afterward?
• Even if we can judge the diurnality/nocturnality of an event from the inner triangle, what if
there are no tiles that agree in the outer rim? Do we just say that it can’t be decided and
that it’ll happen throughout the day or at any point which cannot yet be determined in that
day?
There’s also one really weird bit about this method, however. ZT says that, regarding the hours:
Just as the solar and lunar pieces mark the exact points of noon and midnight, each
hourly number marks the exact middle of the first, second, third, etc. hour, whether
daytime or nighttime. Without being aware of this, one runs the risk of making a
mistake of any time, sometimes by half an hour.
I can’t really make sense of this, honestly. If the solar and lunar Intelligence tiles themselves
represent the exact points of midday and midnight, then that would indicate the border between
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two hours, not the middle of such hours. It also says earlier, however, that tiles 37, 47, 45, and
53 all “share the twilight hour of the morning”; usually we don’t say that an hour is split or that
the twilight hour is split, but rather that a day starts at sunrise itself (which ZT agrees with).
So does ZT mean by this note that our usual reckoning of dividing up the unequal hours is to be
shifted forward by half an unequal hour? It’s unclear to me, and seems really confused or overly
complicated.

8.2

Hour determination, second method

This approach of assigning the tiles to the hours is similar to the previous method, but incorporates
the given Zodiac sign of a known date. Recall in the Table of Numbers in Plate II how each of the
rows of the table is assigned a sign of the Zodiac. The first hour of the day/night is the solar/lunar
tiles of the row of that sign of the Zodiac, the second hour the one beneath that, the third one
beneath the second, and so forth, looping around if we’ve reached the end of the column. Thus, while
the Sun is in Gemini, tiles 10 and 18 are the first hour of the day and tiles 11 and 17 the first hour
of the night, tiles 19 and 27 the second diurnal hour and tiles 20 and 26 the second nocturnal hour,
and so on. Unfortunately, no example is specifically given with this second/alternative method, so
if we use the same fundamental approach as before, then the same issues remain as before.
Of course, there is a sorta-secret third method to determine the hour that was hinted
at earlier: use the Great Dial in concentric movement to determine the hour number, then use
option-whittling to determine if it’ll happen in the day or night. No muss nor fuss with trying to
allot tiles to unequal hours or worrying about what if you don’t get any (or if you get too many)
solar or lunar tiles, whatever. Or, if we want to take a similar approach as what we did with
the first method of determining the day of a month to innovate a fourth method, we could use
four hollow triangles, because each hollow triangle has six tiles and 6 × 4 = 24, and use the usual
option-whittling approach that way, splitting a whole day-night cycle into four separate chunks of
morning (hours 1 through 6), afternoon (7 through 12), evening (13 through 18), and night (19
through 24). (Although we might conceivably break a set of 24 options into other figures like a
large 15-tile triangle with a medium 9-tile diamond, having this broken out into equal segments
pleases me more.)
I’ll be honest: while I get the underlying process that ZT shows for many of these forms of
determining specific times, they feel kinda. . . I dunno, clunky? And especially for determining
hours, that gets into levels of specificity that seem increasingly suspect to me (a concern magnified
if we were to go any lower than hours, as ZT itself warns against), and the methods it explicitly
suggest seem super rough and too ill-specified for my taste, at least without exploring other options.
But then again, ZT also says this about the methods it shares:
The Candidate is warned that the means indicated in the First Supplement to find the
climacteric, annual, monthly, hourly, and other periods are rather thus described as
exercises rather than to assist them in quickly and surely finding a moment they might
seek. Rather, they will be surprised indeed to find, at the proper time, other methods
shorter, surer, and less childish than those we have offered earlier to their avid curiosity.
Since there is much to learn and do before one begins to calculate months and hours,
when the Candidate eventually gets to such a point, they will already know how to go
about it and can dispense with the processes described as well as the Tables [of meanings
of the tiles and the Great Mirror houses], by which we only wanted to offer some bait
to the unreasonable impatience of most people who wish to read into the future.
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It is unfortunately too true that, in a work that will someday be precious, what is less
sound must serve for now as a recommendation for the rest.
Even by ZT’s own admission, it doesn’t think particularly highly of the methods it gives to
determine times. I mean, it makes sense, doesn’t it? All that this “option-whittling” (as I’ve been
calling it) is is just a variation on processes of elimination, which is about the most rudimentary
form of sortilege you can do with little in the way of actual interpretation or intuition being called
for. While there’s nothing saying that these methods can’t work, I admit my own skepticism of
them to a degree, and can think of better methods involved. For instance, using the Great Dial
in concentric movement with the middle belt indicating hours, it might be possible to conceive
of a method that links up one of the 12 hourly houses in the middle belt with one of the seven
daily houses of the inner belt + center house using ideal triangles to determine both the weekday,
diurnality/nocturnality, and hour of the day/night. Alternatively, if we know the given weekday,
then noting that the planetary day is ruled the planet of its first hour and planetary night of its
first hour, we could use more tiles than just the solar/lunar ones to determine planetary days and
hours, as well. Another option could be to give the other planets their own diurnal or nocturnal
qualities in addition to the luminary ones to even things out.
As far as ZT is concerned, I think determining times along these lines is a tricky topic, in
agreement with what ZT says. At the same time, I also think that either the author of ZT was
intentionally holding back on intuitive/interpretive techniques to lead to such a result, or they just
threw this in as an afterthought to let others fill in the gaps without ever thinking such methods
through enough themselves. I’m sure that there are plenty of ways to determine time, and ZT has
certainly given some ways, but even ZT itself doesn’t take them seriously; I don’t think we should,
either.
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9

Natal Stars, Stellar Angels, Lunar Mansions, and Questions

And now we get to the part of the ZT discussion that had me scratching my head (and banging it
against my desk) for the longest time, and one of the reasons why I got so obsessed with trying to
figure ZT out. This is about to get messy, so strap in, dear readers.
We’ve covered a lot of ZT up until this point, it’s true; while I’m not following the order of
ZT’s “Steps” or “Supplements”, I have covered the majority of the actual divinatory technique itself
(barring the process of divination, refinements to query and tool, etc.), and even part (but only
a very small part) of the spirituality, theology, cosmology, and anthropology of the ZT. And, up
until this point, much of the technique-related stuff is surprisingly simple: sure, there’s definitely
a lot to it and damn-near countless ways to plot out various arrangements of things in the Great
Mirror, but the bulk of the system isn’t a whole lot more than “there are some primary general
concepts, we can combine and permute them in these ways, and now we have all these secondary
specific concepts”. This very approach is what got us all the meanings of the 99 Number tiles and
the meanings of the 37 houses of the Great Mirror, and even the “option-whittling” approach used
to simplistically determine time or other details of situations isn’t too complicated to figure out
at a high level and apply in a variety of different ways. This is why, given all the complexity and
specificity that ZT can allow as a divination system, I think ZT is a masterpiece of elegance by
means of extrapolation from simplicity.
Take a look, dear reader, at the plate called “The Urn” (figure 7), which gives ZT’s own depiction
of the various tiles to be used for divination, embellished with all relevant information for amateurs
to more easily pick up and run with as they learn the system of ZT. Each of the Number tiles has
the number in the center in the middle, the planet (more accurately, the planetary intelligence) it’s
associated with on the left, and the Zodiac sign it’s associated with on the right. Each tile also has
a name in the banner underneath the number; tiles 1 through 9, the primitive Numbers, get the
names of their respective Intelligences, but each of the other tiles has the name of what appears to
be an angel: Gabriel, Kiriel, Barbiel, Dirachiel, and so forth. Moreover, some of these angel names
are repeated across multiple tiles, e.g. Dirachiel has tiles 15, 60, and 87.
Thus do we come to the “Second Supplement”. This chapter opens up with a lengthy and
passionate introduction to how the method of ZT is but the foundation of a much grander system
of theurgy and divinity—the layer of stone that gives way to marble, marble to crystal, crystal to
diamond, diamond by heavenly brilliance itself—and that we shouldn’t be surprised that humans
are but one type of entity throughout a dazzlingly diverse cosmos of entities of all kinds both
corporeal and incorporeal, and how humans have the ability to see visions of spirits or who are
taught about matters of the future or of God by means of spirits. Immediately after this, we are
introduced to the notion of a particular set of angels relevant for our studies in ZT (although,
admittedly, nowhere referenced in any earlier part of the book). I’m just gonna quote what ZT says
on this point:
The Great Cabala recognizes, as we have seen, nine Intelligences. However, the two solar
Intelligences and the two lunar Intelligences answer only to one planet each per pair,
even if the Intelligence presiding over the material aspect subject to its Planet is not,
somehow, a first Satellite of the spiritual Intelligence, rather than an Intelligence of the
first order itself. On these grounds, the totality of Intelligences has only seven bases,
which are the seven Planets. Each of these planets has four Messengers—Angels, in
other words, which are according to the Greek etymology Αγγελος, this word meaning
“messenger” in this beautiful language. These Angels, or Messengers of the Planets, are
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therefore 28 in number. There are as many boxes in the Great Mirror, allowing for each
Angel to have their own fixed abode. Each Planet lodges in its orbit the Angels attached
to it. Recall that some boxes are common to two Planets; the Angel who dwells in such
a box is at the service, then, of its two corresponding Intelligences.
We will present a Table below where all the Cabalistic Angels are named and, next
to each, as many mysterious Stars as they govern in the celestial regions. Following
these, their names will be specified, as well as their Planets and the box that each Angel
occupies in the Great Mirror, along with the three or four numbers assigned to it among
the 99 with which the Table of Intelligences is provided. The Angels that rule four
numbers each are those that occupy the six corner boxes of the Great Mirror; three of
these are solar and three of these are lunar, as the column of signs in the table will show.
Each of the Stars that we will shortly name is, by its own account, a natal Star. It
is common enough to hear that “so-and-so was born under a lucky (or unlucky) star”;
however trivial this manner of speaking has become, it is still of cabalistic origin. Indeed,
each of the allegorical Stars (which we will make known) influences all humans born
under it, for each star’s reign is 13 days, 61 minutes, and 25 seconds per year. The total
of the reigns of the 28 natal Stars anticipates the six hours per year on the totality of
365 days, with the 366th day of the leap year included in the net total of the days of
four years. The domain of the 28 Stars thus starts again from the same instant every
four years to complete a new period at the end of the same duration. This calculation
can be verified by the Candidate arithmetically.
But let us first provide the promised Table, after which an easy-to-use dial shall be
presented to put the Amateur within reach of recognizing, without fear of error, under
which Star one is born, of what quality it is, what it allows to hope for, what it threatens,
and whether this natal Star is friend or foe to the planet which governed in particular
the hour in which the birth took place. It is thus for all the events of life, there not
being a single thing however arbitrary or futile it might seem, which is not influenced
by the circumstances of Heaven.*
* We do not wish in the slightest to bring the reader back to judicial astrology, for
judicial astrology sprang from the Cabala and corrupted it. [. . . ]
We are then treated to the following two-page table, where the columns are “Influencing Stars”,
“Governing Angels”, “Planets”, “Houses”, and “Numbers Influenced”, respectively. My rendition of
this table, originally as shown in figure 19, is reproduced in figure 20 for easier reading.
Alright, let’s cut the crap: this is just a table of the 28 mansions of the Moon with their angels,
and the description preceding the table is clearly describing the same thing. By saying that “each
star’s reign is 13 days, 61 minutes, and 25 seconds per year”, it’s basically giving the calendrical
equivalent of saying that each mansion’s span of the ecliptic is 12◦ 150 2600 (the average daily ecliptic
motion of the Moon). And, to those who are familiar with Cornelius Agrippa’s Three Books of
Occult Philosophy121 , the names of the mansions (delightfully corrupted as many Arabic names
and words always are in any European text) are still basically the same as those given in book II,
chapter 33122 , and ditto for the names of the angels of the mansions from book III, chapter
24123 . For a text that so vehemently denies any connection with “judicial astrology”, debased and
121 http://www.esotericarchives.com/agrippa/index.html
122 http://www.esotericarchives.com/agrippa/op2.htm#chap33
123 http://www.esotericarchives.com/agrippa/op3.htm#chap24
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Figure 19: The original table of the angels and stars.
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17

Alactil

Adriel

d

f

31

z

11

40

18

Alkab

Egibiel

s

h

22

z

16

19

Alzébra

Amuziel

d

f

16

20

Analkaim

Kiriel

S

h

21

Abeldack

Béthunael

22

Zaddadena

Géliel

23

Sabadola

Réquiel

24

Sadahad

Abrimaël

h

25

Sadalakia

Aziel

26

Alporabot

Tagriel

27

Alkarga

Athémiel

28

Albothan

Raphaël

17

d

81

s

74

35

d

36

63

90

s

13

20

91

8

25

73

94

14

49

71

96

44

50

83

89

d

35

47

53

80

g

10

34

48

97

s

j

28

37

42

72

99

s

s

h

2

46

52

70

g

26

57

75

98

h

23

39

43

88

f
d

S
a

37

z

z

z

Figure 20: Rendition fo the table of angels and stars.
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corrupted as ZT claims it to be, there’s a delicious sting of irony in seeing how far that’s really true.
Let’s take a closer look at the table. What we have here is:
• An index of the names of the 28 lunar mansions (what ZT calls “natal stars”) along with the
presiding angel of each
• Each mansion/angel’s corresponding planetary association (more on that in a bit)
• Which house of the Great Mirror the mansion/angel is associated with (marked with a z if
it’s a corner house)
• What Number tiles are associated with the mansion/angel (three for non-corner houses, four
for corner houses along with what that extra Number’s specific planetary association is)
ZT goes on to note, immediately after the table, a few things that would appear to be missing
from the table:
• The primitive Numbers (1 through 9) are direct representatives of their respective planetary
Intelligences, so they don’t get associated to any angel; only compound Numbers get associated
with angels.
• Houses 1, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19 in the Great Mirror are already taken up by the seven
planets themselves, so those don’t get associated with any angel.
• Because there are 37 houses in the Great Mirror, if we take away 7 for the seven planets, that
leaves us with 30—two too many for the angels of the lunar mansions. To this end, all nine
of the planetary intelligences get associated a house: all the non-luminary Intelligences just
get their planet’s own house, but the Sun and Moon are split, such that Psykelia gets house
1 (the Sun’s proper house in the Great Mirror), Genhelia gets house 3 (between Psykelia
and Erosia/Venus), Seleno gets house 11 (the Moon’s proper house in the Great Mirror), and
Psykomena gets house 6 (between Psykelia and Seleno).
Based on this—as well as a lengthy description—ZT also gives us Plate VI (see figure 6), illustrating the Great Mirror with all the angels associated with it. It breaks this diagram out into
a “Drum” (the large hexangular figure with the names of the Intelligences and angels in it) and
“Border” (the zodiacal and lunar mansion divisions along the ecliptic, along with the 13-ish days
per lunar mansion). The Arabic numeral in each house is the house’s rank in the Great Mirror,
while the Roman numerals in the non-Intelligence houses indicate the rank of the lunar mansion of
those particular angels.
Now, tell me, dear reader, if you so kindly would oblige me: what about any of this makes any
goddamn sense I swear to god. How on Earth is ZT fitting any of this together, when so little of it
makes any sense?
• If you look at the order of the mansions/angels associated with the houses of the Great Mirror,
what exactly is happening? Why does mansion I get put in house 4, II to 20, III to 24, and
so forth?
• While the names of the mansions themselves are basically correct, and most of the angels
seem right, there are a few that aren’t. Comparing with Agrippa’s list, while ZT makes use of
the three archangels Gabriel, Michael, and Raphael, these appear nowhere in Agrippa’s list,
and instead appear to replace the angels Anediel, Gabiel, and Amnixiel.
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• Further, while most of the mansions in ZT have the same angels in the same order as in
Agrippa, some aren’t; mansions 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 28 don’t have the right angel names, either
being swapped out with an archangel name or just using an existing name in the wrong order,
e.g. ZT giving mansion II to Amixiel but Agrippa gives Amixiel to mansion III.
• The Numbers assigned to each angel/mansion are all over the place. They tend to be related
to the planetary associations of each angel/mansion, but so many of them have ones associated
with the Sun or Moon (of either intelligence) as well.
• What happened to the z mark for mansion XI/house 25 for Neziel? That’s a corner house,
so it should have that mark, because it has four Numbers associated with it.
• For the most part, whatever angel gets whatever planets in that table, it has at least one tile
of those planets associated with it, and not others (except for the solar and lunar tiles getting
scattered all over the place). In that light, why does Raphael—an angel in the exclusive orbit
of Mars—get a Number associated with Venus (39)?
• Why does Kiriel—an angel in the orbit of Mars and Saturn—get a Number associated with
Mercury (94)? For that matter, while Kiriel has a Number of Mars associated with it (25), it
lacks one for Saturn. Where’d it go?
Perhaps the biggest question I have about any of this is this notion of planetary associations with
the lunar mansions, which just isn’t. . . like, a Thing. Like, I’ve spoken with a number of professional
astrologers about this, and the lunar mansions don’t—and shouldn’t—get planetary associations,
beyond possibly linking the nature of particular fixed stars found within those mansions to planets
and from there to the mansions itself, but this just isn’t done. None other than Chris Warnock (of
Renaissance Astrology124 ) touched on this once upon a time on his blog125 :
In Vedic astrology the 27 nakshatra do have planetary rulers, but this is based on a
planetary period sequence, similarly to firdaria. The sequence is Sun, Moon, Mars,
North Node, Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, South Node and Venus. A number of traditional
Western sources do give planetary rulerships for the Mansions, but each one is different,
some use the Chaldean Order, some the days of the week order.
A majority of traditional sources on the Mansions do not provide planetary rulerships
and those sources that do, don’t agree on the system. The Liber Lunae, Sloane Ms
3826, a mid-Sixteenth Century English source gives a strange sequence of planetary
rulerships, that doesn’t follow the Chaldean Order or the days of the week. The Liber
Lunae Mansions are contained in my Mansions of the Moon Book126 .
I would have to ask why logically the Mansions of the MOON would even have planetary
rulers? Aren’t these the Moon’s Mansions? This reminds me of the confusion over
planetary rulership of fixed stars. Because Ptolemy in Tetrabiblos says that fixed stars
“have the nature of” various planets, this has been taken as meaning that the planets
rule these fixed stars. Again, logically the fixed stars are in a higher sphere and in fact
the fixed stars “rule” the planets.
124 https://www.renaissanceastrology.com/
125 http://renaissance-astrology.blogspot.com/2012/03/planetary-rulers-of-mansions-of-moon.html
126 http://www.renaissanceastrology.com/astrologyandmagicbooks.html#MotM
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My view is that having planetary rulerships for everything is like the modern Aries =
Mars = 1st house. It is collapsing the nuances of traditional astrology and losing the
underlying structure.
Still, there is some support in traditional sources, the problem is which source do you
choose and then what does it mean if Mars, for example, “rules” the first mansion? I
can see that the designers of Solar Fire were confused because they insist on giving the
location of all the planets in Mansions. We can therefore puzzle over the meaning or to
my mind, the lack of meaning, of Saturn in the 5th Mansion.
And in a comment to someone else on that post, he said:
But why would a particular planet be stronger in a particular Mansion of the MOON?
What does any planet, except the Moon, have to do with the Mansions? Other than
“we always use the planets for everything” that is?
Like, we can consider the signs of the Zodiac and the mansions of the Moon to both be divisions
of the ecliptic, sure, but if the signs of the Zodiac get assigned planetary rulerships, then why not
the mansions of the Moon? The difference lies in the conceptual backing of each: for the signs of
the Zodiac, they are based on the Sun and Moon together (one solar year is an approximation of
twelve synodic lunations, so we divide the ecliptic into twelve equal segments), and then we assign
planetary rulerships to the signs based on their aspectual relationship to the Sun and Moon (as in
figure 21), but the 28 mansions of the Moon are a division based only on the daily average ecliptic
motion of the Moon. Moreover, the lunar mansions are meant exclusively for the Moon, and are
used for other purposes than the 12 signs of the Zodiac are. To give them planetary assignments
or affiliations just isn’t something that’s really done, much less done commonly or in any standard
approach, and as Warnock notes (and as I’ve seen myself), in the handful of texts that do attempt
it—because why not, there are 28 = 7 × 4, so just give each planet four mansions—none of them
seem to do it in the same way. The other planets just don’t matter for the lunar mansions, not
whether what planet is in whichever mansion, nor wherever the Moon is in any of the mansions; if
we wanted to know the Moon’s strength or weakness according to other planets, that’s what the
usual signs of the Zodiac are for, not the mansions.
Even if we ignore the planetary stuff, still, nothing about the rest of Plate VI or the angel/house/tile assignments makes sense. And that’s the really frustrating bit, isn’t it? It’s clear
from everything else we’ve seen in ZT that this is a system that is built on extrapolating from
principles, building up from smaller things into larger things; this system is not randomly thrown
together, but is clearly something that was intentionally and explicitly designed. And then we
have this system of lunar mansions (disguised as “natal stars”, repurposed as quasi-Zodiac signs
to determine someone’s ruling star/angel by seeing what mansion the Sun is in at the time they
were born) which uses a system of angel associations which are mostly the same as those used in
(damn near, or indeed actually) every other text but which uses some weird variation in it, and
just. . . what?
It was even getting to the point that I was thinking that this might be a blind for something
else—and I hate the notion of blinds in occult texts.
Here’s my take: yes, there are some occult and spiritual texts that do legitimately make use
of blinds, i.e. ways to encrypt, encode, or otherwise obfuscate information with the use of keys or
secrets that only a select subset of people would know, but throwing other people people not in the
know off the trail. It does happen, sure—but it happens so infrequently that anyone claiming that
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Figure 21: The zodiac signs and their ruling planets.
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mean something else—and it’s also even more common to just have typos in any given text.
Like, let’s be honest: unless you’re a legitimate spy (or spymaster) or professional cryptographer
(like John Dee or Johannes Trithemius), you’re probably not gonna make a good blind or encryption
worth your time, and you risk so much by putting out such a blinded text anyway. Consider: if you
put out a manual that proposes to teach stuff, and you deliberately put misleading information in
with the intended goal that the manual should only be used by people worthy of possessing it, then
you run into the ethical problem of giving people bad or incorrect processes that can cause severe
issues, even irreparable harm. If that’s the case, if such a book comes into the hands of someone
exceptionally crafty who can manage to break such an encryption, then all your work just fell to
naught and has entered the hands of someone you don’t know and don’t trust and didn’t want
to have the information to begin with—which might be even worse than the previous situation,
depending on the nature of such information. If you want to keep information secure, then the
best way to go about it is to just not publish it. And let’s be honest: publication is expensive!
Between the sheer cost of the supplies and the process of setting type and printing text and binding
it into pamphlets or books, to say nothing of making multiple copies thereof? If you want to keep
information limited, the best way is to just not commit it to paper—especially one that has to go
through a publisher who can always make more such books on their own.
In that light, let’s consider the method and approach of ZT. ZT claims to have this ancient
teaching of wisdom, divination, and theurgy that allows people to rise and perfect themselves in
harmony with celestial intelligences, and it says that the text it provides is a key—granted, it is
only a key and not a full treatise that explains the whole system, but it is a key which it claims
can unlock anything. It then provides the most rudimentary basics of its systems and methods
tells the reader to use them the rest of the way, and if the “Pure Spirit” guides them, they’ll figure
the rest out on their own by using the information in ZT. Beyond that, it fully expects that this
information should be limited, which is why the book was limited to only 50 copies (it claims) and
expects most people to disdain it and the author for it. The approach of ZT here is so completely
against the notion of using encryption or encoding or blinding at all: rather than trying to hide
something, it just either doesn’t say it or it gives the basics of something and tells the reader to
figure out the rest.
All of which is to explain my sheer frustration with this particular instance of assigning angels to
the houses or tiles to the angels: everything else in this system just seems so elegant, well-put, and
intentional, and then there’s this seemingly random thing, seemingly tacked-on in a later chapter
with stuff that is never—not once—mentioned anywhere earlier in the text, and which doesn’t even
seem necessary for the actual process of divination? And then, in the Epilogue, the messages from
the Redactor go on about how they only mentioned “the good angels, not betraying the evil ones”,
and that how they “[at first] refrained from mentioning anything relating to the angels”? And how
ZT basically forces us to reinvent computus by, instead of just looking up in an ephemeris the Sun’s
location along the ecliptic, making us do calendrical math to figure out under what natal star one
is born under while also factoring in leap years?
This is the only part of the system of ZT that seems nonsensical, and the more I looked at it
from any and every conceivable angle, the more nonsensical it became. In that light, we have a few
options:
1. This part is really just arbitrary and made up with no real rhyme or reason.
2. This part has some sort of pattern, but which is not clearly stated in the text and which may
have as much noise as it does standardization.
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3. This part is based on some other source that ZT does not explicitly reference, which may
itself have its own reasoning and method explainable in another way that isn’t dependent on
or related to ZT.
4. This part is a blind.
Option 1 (it’s arbitrary), while it can’t be ruled out, seems to fly so far into the face of ZT’s
method and approach that it’s almost an insult. Option 2 (it’s an incomplete pattern) is what I
was trying to figure out, but not making heads or tails of it and being unable to reverse engineer it
is itself a problem, so that’d lead to a dead end. Option 3 (it’s based on some other system). . . well,
not knowing what other system that might be, it’s a possibility that would require further research.
Option 4 (it’s a blind). . . like, I hate the idea, but this may well be a case of it. Like, in my
bitching about this and saying how tacked-on this whole bit feels to ZT, Nick Chapel from
Hermeticulture127 (the lovable asshole who got me started on all of this) said:
It also sounds like the author wanted to include that supplemental material in the print
run of 50, but needed to get it in to the publisher and so settled for an abbreviated
explanation. It’s possible that the author might have chosen to blind the information
because they knew they wouldn’t be able to lay out an adequately complete explanation
in the time or space given, and wanted to ensure that anyone who was going to be using
it understood the principles behind it. At least enough to see “hey, this doesn’t make
sense” and have enough sense themselves not to use it until they figured it out.
[. . . ]
. . . as both a puzzle designer and solver, you know that the puzzle wants to be solved.
Even if it’s an intentional blind.
Like, it was this specific problem that got me to translate ZT from the original French version of
it to begin with, to make absolutely sure that I wasn’t missing anything and that I could go through
every section and line with a fine-tooth comb and make sure that there was nothing amiss. And,
while I definitely learned quite a bit more from FZT than I did KZT/OZT, I still found nothing in
FZT that helped this particular situation.

127 https://hermeticulture.org/
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10

17th Century German Pop-Divination Texts, Natal Stars,
and Numbers

Following up on the last post, we talked about how utterly bizarre and obtuse this system is of
associating the angels of the lunar mansions, or “natal stars” as ZT calls them, and given that ZT
uses them nothing like lunar mansions it may be for the best to use ZT’s moniker instead. This is
all so clearly (and yet so unclearly) depicted by all the oddities of ZT’s Plate VI (see figure 6).
The more I looked at it, the more confused I got. I tried plotting out all available information
every which way: mapping out the house-to-mansion and mansion-to-house-less-the-intelligencesnumbers, seeing if there was any repeating pattern of numbers being skipped, trying to trace
geometric patterns between mansions on the Great Mirror—nothing. The more I banged my head
against this, the less I understood what was going on. Heck, I even counted how many of the tiny
divisions there are in the Border of Plate VI and found out that, although there are supposed to
be 13 of them per mansion to represent the 13(ish) days per Sun traveling through the mansion
(which is a super weird notion), which should yield (according to ZT) a total of 365, a handful of
them have 14 divisions and one even has 15—and even then, 28 × 13 = 364, which doesn’t match
with what ZT says regardless. Even trying to reverse engineer and come up with my own systems
and methods of assigning mansions to the houses wasn’t coming anywhere close to what ZT was
doing.
Like, yes, to be sure, there are a number of things about ZT that I don’t have answers for—where
it gets its unique take on planetary numerology, for instance—but all of those are relatively minor
things that don’t impact the actual function or process of the divinatory method of ZT. Meanwhile,
here we have something that is clearly stated as being important, but which itself is not used in
the actual divinatory method at all, which would still be functional (even if somehow potentially
incomplete?) without it—and which even the Redactor of ZT says was something thrown on as
an extra bit to keep people going in ZT and which wasn’t going to be mentioned at first anyway.
Again, the more I looked and considered this, the less sure I got of what the hell it’s doing. It was
clear that I wasn’t getting anywhere, and even the seeming leads that might have revealed a blind
kept going nowhere.
I decided to take a different approach. I mentioned the various options of what could be going
on here last time: either it’s all arbitrary, it’s just a bad and incomplete pattern, it’s a blind, or it’s
an importation based on another source that explains something about the method in a way that
ZT alone can’t and doesn’t. Maybe it’s that last option, and I would have to look at non-ZT texts
to find something.
First, I tried looking up lists of lunar mansion angels. It’s a distinct quality of ZT that gives
such a list with the three big archangels Gabriel, Michael, and Raphael included; these aren’t in
Cornelius Agrippa’s list from TBOP book III, chapter 24128 , and lists like this tend to be
remarkably stable over time even if some of the spelling changes a bit. The only thing I was
coming up with was something from Franz Bardon’s work, specifically the list of angels of the
sphere of the Moon which was encoded in Bardon’s work and subsequently decoded
by Emil Stejnar129 , but I cannot for the life of me figure out where Stejnar was getting this list
from in any of Bardon’s works, and Stejnar himself doesn’t say; indeed, the annotators of such a
website note that the “angelnames are cited according to Stejnar[;] the edition of Agrippa’s ‘Occulta
128 http://www.esotericarchives.com/agrippa/op3.htm#chap24
129 https://www.oocities.org/franzbardon/stejnar.html
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Theosophia’ in my possess [sic] gives different angelnames”. Beyond that one dead-end of a lead,
though, I couldn’t find anything.
I backed up and instead reconsidered: what about the lunar mansion names? The list given
in ZT’s “Second Supplement” (Alnacha, Albukaim, Alkoreya, Aldaboran, Almuzin, etc.) are all
recognizably the names of the 28 lunar mansions, even considering their variants in older texts,
and especially considering all the many and various ways Arabic names and words get corrupted
and mangled in European texts. In general, while such variation can occur from text to text,
such changes only happen slowly over the course of many generations of copying, and are as much
impacted by the source language as well as the destination language. In that light, people don’t
often just come up with their own transcriptions and spellings; they typically use the ones they’re
shown. While these names of the lunar mansions are definitely intended to represent the lunar
mansions, and while they’re kinda close to what Agrippa has, they’re not exactly the same. Maybe
this is an indication of some alternative lineage of astrological information the author of ZT was
privy to?
So I started googling for some of the names in older texts, and that’s when I found the 1757
Das Große Planeten-Buch, published in Leipzig by Johann George Löwen130 (DGPB).
It’s written in an older German in Fraktur, so it’s not the easiest thing to read, but as I was flipping
through it, I noticed that it contains a whole lot of information about a lot of different divination
systems—astrology, yes, but also geomancy, numerology, palmistry, phrenology, and the like. In
the first part of the book that focuses on astrology, pages 54—96 have information about the lunar
mansions, spelled nearly identically to what’s used in ZT. For example, consider this introductory
paragraph from part I, chapter 35 (page 73): Von dem Stern Algayre und seiner Würckung “on the
star Algayre and its effects”. Transcribed and translated:
Dieser Stern so auch Alhayre heißt, und zum Beherrscher Jazariel hat, nimmt seinen
Anfang im 2. Grad und 23. Minunten der M [m], und reichet mit seiner Kraft bis in den
15. Grad und 54. Minuten der X, ist temperirter j und g Natur, und ist mehr glücklich
denn unglücklich.
This star, also called Alhayre, and which has Jazariel as its ruler, begins in 2◦ 230 ; of
Pisces [Virgo] and its power reaches until 15◦ 540 of Libra. It is tempered by the nature
of Jupiter and Venus, and is more fortunate than unfortunate.
Here we have a description of DGPB’s mansion XIII Algayre (equivalent to Alhaire in Agrippa),
and while the degrees are a bit off from what we’d expect, the chapter goes on to talk about people
born in the mansion who have this or that quality, lucky days of the week, colors of clothes to wear
and the like, and it even gives an angel name, too—but take a close look at this first paragraph, and
you’ll see that it gives a nature of Jupiter and Venus to this lunar mansion. We see the same with
other examples, like mansion XV (Algaphar) being given to the Moon, mansion XVI (Alzibinin)
being given to the Moon and Saturn, and so forth.
To be honest, given the contents of the book as a whole, DGPB doesn’t seem to be aimed at
actual practicing astrologers; rather, it seems to be more of a manual and guide for non-experts
who have an interest (if not quite a full study) in the work, and is meant to offer quick and simple
approaches to astrology and other forms of divination and prognosis. It is, in many ways, a lot like
those pop-divination manuals we see for cheap in even otherwise mundane bookstores in the new
age section that we often give to beginners or children as a gift to spur their interest. In that light,
consider:
130 https://books.google.com/books?id=m545AAAAcAAJ
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• It’s uncommon for non-expert guides for astrology to mention the lunar mansions.
• It’s even more uncommon for such descriptions of lunar mansions to get planetary assignments.
• It’s still more uncommon for there to be a mix of one or two planetary assignments per
mansion.
. . . and ZT does all those things, too, in its table of angels and stars. Of the 28 mansions that ZT
lists, 13 exactly match with what DGPB give and another 6 partially match, for a total of 19 (well
more than half):
Mansion
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

ZT
sj
S
g
f
S
j
sS
ad
h
f
sg
sf
gj
j
d
dS
df
sh
df
Sh
f
dS
a
hg
sj
sh
g
h

DGPB
—
S
fd
g
s
j
gd
gd
s
fd
jg
fd
gj
Sg
d
dS
df
sh
df
Sd
f
dS
Sj
jg
sj
sh
gj
hs

Match
N/A
Full
No
No
No
Full
No
Partial d
No
Partial f
Partial g
Partial f
Full
No
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Partial S
Full
Full
No
Partial g
Full
Full
Partial g
Partial h

Also, I should note, that specific linked copy of DGPB was published just a few decades before
ZT in a major printing epicenter, Leipzig—which, I note, was a city that Nerciat himself worked
in as a librarian. Further, this book just happened to be part of a trend of similar books that
produced virtually the same information verbatim for centuries. Like, just searching for the unique
spelling of some of the mansion names, I’m able to find dozens of copies of this book dating at
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least as early as 1650131 and as late as 1852132 , but with even earlier versions under similar titles
presenting similar information in a similar format but not the same wording as early as 1544133
or 1541134 . Notably, however, those earlier versions in the 1500s don’t seem to have the planetary
associations, which only appear in the later versions starting (as far as I’ve found) in the 1600s. At
some point between the late-1500s and the mid-1600s, it looks like some minor German tradition of
pop-astrology (and I’m only finding books in German in this situation using these similar names)
added in planetary associations to the lunar mansions.
At this point, I’m not dragging it out further, because for the purposes of this investigation, we
have a solid-enough conclusion, at least to my satisfaction: it appears as though ZT was heavily
influenced in its development, at least as far as its angelic stuff is concerned, by some sort of popular
or easily-accessible astrological resource (perhaps in or produced from Germany) that provided a
brief introduction to the lunar mansions, but weirdly also provided its own innovative system of
planetary associations to the lunar mansions, as well, which is not found (at least to my knowledge)
outside this weird “lineage” of “pop-divination” German texts. The inventor of ZT took this system
and adapted it to the geometrical restrictions of the Great Mirror, mapping what it could from
these texts to the Great Mirror. Not all such pairs of planets would work in the Great Mirror, to
be sure; DGPB has mansions VII and VIII given to the planetary natures of Venus and the Moon
together, but the Great Mirror has these planets on opposite sides of the hexagon, so there’s no
such house that falls in both their orbits at the same time. This would force the inventor of ZT to
allocate what they could, and then squeeze in the rest what they couldn’t. It’s not a perfect match,
but it’s far more than just coincidental; barring anything else saying otherwise or any other source
coming up with anything better, the notion that the author of ZT was relying on another book of
astrology current and available to them and adapting it to their own system is far more likely than
there being a blind or this being merely arbitrary.
And, while we’re at it, DGPB also includes a good chunk of numerological stuff. In that version
linked above, on page 14, it has a Tafel der überbleibenden Zahl, dadurch die Planeten den Menschen
zugeeignet werden “Table of the remainder-number, whereby the planets are given to humans”. If
you take the numerical sum of someone’s name and reduce it to a single digit, by giving each of
the digits 1 through 9 to one of the planets, you can determine the planetary nature of that name
(and, by extension, that person). Such a system doesn’t give numbers their own symbolic meaning,
which is otherwise super common in many numerological systems, but rather gives the numbers
to the planets and lets the planets define their meanings. To that end, DGPB gives the following
table:
1. Sun

4. Moon

7. Mars

2. Venus

5. Saturn

8. Sun

3. Mercury

6. Jupiter

9. Venus

It’s not an exact match—Venus gets two numbers instead of the Moon, the Sun has one of its
numbers off a bit, and Mercury and the Moon (swap with Venus?) would have to be swapped
around—but several of the numbers do match between these systems. This is certainly different
131 https://books.google.com/books?id=p1tdAAAAcAAJ
132 https://books.google.com/books?id=wp45AAAAcAAJ
133 https://books.google.com/books?id=vppbAAAAcAAJ
134 https://books.google.com/books?id=L8dZAAAAcAAJ
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than other numerology systems, like that of the Holy Guide (1662) of John Heydon135 , upon
which later numerologists like Sepharial in his The K abala of Numbers gives a table like:
1. Sun

4. Sun or Earth

7. Moon (Full)

2. Moon (New)

5. Mercury

8. Saturn

3. Jupiter

6. Venus

9. Mars

It seems like those German pop-divination books like DGPB, even if not that specific one,
provided both an astrological and numerological basis for ZT’s own system, although not exactly.
Admittedly, it’s just close enough to suggest a connection, but it’s just different enough to suggest
that something else is going on, here, too. I mean, at least with the numbers, if we consider ZT’s
Plate II again (see figure 2), we can see that there’s this neat symmetry going on in how the planets
are associated with the primitive Numbers. Using Saturn/Lethophoro/5 as a fulcrum, each side
is balanced by the other: Mercury with Jupiter (sophist/philosopher or servant/king), Venus with
Mars (female/male), matter-Moon with spirit-Moon, and matter-Sun with spirit-Sun, which would
also make Saturn in the middle as being the “dark” point between the two extremes of “light”. By
taking a numerological system like that of DGBP as a basis, it’s not inconceivable that the inventor
of ZT shifted some of the numbers around to make a more pleasing balance of sorts, and then
(like DGPB’s remainder-number planetary system) gives those numbers meanings based on their
planets.
It’s all kinda circumstantial, both for the bit about the lunar mansions as well as the planet/number
associations, but it’s not too unreasonable or infeasible that this is what happened. I can’t prove at
the present time, unfortunately, that this is what happened, and maybe some reader more adroit at
1600s-ish German (or other continental European languages) with an eye for tracking astrological
or numerological texts can help trace and track down more such texts that might afford more leads,
especially regarding how such texts like DGPB came to associate planets with the lunar mansions.
However, it’s what I’ve got to go on, and—if I do say so myself—it’s not an unbelievable possibility.
Let’s close down that line of inquiry; I’ve nothing more to go on, after all, and while this is
a good thing to stand on, it doesn’t solve the other big issue we raised last time: how do the
compound Number tiles themselves get associated to the angels/mansions? Well, we have at least
some inkling of what’s going on, at least. To go through what we can discern from Plate VI and
the table of angels:
• There are 90 compound Number tiles. 28 goes into 90 a maximum three times with a remainder, so we can allot at least three compound Number tiles per angel. 28 × 3 = 84,
and 90 − 84 = 6, so there are 6 remaining compound Number tiles. ZG gives each of these
remainder compound Number tiles to each of the corner houses in the Great Mirror.
• For most compound Number tiles, we can simply allocate a tile to one of the houses in the
orbit of the planet of that compound Number, e.g. how 43 reduces to 7, making 43 a number
of Mars/Adamasto, putting this number into the orbit of Mars (specifically house 23 with
Raphael). These seem to have been done first.
• All of the planets except the Sun have houses in their orbit that belong exclusively to them,
while the Sun has no houses in its orbit that belongs exclusively to it. Additionally, because
135 https://archive.org/details/holyguideleading00heyd/page/n335/mode/2up
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the Sun and Moon are broken out into their material and spiritual Intelligences for their own
houses for the purposes of the Great Mirror for the angelic associations for the rest of the
houses (they’re all densely packed into the middle of the Great Mirror), it’s not clear how to
cleanly allocate the solar and lunar compound Number tiles.
• Because of this, the corner houses certainly have to get at least some of these tiles. ZT says
that they’re given to the Sun and Moon, and if we go down the table, the corner houses
(mostly marked with a z) alternate between the Moon and Sun (mansion VIII/house 34 gets
a lunar Number, mansion XI/house 25 gets a solar Number, mansion XVII/house 31 gets a
lunar Number, etc.).
• This also has the result, given how the mansions are allocated to the Great Mirror houses,
that the left and upper corners of the Great Mirror all get lunar numbers, and the lower and
right corners get solar numbers. This matches with how the solar and lunar Intelligences
themselves are allocated to the Great Mirror, with both Seleno and Psykomena on the upper
left side of the Great Mirror, and with Genhelia in the lower right.
• The rest of the solar and lunar numbers just kinda get. . . scattered around.
That is. . . well, frankly, as far as I can discern. If we take a look at how many tiles fit the
patterns above cleanly or not, then out of the 90 total compound Number tiles:
• 57 tiles have no problem at all getting allocated and are all about where you’d find them;
notably, these are almost all tiles of the non-luminaries (e.g. tile 40, given to house 31, a tile
of Jupiter/Aglaé and in Jupiter’s orbit).
• 3 tiles are kinda okay (62, 10, 46), which are in the orbit of their associated planetary Intelligence, but technically speaking these are the “extra” Intelligences of Genhelia (matter-Sun)
and Psykomena (spirit-Moon) given to houses 3 and 6, respectively, and it’s not clear whether
these Intelligences should be considered to have orbits of their own like the other planets do.
• 28 tiles are those of Genhelia, Seleno, Psykomena, or Psykelia, which are just sorta scattered
all across the Great Mirror.
• 2 tiles seem completely incorrectly assigned:
– Tile 39 (expected to be in the orbit of Venus) gets associated to house 23 (Raphael) in
the orbit of Mars
– Tile 94 (expected to be in the orbit of Mercury) gets associated to house 5 (Kiriel) in
the orbits of Saturn and Mars.
Notably, of all the angels in the Great Mirror, Kiriel is the only angel that expects a tile of
a particular planet (Saturn) but doesn’t have one. All the other angels get at least one tile of
each planet they’re in the orbit of, with the possible exceptions of house 2 (Tagriel) and house 7
(Michael), where they expect solar tiles (specifically of Psykomena) but get the wrong kind of solar
tile (Genhelia), but given how closely associated Genhelia and Psykelia are, it’s not clear whether
it’s okay that one substitutes in for the other.
Beyond this, I’m stumped. Unlike the mansion/planet associations or even the possible connections between the planets and numbers, I’m not sure how ZT is actually doing the work of allocating
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the compound Numbers to the lunar mansion/angelic houses of the Great Mirror beyond the general rules above. Like, to pick a perfectly regular set of tiles that have no surprises whatsoever
(part of that large set of 57), it’s not clear to me why all the Jupiter/Aglaé tiles get associated to
the houses they do:
• Tile 15 with house 27 (mansion 6, Dirachiel)
• Tile 24 with house 29 (mansion 14, Ergediel)
• Tile 33 with house 29 (mansion 14, Ergediel)
• Tile 42 with house 28 (mansion 25, Aziel)
• Tile 51 with house 12 (mansion 13, Iazekiel)
• Tile 60 with house 27 (mansion 6, Dirachiel)
• Tile 69 with house 4 (mansion 1, Gabriel)
• Tile 78 with house 29 (mansion 14, Ergediel)
• Tile 87 with house 27 (mansion 6, Dirachiel)
• Tile 96 with house 14 (mansion 12, Bethunael)
This is, unfortunately, something I’m stumped on. Beyond the likelihood of the inventor of ZT
just allocating what tiles they could based on the overall rules and notions they had and fitting in
wherever they could wherever else they had space for it—with the possibility of a slip-up or two,
like with the Raphael and Kiriel bits as noted above—I’m not sure what the rhyme or reason is for
allocating the compound Numbers to the mansions/angels/houses. I can’t determine a geometric
pattern of triangles or flow, and I’m not seeing anything in DGPB that might indicate anything
along these lines in whatever numerological stuff I can find. It’s a bit of an anticlimax, unfortunately,
after the whole bit about finding leads on the other questions I’ve had, but even if I can’t say that
there’s a pattern, at least there’s a trend, and that’ll have to be good enough to content myself
with for now.
This is, of course, where I plead to the broader community for help, at least for those whose
eyes can suffer Fraktur longer than mine can and who can more deftly search Google Books or
Archive.org for old German (or other continental European) texts on divination, numerology, and
astrology. If, dear reader, you might have any notions, inklings, or even leads about some of these
unanswered questions, do say so in the comments! It might not lead anywhere, given the obscurity
of things like this, but who knows? I’ve been surprised at a number of points before in this research,
and I fully expect to be surprised yet as I continue it.
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Actually Performing Divination

At this point, I think we’ve covered enough ground to actually get to using the stuff we’ve been
covering. Besides talking about ZT and its history at a high level, we’ve gone over all the basic
bits and pieces of ZT, and have gone through enough of its symbolism and understanding of itself
so as to finally put things together and describe what a ZT reading would actually look like. We’re
definitely not done talking about ZT as a whole yet, much less what it has to say about humanity and
spirituality and how those also play out in the Great Mirror, but at least we can start implementing
what we’ve learned so far to start getting our hands familiar with the process.
First up: tool check. Before we perform any divination with ZT, we need to make sure that all
our tools are accounted for—which means we need to make sure we have both Principle tiles, both
Spirit tiles, all nine Intelligence tiles, and all 99 Number tiles (and, if desired, the Sum tile as well).
Whether one uses the design of the tiles as given in the Urn foldout or not is up to the diviner;
recall that, in the Epilogue, the Editors mentioned that the Redactor sent them tile designs “more
detailed than those used by experienced Cabalists” so that “a greater number of amateurs might
profit from it”, so if one wants to use a simpler design with just the number or simple glyph on it,
that’s also totally fine. If any of them are missing, warped, broken, or otherwise rendered unfit for
use, then it should be replaced as soon as possible. This is one of the reasons why ZT specifies to
have extra blank tiles, which can be taken up and used immediately as replacements as well as for
dummy tiles in option-whittling mirrors or other kinds of divination that require miscellaneous tiles
of some sort or another. And, as we said before, there’s nothing specifying any sort of cleansing or
consecration of the tools. After all, the tools are just tools with no inherent power or presence in
them; it’s the diviner, guided by the Pure Spirit, that actually does the divination itself.
If you recall at the end of the post on the tools, I mentioned that ZT also specifies “three pieces of
paper” which are to be used. In ZT’s own version of Tarot’s “little white book”, ZT says recommends
the use of reference guides in the course of one’s divination, presumably to make sure one doesn’t
slip up with associating which tile goes with which planet or what house in the Great Mirror goes
to which planet’s orbit. These reference guides should the Table of Numbers and Intelligences from
Plate II, the layout of the Great Mirror from Plate III, and the layout of the Great Dial from
Plate IV. In addition to those, although ZT doesn’t explicitly say so, I also think that the Drum
and Border of Plate VI (the version of the Great Mirror with all the angels on it) should also be
prepared as a fourth reference sheet; the “Second Supplement” goes on at length explaining every
aspect of what this diagram should contain (including a good number of details that aren’t even in
the engraving used for Plate VI itself). There is another possible use of Plate VI, however, but I’ll
leave that for a future discussion; suffice it here to say that, in the course of divination, it’s meant
to be a guide to remembering which angel gets which houses or tiles, and to assist the diviner in
remembering what dates of the year belong to which natal star.
I should note, also, that it’s the plates above that get reference guides to be consulted in
the course of divination, but not the table of house meanings given in the “Seventh Step” or the
table of tile meanings given in the “First Supplement”. Recall how ZT emphasizes that those
lists of meanings, interpretations, significations, and semantic boundaries are only presented as an
illustrative guide to demonstrate what such meanings might be for the houses/tiles, not their sum
total of menaings. Rather, the diviner is to focus on the meanings of the tiles according to their
composition of and reduction to primitive digits, what their Intelligences are, what the planetary
orbits of a house indicate, and so forth, because that’s where the real meat of the system lies.
Again, ZT extrapolates from simple principles, and we’re expected to do the same in the course of
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divination, too.
We’ve gotten our tools prepared, but what about ourselves? ZT doesn’t specify much in the
way of preparing the diviner: given that this is ostensibly still a work done by a Christian for a
Christian audience (no matter how “cabalistically” inclined they might be), there’s nothing in here
about prayer, initiation, meditation, purification, or the like (although, to be sure, these things
would absolutely be encouraged as being conducive to honest spirituality). However, in the “Second
Supplement”, we do have encouragements to live according to a “moral conduct and physical regimen
which are equally conducive to the difficult task at hand”, namely:
1. Refrain from eating heavy or stimulating food, especially in the evening.
2. Protect themselves from heatedness of lust, passion, or strong emotion.
These are in addition to two other (arguably more necessary and crucial) traits required in every
diviner (as stated at the end of the “First Supplement”):
1. Faith and confidence in the presence, efficacy, and truth of the Pure Spirit
2. Diligence and study in all the techniques, symbolism, and knowledge of the Great Cabala
(i.e. the divinatory methods and means of ZT)
So long as the diviner can at least manage those latter two, the former two can be taken as best
as one is able to—which, besides, is more meant for spiritual communication and communion in
general rather than the specific process of divination.
And then it comes to the query, the actual question put to divination for inquiry and investigation. Both in my blogs, chats, interviews, and ebooks, I’ve gone on about my “three Cs of good
queries”, like I did back in my post on ritual astragalomancy136 :
• A good divination query is clear. There is no obscurity, duplicity, or vagueness in the query;
you’re being honest about what it is you want to know, and you’re putting it bluntly, frankly,
and openly for both yourself, the diviner, and the gods or spirits who answer.
• A good divination query is concise. You aren’t droning on for half an hour telling your life
story, nor are you taking the garden path when asking your question. Instead, you’re able
to succinctly phrase your question into a single, short sentence. This goes hand-in-hand with
the clarity of the query.
• A good divination query is concrete. You know exactly what you’re asking about and you’re
asking it clearly and concisely. You aren’t talking about abstract concepts or hypothetical
theoretical potentialities of what ifs, but something that can actually happen with tangible
or viewable results.
ZT doesn’t appear to disagree with this: “before establishing a figure, it is necessary to have
posed the question well and to have foreseen its interesting ramifications”. Partially this is to allow
for the diviner to consider which kind of figure is best to answer a particular kind of query (Great
Mirror, Great Dial, some other sort of smaller figure for option-whittling?), but also because ZT is
not interested in flights of fancy, pipe dreams, or otherwise unrealistic and unobtainable castles in
the sky. ZT gives the examples of asking about the recovery of a sick person or whether someone
136 https://digitalambler.com/2014/11/13/ritual-astragalomancy/
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who is able to marry will do so at some point as being things that are totally fine to ask about,
but a Jewish person becoming Pope is not due to the sheer improbability of it (even if it cannot,
technically speaking, be ruled out as impossible). To that end, ZT has a sort of spiel prepared for
telling potential querents regarding their hopes and desires:
Let us first form a Great Mirror about what interests you, and let us find out if your
vision would be allowed within it and by it. This will be a winnowing pan that we will
load, from which we will sort out all the grain that your chaff will include. Beyond
that, there is nothing to say, for the Great Cabala must not be profaned by the abuse
of compulsively conjuring up chimeras and other childish things.
It doesn’t really matter whether the diviner is also the querent; although parts of the ZT instruct
the reader about how to deal with people who come to the diviner for guidance, a good chunk of
the text suggests that the diviner is divining for themselves. As such, warnings like the above are
for other people’s benefit as much as the diviner themselves; after all, if it is bad form for others to
hope for things not to be hoped for, it should likewise be bad form for the diviner to give people
such hopes with outlandish predictions that aren’t justified by a sound interpretation of the signs
and symbols they interpret.
That said, the spiel above also indicates something important for us as a matter of technique:
that the Great Mirror is to be used as the default, standard, and first go-to when it comes to
divination with ZT. It is the primary method and means of investigation and, while it may provide
too much information at times, it also allows for the in-depth analysis and investigation (by means
of not only the essential interpretation of tiles in houses but also accidental interpretations of tiles
in ideal triangles) of any particular topic that might be asked about. It might not be sufficient to
answer all questions with perfect detail on its own, but it is necessary to do so, especially because
if something doesn’t pass the sensibility test of the Great Mirror, then there’s no sense in using any
smaller mirror to pursue a further investigation. While some people might not need to start with a
Great Mirror (especially if they’re following up on a previous divination), most people would seem
to benefit from that in one way or another, so we should strive to use the Great Mirror as a first
approach whenever possible.
Okay, so: we have our tools ready, we have ourselves ready, and we have the query ready
(whether or not we’re the ones asking it as the diviner or it’s someone else coming to us to ask it).
At this point, we’re good to go. We clear off some space on a table, get out our Urn full of our
tiles, and, one by one, draw out each tile as necessary from the Urn and place it accordingly in the
mirror we’re composing. Once the mirror is composed—and only once it is composed in full—then
we can begin the process of interpretation. ZT cautions us explicitly to not interpret any given tile
on its own as it comes out of the Urn:
. . . it would only be a charlatan who would dare, as the pieces come out of the Urn,
to proclaim what they must signify, not even seeming to read fluently as a whole the
contents of the mirror as guided by the very image that forms under the hand. If not,
then the cabalistic process would merely be a mummery. There is, therefore, no Cabalist
who should pride themselves on being an improviser; the wisest is one who, even when
an expressive competition of numbers strikes them, doubts their meaning until the whole
mirror is scrupulously analyzed and all possible interpretations are verified.
And even then, once the mirror has been composed, we should do our utmost to be as scrupulous
with it as we can to make sure our judgment is as sound as possible given the evidence presented
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to us. For particularly grave or serious matters, ZT even encourages us to compose several mirrors
on the same query to make sure that we’re issuing as sound a judgment as possible:
There are, after all, particular—and particularly finicky—cases that can yet be highly
important, and the Cabalist must beware of relying straightaway on the first projection,
for it would be barbaric to issue a prediction lightly on certain events, which might perchance inspire strong fears or instill dangerous hopes. Such a Cabalist, on these serious
occasions, only dares to make a judgment after having obtained, out of four projections,
three completely affirmative results, which yet involves ten or twelve projections before
having decided on such a necessary majority. However, when the Pure Spirit deigns, it
is rare that, time after time, the interpreter of Fate does not immediately obtain indications of evidence—often even by the state of the Great Mirror alone—that are striking
enough to make the proliferation of small procedures useless.
I wouldn’t uncharitably or skeptically say that this is a matter of normalizing random patterns.
I mean, consider how, in modern meteorology or economics forecasting, sensible predictions are
made by generating various models using a number of methods and approaches or with minor
components that change from instantiation to instantiation, then seeing what’s most likely based
on all of those by comparing them, contrasting them, and investigating what seems senseless or
bizarre? If we conclude that even small shifts in our body, soul, spirit, or mind could influence the
outcome of a divination, as well as those of the querent (if separate from us) as well as small shifts
in what happens in the outside world where the event to be predicted actually happens, why would
such an approach not benefit us here, too? Sure, it’s a lot of work, but for those rare do-or-die
moments where being absolutely correct is absolutely critical, taking the time to perform rigorous
analysis is probably time worth spent. Lesser matters, of course, would not necessarily require this
sort of investigation.
Now, assume we’re composing a Great Mirror. Such a mirror is composed as any others are:
start with a tile in the middle and work your way out in an outwards counterclockwise spiral. The
only major difference in the composition of a Great Mirror versus any other is how we treat the
Principle tiles: in a Great Mirror, these don’t get put into the Mirror itself, but rather to a point
above it (if Sisamoro is drawn) or below it (if Senamira is drawn). If either of these tiles are drawn,
we put them into their appropriate spots as indicated by Plate III, but we should also make a note
at which point they were drawn, because ZT says that that sort of information is useful for our
interpretation. For that reason, having a pen and notebook ready to record what gets composed
for a mirror would be helpful for the diviner (and the querent, too, as having a record of their own
to bring to later sessions if needed).
In fact, we actually have a good number of suggestions for inspecting the Great Mirror, all
provided in a nice list from the “Third Supplement”. To paraphrase and condense somewhat:
1. On learning the system:
A. Remember that the process of learning and grasping all the nuances of the Principles,
Spirits, Intelligences, Numbers, and houses is a long and slow process, which develops
progressively over time.
B. Constantly contemplate and review the attributes and qualities of the Intelligences, and
what among such attributes and qualities of any given Intelligence are compatible or
incompatible with another Intelligence.
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C. Constantly contemplate and review the qualities of the primitive Numbers.
D. Remember that any compound Number, although it has its own overall meaning, still
retains some quality or indication of the primitive Numbers that composes it, no matter
where it might fall in the Great Mirror.
2. On applying the system:
A. Investigate what it might mean when a particular Intelligence dominates a Great Mirror
through its tiles, or when a particular Intelligence is notably absent or sparse in a Great
Mirror.
B. Investigate what it might mean when there is an abundance of tiles that belong to two
opposing Intelligences in the Great Mirror.
C. Investigate ideal triangles that all share the same Intelligence or the qualities thereof.
D. Investigate when a Principle or Spirit (or the Sum tile) appears in a Great Mirror.
E. Investigate when and where an Intelligence tile appears in a Great Mirror, both in terms
of what tiles precede and succeed it, as well as what tiles might form an incidental orbit
around such an Intelligence.
F. Investigate ideal triangles that have two Intelligences, two doublets, two nilled compound
Numbers, or two primitive Numbers.
As ZT itself notes regarding all the details a Great Mirror might provide:
Between all the numbers that together compose a mirror, there may be much affinity
between them or much opposition, an alliance of friendly Intelligences or a battle between
enemies—all of this is significant. There is not a single triangle, whether in a large
or small figure, that should not be considered with the utmost care before passing
judgment.
Investigating and reading a Great Mirror will take time; ZT makes it clear that it’s an elaborate
process with much nuance and detail to sift through. Because of this, ZT also notes the danger
in leaving tiles just out there on a table; they might get knocked around, misplaced, or otherwise
mixed up, which could significantly impede (if not abort) the process of reading. Additionally, ZT
notes the possibility of the mere presence of someone else influencing and affecting the diviner,
either in how and what they draw from the Urn as well as in how they interpret the reading, and
for that reason, ZT suggests that while the drawing of the tiles may be done in the presence of a
querent, the interpretation is best done elsewhere. To this end, ZT recommends the use of some
sort of “enhanced reading device” beyond merely using the 112 (or 113) tiles on a flat surface:
• A special board with tile-shaped recesses cut out of it in the shape of a Great Mirror to
securely hold the individual tiles put into the Great Mirror
• A board with small holes bored into it in the overall pattern of a Great Mirror, into which
may be put slips of paper noting each hole’s respective tile or a plug marked similarly
• A whiteboard or notebook with a hexagonal pattern to note the tiles that come out in a Great
Mirror
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For most people, that latter approach is probably going to be the most common and reliable;
not only does it cut down on the size and number of divinatory tools required, but having a record
of divinations done is good for pretty much anyone in any tradition, ZT included.
That being said, ZT is a little weird and unclear on the bit about not doing the reading in the
presence of someone else. After it mentions the contingency methods above, it says (and I’ll provide
the original 1796 French here, too, for comparison):
L’un ou l’autre de ces soins étant pris, on est à même de travailler chez soi, ce qui vaut
mieux que de le faire en pr’esence de la personne qui a tir’e les pieces, attendu que
chaque individu par ses atomes sympathiques, ou antipathiques avec le Devin, peut le
modifier ’etrangement, ce à quoi il est de la derniere importance de mettre ordre.
One or the other of these options being taken, one is then able to work at home, which
is better than to work in the presence of the person who drew the tiles [lit. “pieces”],
since each individual by their presence [lit. “atoms”] sympathetic or antipathetic to the
Diviner can modify strangely what is of utmost importance to put in order.
This is an ambiguous statement and somewhat hard to make sense of. Read literally, it sounds
like the one drawing the tiles is not the one interpreting them. Elsewhere, ZT says that the diviner
is the one drawing the tiles and interpreting them, but here, it sounds like there’s a split. Should
there be two diviners involved, one to draw and one to interpret? Or is it saying that it is the
querent who should be drawing the tiles, and the diviner interprets them? This latter may well be
the case as a means for the querent to “get their energy mixed into” the tiles and situation; it’s just
that, for most cases, the diviner is the one also asking the query, so they are their own querent. It’s
not wholly clear on this point, and I think that different approaches here are all valid, depending
on what one’s stance is.
At any rate, that’s basically it: we have our tools ready, we have ourselves prepared, we have the
query stated, we compose the mirror, we investigate the mirror, and then we issue our judgment. At
this point, once the matter is decided from the Great Mirror, if there are any follow-up questions or
requests for detailed information that was not or could not be provided from the Great Mirror, then
(and only then) would other or smaller mirrors be used to determine the specifics of a particular
situation. Matters of time are the obvious choice here (“oh, I’ll get married? When?”), but matters
of place, or the like are also totally acceptable things to investigate. In a footnote regarding the use
of smaller mirrors to determine details from the “First Supplement”, ZT gives a useful anecdote:
In a Great Mirror overloaded with misfortunes, which concerned the unfortunate royal
family of France, the Redactor of these cabalistic notions at the end of 1792 came upon
an episode of war, a chance of which threatened a certain absent branch made up of
three male individuals, a grandfather and a father and a son. The general threat was of
bodily injury, and a small triangle made it known that this accident would be suffered
by the father. This unfortunate prediction, which the Diviner shared with his friends,
unfortunately came true the following year.
In this case, we might see how a Great Mirror would suggest “bodily injury” (something like
tile 77), and we might investigate whom in that group. To that end, we could use the tile 77 with
two other random tiles to compose a small triangle, where one tile would represent the son, one
for the father, and one for the grandfather. Using the usual option-whittling approach, we could
then determine who would get the 77 tile. (As a personal note, I’m not familiar enough with the
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history of the French Revolution or the French Bourbon monarchial family to determine what such
an event as described in this footnote of ZT might actually refer to. If anyone knows, please say so
in the comments!)
Unfortunately, although ZT gives small examples of “certain wholly-mechanical processes” involving option-whittling methods and similar approaches to determining matters of details, it
doesn’t actually give an notion of what a reading would look like as a whole. If the Great Mirror is
so important, then shouldn’t we have some sort of guide or illustrative example to help us out? Of
course not: ZT is “only a key, not a treatise”, so that would just be too much to ask for. But that
doesn’t mean there aren’t any case studies out there for us to look at, either, and we’ll take a look
at just such a case study next time.
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A Case Study of the Great Mirror

As I mentioned early on, there has been very little literature written about ZT, whether as a larger
analysis of the text or as applications and explorations of it, and I think this post series of mine may
well be the first (or one of the first) in English to treat on ZT in any extensive manner. However,
that doesn’t mean that there isn’t anything else we might turn to—in fact, there is actually one
such text that can help us out here: Karl Kern’s 1933 work Die wahrsagende Kabbala der Magier:
die Kabbala des Zoroaster (WKM). This same book was later reprinted in 2009 under the name
“Baron André-Robert Andréa de Nerciat” 137 (for reasons that will likely become clear in the
next paragraph) by Verlag Edition Geheimes Wissen.
Admittedly, I can’t find much information about Kern: what little I can find is that he was a
German occultist who eventually got taken up with Ariosophy138 , a German völkisch ideological
spirituality which was mutually interpermeable with Theosophy139 at the time. To be sure, Karl
Kern was at odds with broader Theosophical leadership; Corinna Treitel’s A Science for the
Soul: Occultism and the Genesis of the Modern German140 talks about such differences
and issues (pp. 102—107), as well as the similarities and shared origins of perspective in matters
of race and racialized spirituality. Kern was active in ariosophical groups in Germany in the 1920s
and 1930s, published several books and periodicals involved in such a milieu, and was connected
to similar völkisch movements that played a part in the rise of the Third Reich; for more on this,
Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke’s The Occult Roots of Nazism: Secret Aryan Cults and their
Influence on Nazi Theology141 is a good work to consult.
Normally, I would be nothing short of happy to pass over such a person and just let him sink
forgotten into the dark abyss of history, to say nothing of how much he ought to be rightfully
condemned for his rancidly offensive ideologies, but in this case, he’s one of the few people I can
find to have ever written about ZT, making WKM worth our attention if only for our research into
ZT. Given the sparseness of information I can find on Kern, I can’t say what came upon him to
write a book about ZT. In all likelihood (at least to my mind), it’s probably no more than the
fact that he came across KZT as part of his research in German folklore and magical practices in
Scheible’s Das Kloster, and, intrigued in the system of ZT that bore some semblance to numerology
and similar forms of occult practices that he and his colleagues were already into along with its
repeated vitriol aimed at more popular, common forms of occult and esoteric practices, he decided
to publish his own primer. While this text preserves some of the material verbatim from KZT
while abridging other parts even further than KZT did of FZT, it does away with much of the
supplemental material while also providing a lengthy case study and example of its own. Notably,
Kern incorporated the recently-discovered Uranus and Neptune into its system as synonyms for
spirit-Sun and spirit-Moon, respectively:
The words “material” and “spiritual” here mean “physical” and “moral”, or “elemental”
and “ethereal”. One would also be justified (taking it with a grain of salt) in assigning
Psychomena to Neptune and Psychelia to Uranus.
Each Intelligence is represented by the sign of the planet to which it is attached. For
the sake of simplicity and easier distinction, one always finds the sign of Neptune for
137 https://www.geheimeswissen.com/product/die_wahrsagende_kabbala_der_magier._die.../408
138 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ariosophy
139 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theosophy
140 https://books.google.com/books?id=VG7e-LnLhEcC
141 https://books.google.com/books?id=9ZzWRz9x8mwC
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the Psychomena and the sign of Uranus for the Psychelia on the table of Intelligences
and Numbers.
For the most part, what one finds in WKM is largely similar to KZT, except that WKM devotes
a whole chapter to “Ein Beispiel”, a complete case study of a single Great Mirror, which I’d like
to provide and discuss today, especially because ZT itself doesn’t provide any such example. I
apologize for the length of this post (I wanted to quote the whole example in full plus provide my
own insight and commentary on it) as well as the roughness (I am worse at German than I am at
French, and I’m already no good at French). For the purposes of this translation, WKM uses the
words “stone” and “field” to call what we’ve been referring to respectively as “tile” and “house”.
WKM gives an example Great Mirror as shown in figure 22. Note that the astrological glyph in
house 22 is the usual astrological glyph for Uranus, which WKM uses as a substitute/synonym for
Psykomena. The small text by each house in the outer belt of the Great Mirror indicates a lustral
period (period of five years), such that house 20 represents years 0—5, house 21 years 5—10, house
22 years 10—15, and so on through house 37 representing years 85—90.
WKM opens up the context and case of the reading to be investigated, a reading done for a
middle-aged man:
. . . The good principle Sisamoro was drawn in the course of the operation, saying many
valuable things. Any good event displayed will be amplified by this; conversely, every
bad event is weakened at first, but then ultimately led to the good. The influence of
the good principle is effective on all fields and on all stones. It is very important to
note when Sisamoro is drawn from the urn, i.e. on which space it would fall if it were
allowed to be treated as one of the beings. In our case, Sisamoro was drawn as the 15th
stone, so it would have fallen on the 15th field ruled by Mercury. With this, something
important can already be seen, because we can state that the seeker is undoubtedly
strongly mercurial, that he desires and loves for trade and change, enjoys travel and
business, but also that he has a lucky hand in all business. Even if it may often seem
different, he can finally call treasures, profit and wealth his own.
WKM follows one of the bits of advice given in ZT where one should “observe at which junction
in the laying out of pieces for a Great Mirror where a Principle or Spirit appears”. In this case,
WKM notes on what tile of the Great Mirror Sisamoro would have fallen on, and makes a note
about that.
Now let’s look at the first stone, in our case 37, which is assigned to the Sun and
which has fallen into field 1 (of Uranus). 37 indicates heated feelings, passion, and
temperament. Field 1 as the center of the entire mirror is the field of greatness and
power, the groundbreaking field for life as a whole. Even a Kabbalist with only a small
power of deduction will interpret this situation in such a way that a person with great
passion, with all his feeling and temperament, is willing to go the way to spiritual power
and greatness. If we further break down the number 37 into its two digits 3 and 7, we
see that firstly love must have a dominant influence in life, and secondly that Mars’
number 7 inclines to strong vehemence of wanting and accomplishing. On the one hand,
love is inspired and stimulated by Mars, but on the other hand, Mars is tempered and
tamed by Erosia (Venus). People flare up easily, but never for long.
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Figure 22: Karl Kern’s case study.
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Recall how WKM gives Uranus to Psykelia/spirit-Sun. Also recall ZT’s reminder that “whenever
a simple number appears joined with another to form a compound number, each of the two digits
still preserves something that is primitively proper to them, wherever it may fall in some mirror or
in some orbit, even one most foreign to its planet or angel”.
Now to field 3, which speaks of beauty and happy love. The stone 33 of virtuous marriage
and harmony is drawn into this field and means that the seeker finds his love only in
marriage, that only marriage offers him the possibility of walking the path that leads
to the top.
This fact is underlined by the number 81 that fell on field 4. A woman who accompanies
the lot-drawer into old age will be his protection and shield on the way to the recognition
that corresponds to his talents. It is suitable for inciting and rousing him and for bringing
him to the goal of 9 (the reduction of 81), to happiness and success, because if we look
closely at 81, in this number the female being (8) is connected to the individuality (1).
Number 86 is in field 5, which indicates treasures and profits. This is a stone assigned
to Lethophoro (Saturn) and has something to do with hospitals, especially nurses. The
conclusion is that the querent makes an acquaintance with a woman (8), who is clever (6)
and who works in a hospital. As a result of this acquaintance, he will suffer unexpected
setbacks in business terms. Ultimately, however, since Sisamoro has temporally moved
to the field of Mercury (field 5 falls not only in the Sun’s orbit but also in the orbit of
Mercury), this affair will end well. Indeed, there may be some gain for the querent as
he gains experience and, as the old saying goes, learns from damage.
Note how the location at which Sisamoro was drawn affects not just the interpretation of that
house and the tile that eventually fills it, but to all the tiles in that house’s orbit.
The number 12, which as a Venus-ruled number signifies joy-bringing love and success,
falls into field 6, which governs domesticity. The combination of the 12 stone in field 6
shows that the querent has a happy and joyful home, that he appreciates true domesticity, that only from such an environment his individuality (1) can have a positive effect
on his fellow human beings (2), and that as a result love (reduction of 3) is strengthened
again. As always in life, there is a feedback loop here: one supports the other and
this other in turn supports the one. An inheritance is also entirely within the realm of
possibility.
If we go to field 7 (old age and health), we find it assigned the number 39, which means
happy love. The combination of 7 and 39 underscores the fact that we drew from 33 on
field 3 and 81 on field 4.
Note a pattern being formed here, drawn out between different tiles and houses that touch on
a similar thread.
We have now considered the center field 1 with the inner zone, which together form
the small hexagon, in very brief outlines. However, we have not yet fully exhausted the
content of each stone combined with its field. Just as each of the fields 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
and 7 belongs to the solar orbit, so too does each individual field also belong to another
planetary orbit. Thus field 2 belongs to Mars, field 3 to Venus, field 4 to Jupiter, field
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5 to Mercury, field 6 to the Moon, and field 7 to Saturn. This allows for yet another
view and illumination from each of these vantage points. A fact that has already been
established can perhaps be strengthened or weakened or even changed or varied in one
way or another. In the course of the further interpretation of the large mirror we will
find such relationships again and again. Thus, a tremendously far-reaching connection
and determination of facts and events is possible.
This last bit isn’t quite touching on the whole “fractal direction” thing I touched on before, but
is touching on something similar: when a house belongs to multiple orbits at once, that house can
be understood from each planet’s perspective accordingly.
Let’s look at the fields of the planetary zone, which together with the small hexagon
(central zone plus center) forms the middle hexagon. In field 8, which indicates severe
physical suffering, is Mars. As a result of military activity, the lot-drawer is likely to be
in serious danger to his life. This becomes even clearer if we consider the field of Mars
itself, field 9 (indicating military status) has the number 50 in it (danger avoided). If we
also go back to field 2 with stone 65 (salvation) and look at the small triangle 8 — 9 —
2, then there is no other conclusion: as a soldier, the querent has come into very grave
danger to life, but it turns out good when his rescue comes to pass and the downfall
is avoided. On the other hand, if we relate Mars falling into field 8 to field 7 with the
number 39, then a warning to the querent should be in order to exercise caution in
matters of love. The warning appears even more justified by the number 85 (faithless
woman), which falls on the adjacent field 19 (envy, unhappiness, anger).
Look at the use of an ideal triangle here, a small one between houses 2—8—9! This was spurred
on initially because the Intelligence tile of Adamasto (which already indicates violence) fell into the
house indicating harm, so of course we might want to investigate that for more details. Likewise,
another ideal small triangle between houses 8—7—17 is inspected, too, along similar lines. We
should take care whenever an Intelligence tile appears, it would seem, and consider the tiles around
it especially carefully.
Field 10 of romantic adventures is covered by the Saturnine number 14, which announces
implausibility [Unglaubwürdigkeit]. With figures who are probably a bit dubious in their
views and in their character, the querent will experience many adventures. He will find
himself in situations that, although one might enjoy reading about in a novel to while
away long hours, are anything but pleasant in personal life. Once again, these events
are linked to Mars. i.e. with the warlike, but at the same time with Venus, since field 10
is common to both planetary orbits. The possibility of learning more about this is given
by looking at the triangle 2 — 3 — 10, then the triangle 10 — 23 — 24, and finally by
looking at the small hexagon 2 — 3 — 11 — 24 — 23 — 9, whose center of field 10 is
considered. But that may be left out here as going too far. Let us just mention this one
fact: if we decompose the number 14 into the digits 1 and 4, we learn that these events
and occurrences are occurring or have occurred at a time when the querent (individual
as 1) has traveled a great deal (4).
Not only does WKM make use of ideal triangles, but also makes use of ideal hexagons as well,
but admits that doing so here may be overdoing it, either on trying to squeeze out all possible
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details from such a notion or at least for doing so for the sake of an example. Still, useful to note
that we may not be limited to ideal triangles alone when investigating accidental interpretations of
the tiles.
We come to the field of Venus, field 11, into which falls stone 29, “Confusion of the Great”;
pride and falsehood lies here. The time of the marriage (stone 33 on the adjacent field
3) falls in a period of external unrest and confusion. Nevertheless, this marriage will be
happy, although there will be friction, but it must be a karmically determined union,
since the case, which according to the probability calculation is quite rare, has occurred
that the stone of the legal marriage has fallen into the orbit of Venus itself.
Note how the presence of 29 “confusion/whirlwind of the great” in the house of Venus itself
impacts all the tiles in the orbit of Venus on the Great Mirror; the tiles still mean what they do
where they fall, but they are impacted all the same in that general region of the Great Mirror.
The Mercury stone on field 12 (marriage) teaches that this marriage can also be called
ideal for advancement in business terms. Some schemers will try to disrupt the marriage,
but they do so in vain (thus through Sisamoro), and instead the querent will achieve
the opposite of the hateful desires of envious people and come to a job that allows him
to travel much and rake in profit. This is underlined by the triangle 4 — 3 — 12 with
the stones “advanced female age” (81), “marriage” (33) and “intrigues, opposition” (4).
This is also seen through the triangle 11 — 26 — 12, because the number 92 in field 26
means that the querent will find protection (92) even in confused situations (29) and
still wins (Mercury 4).
When WKM says “Mercury stone”, it’s referring not to the Intelligence tile for Panurgio, but
to the primitive Number tile 4, which is Panurgio’s numeric representative. Note again how the
presence of Sisamoro can be felt here because of the influence of it in the house of Mercury itself.
The number 64 (losses, judgments) in field 13 (wisdom, science) teaches that the path
to spiritual perfection is by no means always completely smooth. It may be mentioned
here that this path leads to a spiritual height from field 1 (greatness, power) via field
13 (wisdom, science) to field 28 (moral perfection). If we look at this path in our Great
Mirror, we come to the following conclusion: At the beginning of his earthly journey, the
one who casts the lot is a sensual person who is ruled by hot feelings and strong passion
(37). A woman (81) joins him on the path of life and soothes him by his side. Losses
and touches with courts (64) brought on by the activity and the burning ambition may
at times seem inhibiting, but in the end his talented disposition (67) will prevail and
perfection will be achieved through energetic self-control (7 affects 6 and 6 affects 7).
Rather than reading an ideal figure within the Great Mirror, WKM does something different
here; it’s like we’re tracing a ray straight from the center of the Great Mirror out to one of its
corners. It’s a technique not stated in ZT, but it makes sense, especially if we extend the notion
of “fractal directions” on each individual tile of the Great Mirror; thus, the rightmost corner of the
Great Mirror is the Jovianest extension possible of anything coming from the center of the Mirror.
We now turn to field 14, in which we see stone 21. 21 indicates the birth of a son. If,
however, we look at 21 in connection with 81 and 64 (i.e. the triangle 14 — 4 — 13)
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for a closer look, we see that the son (21) arising from the union of the individual with
the woman (81) immediately falls into loss (64). This fact is underlined when looking
at the small diamond 14 — 4 — 12 — 13. Then there is the stone of opposition. A
stillbirth or an abortion is therefore within the realms of possibility and probability.
But the stone 21 also indicates in general that two people are getting to know each
other, and it is likely to be a man who paves the way for the person seeking a release
to a respected position, to a recognized work in public. (Recall a friend and protector
previously indicated by the number 65 on field 2.) Since field 14 falls within the orbit
of Mercury and also belongs to the orbit of Jupiter, engaging in scientific matters will
also bring success in business.
WKM uses a small diamond here as well to understand complex situations, here looking at the
diamond produced from houses 14—4—12—13 (tiles 21, 81, 4, 64).
This becomes all the more clear to us when we look at the field of Mercury, field 15,
with the stone 72 falling on it, because here it is expressed that dealing with religious
questions leads Mercury favorably. The querent is strongly religiously inclined. He
combines the highly spiritual in his life with his own practical sense, and thus achieves
a position that will bring him great success, high reputation, and public recognition in
both the intellectual and economic fields. If we connect the number 72 with the number
21, we come to the conclusion that the aforementioned encounter with a man must be
a deeply religious person, and an active person of genius.
Although not stated here, remember that house 15 (the house of Mercury) is where Sisamoro
was originally drawn. Thus, this very tile, no matter how fortunate it may already have been, is
significantly increased in its beneficial qualities.
The number 25 is in field 16 of maladministration. This Martian number indicates
indebted family, flaws, and civil unrest. If we want to understand the meaning of this
stone in field 16, then let’s look at the triangle 16 — 5 — 15 with the stones 25, 86, and
72. The event mentioned earlier (stone 86 on field 5) is explained in more detail here as
this matter has a bad effect on the family, especially in economic terms. However, this
is only temporary, because the number 72 and (if we continue to form a small lozenge by
adding the field 32 with stone 93 “circle of joy, happiness”) the number 93 lets everything
run out well. If we then connect the number 25 with number 72, it becomes clear that
dealing with religious questions falls into a time of external confusion, but is then also
likely to have a drastic and thus confusing effect on existing conditions and upheavals
for some people to bring forth.
The family field 17 is filled with the number 49, which characterizes the querent as
a good speaker and, through his eloquence, prophesies an unconditional ascent. This
success will certainly affect the family and make a strong impression on domesticity. The
success of eloquence is confirmed by the Uranian number 9, which announces elevation
and happy successes. The querent will achieve an introspection and mental harmony
that will allow him to overcome weakness and brooding hours (field 18). Considering the
triangle 17 — 18 — 6 with the stones “eloquence”, “rising”, “nobility/exaltation/luck”
and “joy, success”, this interpretation is presented as incontrovertible and irrevocable.
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Again, remember that Uranus is WKM’s substitute for spirit-Sun/Psykomena here, and that 9
is the primitive Number representation of Psykomena.
Field 19 (envy, unhappiness and anger) closes the planetary zone. This field of Saturn is
occupied by the Mercurial stone 85, which indicates anything unpleasant with a woman.
This constellation is caused by Mars on field 8. However, its favorable outcome can be
seen from the number 9 on field 18. The number 39 on field 7 has a favorable effect.
(This is all considered in the context of the small lozenge 18 — 19 — 8 — 7.)
Thus far we have now considered the planetary belt. We may well have taken a deep
look into the disposition of character and the course of events in life of the person who
throws the lottery. It remains to consider and interpret the stones falling on the fields
of the border zone.
Recall the Great Dial and how, in concentric movement, the outer belt indicates lustral periods,
5-year spans of life. We haven’t treated on this too much yet, but the outer belt of the Great Mirror
can also be understood to represent particular segments of the life of someone as well. This can
be seen by some of the indications and semantic fields given in the list of house meanings in ZT’s
“Seventh Step”, e.g. how house 20 represents birth, house 21 infancy, house 22 puberty, and so forth.
Stone 76 falls in field 20 of birth and inactivity. This stone is assigned to Mercury,
and since this number indicates striving for fame, it is not far-fetched to assume that
destiny instilled in the querent a desire for recognition and esteem from birth; ambition
undoubtedly lies within him. It is not a so-called “field, forest, and meadow” ambition, but—as we notice when breaking down the number 76 into its digits 7 and 6—a
strong activity, a pronounced determination (7) for cleverness and wisdom (6). Mars
(Adamasto) is here directed and restrained by Jupiter (Aglae), who banishes and eliminates every opportunity to get a bad reputation and harm oneself through effervescence.
Since Adamasto (Mars) himself lies next to the field of birth (field 20) on field 8 of severe
physical ailments, the conclusion is obvious that the mother of the querent was in grave
danger during childbirth, and also that the life of the querent itself was hanging by a
thread.
Recall how this Great Mirror was composed for a middle-aged man, but here we are investigating
his birth and origins. The Great Mirror can be used to show forth someone’s entire life, both past
and present and future.
The stone 24 (meritorious family) in the following field 21 (wanton pranks) proves that
the youth of the querent passed in a pleasant and not-at-all poor environment. He had
a happy youth. This is also underlined by Uranus itself on field 22; as has already
been said, the individual fields of the border zone each contain a period of five years
for the man, but for women, from the 20th to the 31st fields, four and then seven years
each. From looking at the fields that now follow, we can see in broad outline the entire
biography of the querent.
Although lustral periods are in general five years long, for women it’s a bit different (and, again,
we’ll cover that more in a future post), hence the bit about them being four years for women here
in these coming houses.
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In the field 23 of youth we find the stone 75 assigned to Erosia (Venus), signifying
unhappy passion. In the period from 15 to 20 years of age, the querent already had his
first disappointment in love. Because stone 50 lies in the field of fog 9, the lovers have
been separated. Field 23 falls within the orbit of Mars; the love was therefore passionate
and deeply sensual in nature. Stone 14 on field 10 indicates that some intrigues or gossip,
which caused so much mischief, have severed the connection, since field 23 belongs to
the orbit of Mars, showing that this happened in a quite abrupt form.
The stone 54 (victory, successful processes) on field 24 (violent passion and sensuality)
can hardly be interpreted otherwise than with the assumption that the querent did not
win his heart’s beloved in the usual way, but that he had to wrest her from a rival.
Small implausible things and slander (see stone 14 in field 10) were blasted out, as is
unfortunately so often the case today, where nobody begrudges anyone anything. The
querent got to know his wife between the ages of 20 and 25. We can see that the marriage
actually came about, despite all the gossip (14 in field 10 and stone 29 of falsehood in
field 2), by forming and looking at the small diamond 3 — 10 — 24 — 11, for the point
of this diamond is formed by the stone 33 (virtuous, enduring love) on field 3 (happy
love).
Note now WKM makes a point of noting the “point” of a diamond as having particular importance.
We move on to field 25 (debauchery and infidelity). Here we find stone 90, which means
renunciation and withdrawal. The combination of the meaning of the field and the stone
clearly indicates that a certain estrangement must have occurred in the relationship
between the man and his wife between the ages of twenty-five and thirty. As the adjacent
stone 29 says, this event must have happened at a time of public unrest and confusion.
As the stone 92 proves with its meaning “help, protector” on field 26 (enduring love and
constancy), the event just mentioned did not last very long, because between years 30
to 35 the querent has returned to himself and to reason. However, he did not do so
without having suffered temporary business damage, as a consideration of the diamond
12 — 11 — 25 — 26 teaches, the point of which is the Mercurial stone 4. However, the
temporary damage was then superseded by a period of flourishing and rising up (see
the number 92 in its field combined with the number 4 in its field).
From the 35th to the 40th year of life follows a period of busiest business and intellectual
activity, as stone 15 proves with its meaning “skill and aptitude”. Since this stone is
in field 27 (marital status), a strong perseverance in married life is also indicated for
this time—but it is also a time of unrest. If we consider the triangle 12 — 26 — 27,
the querent makes numerous journeys (stone 4) which are very profitable, but since all
fields belong to the orbit of Uranus, a journey of the entire marital status will probably
also take place, i.e. a resettlement to another place. This resettlement will create a
comfortable environment with spiritually high people (stone 92). If we also add field 13
with stone 64 into this triangle and thus form a small lozenge, we see that the querent
has a much to do with judgments in the same period of time, and will suffer some losses
as a result. In the end, however, such affairs end well, since the entire Great Mirror is
illumined by the good principle Sisamoro.
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In the period between the ages of 40 and 45, the querent will have strong, lasting
and very lucrative success in everything he takes on. On field 28 (moral perfection
and maturity in all things) lies the Mercurial stone 67. This stone fulfills everything
that its digit announce and promised in the opposite direction, i.e. as the number 76
in the field of birth 20. The talent, mental and business abilities of the querent now
have an opportunity to make an impact. All wise thoughts (6), risen in stormy youth
and purified and clarified in many of life’s perils, into which the querent leads himself
through his strong Mars-winnings, cleansed of all rotten leaves and blossoms which the
storm of life tore off and chased away, will now find their realization. Ideas become
actions; undertakings, no matter how daring (7), are carried out with prudence and
wise calculation (6). The time of maturity and harvest has come, and the harvest will
be above average; it will be a great harvest, indeed.
Note how WKM points out connections between tiles of reversed numbers, e.g. 67 and 76.
The time of strong, successful activity will continue in the following five years, i.e. from
the 45th to the 50th year of life, because the Martian stone 34 lies in field 29 (prudence
and philosophy), the stone always promising good progress in all matters, including
marriage, through its presence. As stone 64 in field 13 indicates when the triangle 29
— 13 — 28 is formed, processes will hardly be reported during this time either, but the
outcome is always beyond doubt. The loser will always emerge victorious.
In field 30 (disloyalty and aversion) lies stone 20 (dissolution of interests and the focal
point). This is to say that the querent will be in the public eye and in the spotlight, but
that he will be met with strong resentment from many people. This is the time between
the ages of 50 and 55. Let’s look at the triangle made with field 15 with the stone 72
(religion) for a closer interpretation, field 14 with the stone 21 (the connection with a
male friend), and field 30 with stone 20. This makes it clear to us why the querent is the
focus and why he gets caught up in a whirlpool of negative, dismissive criticism. In his
striving to bring true religion (72) actively (broken out into the digit 7) into mankind
(digit 2), he must encounter resistance. After all, the crowd never wants to be disturbed
from their rest and would rather lie motionless in the pond than go the way of life in
the sunshine of a racial-culture religion. A loyal friend (21) will stand by his side to
help him in the battle for his soul.
Remember that WKM was written by an Ariosophist in the early years of the Third Reich;
Rassenkulturreligion “racial-culture religion” is a völkisch concept from Kern’s Ariosophist milieu,
needless to say, and is reflective of the abominable ideology of the author of WKM rather than
anything that the tiles or houses of ZT themselves would suggest.
Anyone who dares to go public must always be prepared for hostilities. That goes
without saying, and the discerning person will always be able to use the quality of his
enemy as a measure of his own worth; he will often value the enemy as his friend. But
it is different when this enemy wears skirts. A woman knows no bounds when she is
angry, which a man always knows how to draw gallantly even in the fiercest battle. The
querent will still experience this at the age of 55 to 60, because on the field 31 (dangerous
destiny) lies stone 84, which indicates a treacherous woman, one whose appearance and
nature can probably only be described aptly with the word “hysterical”. Here the querent
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may be careful, he may carefully sift through the acquaintances, and he will then also
succeed in escaping the snare and then, on the field 32 of unrest and travel, lies stone
93 which brings peace, letting him breathe easy in a circle of friends, renewing him, of
which love and loyalty (digit 3 in 93) can be experienced. In this epoch (60 to 65 years
of age) he will undertake many more journeys, bringing success and happiness, often
where it is not even suspected.
On field 33 (“inconstancy”) we find stone 58, which indicates to the querent the death
of a female being close to him, i.e. between his 65th and 70th year of life. This event
will upset him. As indicated by the adjacent stone 49 on field 17, he will again enter
a period of renewed activity, he will speak and act, he will experience another ascent.
But stone 71 (shattered nerves) on field 34 (old age) shows that he will have dared too
much. The querent is no longer the youngest and strongest; he is now between 70 and
75 years of age. The restless activity and sacrifice will wear out the nerves. The loss
indicated in field 33 will not be forgotten. Ponder and ponder, plan and plan—it wears
him down, and he sees it.
And now he enters a time when, recognized in society (stone 2), he enjoys the evening
of life (field 35, “inactivity”). He looks at his work which he has finished. Mentally and
spiritually mature, full of knowledge and inwardly balanced and one with the universe,
with his God, he enters field 36, i.e. between the ages of 80 and 85, as Saturn himself
determines, the journey into the country of the hereafter.
In the ideal case, house 37 represents the end of life, with 90 years being the maximum lifespan of
a human being (according to the notion of ZT). However, WKM doesn’t bother with even inspecting
house 37 at this point, since we see Saturn/Lethophoro in house 36 already; this suggests strongly,
especially as we’re already in the orbit of Saturn in house 36, that the querent will die between the
years of 80 and 85, so there’s no further point to investigating the rest.
I know that was a lot, but as it turns out, a Great Mirror has a lot of information and detail,
even without resorting to secondary queries or back-up mirrors—and this was just an illustrative
example, no less, which didn’t even flesh out all the ideal figures it pointed out. And even then,
I don’t think we’re done talking about WKM yet; the above is just 17 pages from the book, but
there’s a lot more in there with a few other details and tricks that aren’t in ZT, either. Given that
this is one of the few books that discusses the divinatory system of ZT besides ZT itself, it’s worth
our time to dig in a bit deeper; we’ll do so next time.
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Further Guidance from Another Text

Normally, I have a policy of not reading stuff written by assholes. It’s true that shitty people can
make good points, but so can non-shitty people, and given a choice between the two, I’d choose
reading the non-shitty people any day; there are lots of non-asshole people who also make really
good points (if not the same ones) without being an asshole, and I’d rather give them my attention.
As history has conclusively shown decade after decade for the past several centuries, fascists, Nazis,
and racial supremacists are among the worst such assholes; unfortunately, we’re reading Karl Kern’s
book because this is one of the exceedingly few texts out there that deals with ZT, even if he was
an avowed Ariosophist and member of various völkisch movements that led to the rise of Nazism.
Happily, this doesn’t impact what we can glean from the book he wrote on the subject.
Well, besides him trying to tie in the whole “race-culture religion” in his case study from last
post, and besides his own introduction to the “Kabbala of Zoroaster”:
Experience teaches that even under the strangest coverings there is a deep core of wisdom
and knowledge. One cannot really consider everything categorized under the name
“superstition” as superstition alone. To dismiss the essence of our Kabbala as madness
and nonsense is not an option. Such action would show great short-sightedness, for how
many things that were recently considered superstition are now generally accepted facts!
When a Cretan idiot explains the cuneiform text of a stone slab already thousands of
years old as an indecipherable, senseless scrawl of an equally senseless stonecutter, this
does not yet provide the shadow of a proof that another person does not know how to
decipher and read the symbols. And our Kabbala is just as old, if not even older, than
the stone monuments of times long past that we know of. As all ancient scriptures teach,
it is the oldest knowledge known to mankind. It is said to be older than the knowledge
of the stars, which is called astrology today. Yes, our Kabbalist claims that astrology
first arose out of Kabbala, and that astrology that arose out of Kabbala as a result of
its distortions and abusive embellishments, brought about and hastened the downfall of
Kabbala. Be that as it may, it is hardly disputed today that the Kabbala is of immense
antiquity. The mystical-Jewish trains of thought that we find in the Book of Zohar have
little to do with the actual Kabbala. They are the watered-down infusion of an ancient
Aryan knowledge that was developed by the ancient Sumerians about 5000 years ago
and which was remodeled by the Jewish tribe with their own egocentric bustle for their
own purposes and then deceptively provided with their own company stamp.
Needless to say, this is a far stronger claim than what ZT makes; while ZT just quietly (mis)uses
the word “cabala” generically to refer to some ancient system of spirituality without any actual
reference to the substance of Jewish kabbalah, WKM here makes the logical and ideological leap
that “no really, this is the actual Kabbala, those Jews just pissed all over it”. At the time of the Third
Reich (and around the time Kern was writing WKM), Nazi race theory (such as it was) considered
the Persians to be a kindred Aryan race to the Germans (well beyond the Indo-European linguistic
and human migration connections); for this reason, I suspect that Kern found the orientalizing
pseudohistory ZT to make it an alluring form of divination and spirituality in line with his own
Ariosophy. After all, ZT does claim to be descended from Zoroaster, the Persian prophet of an
ancient Persian religion, which would make this supposedly pristine Aryan numerological system
suitable for his own racial ideology, so of course Kern would say that the Jews just appropriated “real
Kabbala” from an ancient Aryan race. (I really hate how utterly banal history can be sometimes;
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on top of the rest of the crimes against humanity and insults against dignity they commit, Nazis
are just the laziest when it comes to any kind of thinking, to boot.)
Still, amidst the antisemitism and pseudohistory worse than ZT’s own, Kern isn’t without his
own insights. Amidst lots of Pythagoreanizing examples about how all things are fundamentally
number (the numerology of words and names, or “name-cabbalism”, as Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke
calls it in The Occult Roots of Nazism: Secret Aryan Cults and their Influence on Nazi
Theology142 , was a super popular thing taken super seriously among many Ariosophists, even
though that, too, was also based on earlier Mediterranean and especially Jewish practices), WKM
does point out something meaningful about how sortilege (the drawing of lots) works, even linking
it to geomancy (“Punktierkunst” in German), which ironically Kern seems to have a much higher
opinion of than ZT itself does:
The drawing of lots from the urn never happens by chance, but for a spiritual reason,
through the power of which the imagination, or in this case the hand of the person
drawing the lot, is moved. Therefore, those who wish to take lots must be well prepared
and not be disturbed or distracted by anything; also he must have a firm desire and
a definite intention to know what is asked. Just as in the well-known common art of
geomancy the origin of the dots goes back to an inner origin, so it is with our Kabbala.
In your lot-drawing, it is the soul which, when its desire increases to a high degree,
directs the lot. All the lots only follow the direction of the soul, and there is always a
necessary pull to what the soul desires.
Right before the case study (“Ein Beispiel”) opens up, WKM starts with a bit of practical advice
regarding how to conduct oneself and how to perform an actual reading:
With all of the foregoing having been said, the student of Kabbala is given the key to
unlocking the lock that closes to the layman’s eye the land of knowledge with its paths
that come from the past and lead through the present to the future. Proper handling
of the key and proper use of it can never be taught at length. This depends on the
assets and abilities of each individual. A stiff hand will never insert the key properly
into the lock, while dexterous fingers can open the gate with ease. However, practice
may show an example and it may bring relief in the interpretation of the Great Mirror,
which at first seems difficult. It must be noted that the mirror given as an example was
not artificially assembled, but contains the stones as they were drawn from the Urn by
a man questioning fate.
At the beginning of this work it was mentioned that there is sufficient power and power
in the human soul to lead the lots, and that the man who wants to take the lots should
not be troubled or distracted, and have a firm desire and a determined intention intended
to find out what is being asked. So never let the stones necessary to form the Great
Mirror be drawn from the urn in the presence of many people. Any disturbance by
strangers, any distraction by noise and noise is to be avoided. A coffee shop or tavern
is never the right place for Kabbalistic practice, because this is not a parlor game,
but a deeply serious matter. Sitting comfortably is recommended. At the beginning
of the Kabbalistic operation, in order to establish the closest connection between the
questioner and the stones that herald fate, the seeker must for some time come into very
142 https://books.google.com/books?id=9ZzWRz9x8mwC
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close contact with the stones with his hand, which he then uses to draw the stones. It
is best if he stirs and mixes the stones in the urn for a short time with absolute silence
and concentration.
Besides the general guidance here about practicing this in a tranquil space (which is a great
recommendation for almost every divination system out there in general), WKM notes that it is
the querent themselves who should draw their own tiles, which are then assembled into the Great
Mirror. (This gives some clarification to one of the confusing bits of guidance towards the end of
the post about the divinatory process.) Indeed, this is explicitly confirmed in the opening lines of
the tablature given in the case study from last time:
All of these conditions were met in our example. The searcher drew one stone from
the urn one at a time, which found its place in the order of the numbers written in the
Mirror, beginning with field 1.
Thus, at least for the author of WKM, it should be the querent who draws the tiles from the
Urn, one by one, and that only after mixing them all up themselves for a minute or so. Presumably,
they should be concentrating on their query, getting their energy mixed up in the tiles, so to speak.
In addition to the benefits of this approach of letting the querent draw out their own fate, this also
prevents any unseemliness on the part of the diviner, whose job it is to only interpret such a reading
done for someone else, reducing any risk of suggesting that the diviner manipulated the tiles fairly
or unfairly. I get it, I suppose.
Likewise, a few sections later, WKM also gives a brief list of advice:
1. The draw of the stones must be done in a calm, non-distracting environment.
2. After they have all been thrown into an urn (earthenware bowl) or a similar (preferably non-transparent) vessel, the 112 stones are mixed by hand for about one to two
minutes, after which the stones are then drawn, shuffled so that all stones come into
contact with that hand.
3. Without hurry or haste, one stone after the other (never two or more at the same
time!) is taken from the urn and the glyphs or numbers are entered in the list below
in the order in which they were drawn . (Except for the two principles! See below for
these.)
4. A total of 37 stones are drawn. It should be noted that the stones of the Good
Principle (a large radiant delta-shaped triangle) and the Evil Principle (a radiant pentagon or pentagram) do not fall under the numbers of the ordinary stones. They are
not included in the list below, but care must be taken to determine which stone they
were drawn from. If one or both of these Principle stones are drawn, the total number
of stones to be drawn increases by 1 or 2 to 38 or 39, since they are not counted with
whichever stone they appeared.
5. Whoever has his own Great Mirror, if the Good Principle has been drawn, put it in
the Good Principle field drawn on the slate; if the Evil Principle, in the Evil Principle
field drawn on the slate.
WKM then gives a sort of template diagram to record a reading done with the Great Mirror:
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The following stones were drawn from the urn:
1. ___

14. ___

27. ___

2. ___

15. ___

28. ___

3. ___

16. ___

4. ___

17. ___

5. ___

18. ___

6. ___

19. ___

31. ___

7. ___

20. ___

32. ___

8. ___

21. ___

33. ___

9. ___

22. ___

10. ___

23. ___

11. ___

24. ___

12. ___

25. ___

36. ___

13. ___

26. ___

37. ___

29. ___
30. ___

34. ___
35. ___

• The Good Principle was drawn from the ___ stone.
• The Evil Principle was drawn after the ___ stone.
• The Good Principle was not drawn.
• The Evil Principle was not drawn.
• First and last name of the querent: ____________________
• Birthdate of querent: ____________________
• Time of divination: ____________________
• Date of divination: ____________________
• Specific question: ____________________
For the Good/Evil Principle bits in the template, there’s an instruction to check off (and, if
necessary, fill out) which happened as according to the reading. It’s a simple template, to be sure,
but not a bad one to use, and easy enough to replicate in most word processors or text editors
without much hassle. It might be interesting to see that WKM notes such things as the birthdate
of the querent or date/time of the query, which (although good practice in general) would indicate
more of a reliance on astrology than ZT would otherwise allow. For WKM, that might not be so
bad a thing to make use of a little bit of astrology on the side, but even in terms of a strict ZT
approach, we should remember that individual parts of the year are ruled over by particular angels
associated with natal stars, which can yield useful information on its own, as well.
WKM notes in a follow-up chapter to the case study a few neat details:
• The case study as provided does not investigate every possible combination of fields and
stones, nor the ideal figures that they might belong to.
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• At one point, WKM used a technique (not described in ZT) of drawing a straight line out
from the center house to one of the corners of the Great Mirror, e.g. houses 1—4—13—28
(greatness/power to genius/fame to wisdom/science to perfection/maturity). Other lines may
be drawn for the other corners of the Great Mirror and analyzed as well in similar ways, and
such lines may be interpreted in either direction (either from the center to the corner, or from
the corner to the center).
• The case study analyzed the solar orbit as an ideal small hexagon unto itself, but WKM also
recommends looking at each orbit of the Great Mirror separately as well in similar ways,
which can reveal different perspectives on the same situations described.
• All ideal figures (WKM recommends only using small figures, e.g. small triangles or small
diamonds) can and should be used whenever possible to allow for the development of further
insights and developments.
Something to note is that, although WKM is largely a summary (if not abridging) of KZT,
one of the things it completely does away with are the natal stars and angels. While WKM does
offer a reproduction of Plate VI (which shows the angels on the houses of the Great Mirror), the
book contains no discussion of them whatsoever—which, as befitting an Ariosophist, probably
saw such things as a Jewish (or otherwise Semitic) encroachment on his “true ethnic religion”,
given that Ariosophy largely wanted to do away with Christianity and return to an Aryo-German
protoreligion. All the same, while WKM doesn’t mention the angels whatsoever, it does still allocate
all nine Intelligences to the houses of the Great Mirror in the same way the “Second Supplement”
of ZT does, giving Psykomena to house 1, Genhelia to house 3, Psykomena to house 6, and Seleno
to house 17. It justifies this accordingly:
With this distribution of the planets on the Great Mirror, it should always be noted
that the planets Uranus and Neptune had not yet been discovered at the time when the
Zoroastrian Kabbala came into being. However, as already mentioned, Psychelia (the
spiritual Sun), and Psychomena (the spiritual Moon), are synonymous with Uranus and
Neptune.
In this light, WKM just gives these two extra planets their own place on the Great Mirror, and
thus their own orbits (which explains a bit about some of WKM’s approach in the case study from
last post). It was, of course, fashionable at the time for occultists of all kinds to try to incorporate
whatever recent scientific discoveries were made popular, even if they broke or otherwise didn’t
fully mesh well with the systems they were trying to incorporate them into. The same trends still
happen today, of course, what with quantum physics or string theory being the raison du jour of
how or why divination, magic, spirits, etc.work, but whatever. One would think that turning to
an ancient system that fully admits its age and provides its own understanding of the cosmos in
its own spiritual terms would be sufficient, but I guess some people aren’t fully satisfied until they
keep up with the non-spiritual Jonses.
Also, as one more interesting departure from KZT, take a look at WKM’s own depiction of the
Urn foldout present in all other ZT texts in figure 23. WKM’s approach to the tiles is relatively
simple, at least when compared to the more elaborate designs given in the Urn foldouts of all other
ZT texts. WKM keeps the planet and Zodiac sign on all the Numeric tiles, but otherwise does away
with the angel names (as expected) as well as the decorative elements of each tile. WKM keeps
Seleno as a crescent moon with its points facing right a, but interestingly represents Genhelia not
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with a circle with a dot in it (as is normal for the solar glyph s) but just as a plain circle. However,
the rightmost column is perhaps the most interesting: not only does Sokak have a variant depiction
of a squat pentagon (more accurately resembling a coffin, using the secondary description given
of the Sokak tile in ZT) and Sallak likewise (wings coming from the corners instead of the edges),
but there is no Sum tile present (normally placed in the rightmost column between Senamira and
Sallak). To an extent, this is understandable: given that only FZT contains any description of what
the Sum tile is or does because only FZT preserves the Epilogue, Kern probably saw no description
of it in KZT (or whatever other text he was referencing) and so omitted it in his own version of
ZT. As I said before, it’s up to the diviner to choose whether to use this 113th tile or not.
Anyway, that’s enough for WKM and Karl Kern; the rest of the book is basically just the same
text as in KZT, without a whole lot else added, so I’m happy to never have to pick this book up
or see its author’s name again. Still, for what it’s worth, we were able to pick up some useful
tips and tricks for implementing the otherwise sparsely-defined approach to divination given in ZT.
But we’re still not done; there are a few more things we need to touch on, namely how ZT itself
considers us human beings to fit into its own grand spiritual cosmos. We’ll start that conversation
next time.
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Figure 23: Karl Kern’s rendition of the Urn.
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The Life and Times of Humanity

Something I’ve mentioned a few times now, and which some of my readers have picked up on
otherwise, is that ZT doesn’t just provide a divination system. Sure, that is the focus of the text
itself being an introductory manual to the core fundamental aspects of the art, but the actual scope
of ZT is much broader than just a form of numerological sortilege with an astrological flair.
Consider Karl Kern’s case study of a Great Mirror composed for a middle-aged man; if you
remember, around the edge of the Mirror in the outer belt, he labeled the years of life for each
house, each house being one “luster”, or a period of five years (see figure 22). I brought this up
originally when we talked about the Great Dial and how the outer belt is also called the “lustral
belt” when talking about the Great Dial in concentric movement, which also ties into how ZT uses
the signs of the Zodiac to talk about different phases of life. We even see this in the list of house
significations when we talked about the houses of the Great Mirror, too, starting with house 20. I’ve
bolded the explicit phase-of-life bits in the list below, but note how the whole of the outer (zodiacal)
belt of the Great Mirror kinda illustrates an ideal life, from birth to ascendance to descendance to
death:
20. Birth, candor, inaction.
21. Infancy, playfulness or mischief.
22. Puberty, turbulence, quarrels or squabbles.
23. Adolescence, sympathy.
24. Intense or violent passions and senses.
25. Debauchery, infidelity.
26. Tenacious passions, constancy.
27. Celibacy, marital fidelity.
28. Moral perfection, maturity.
29. Prudence or caution, good philosophy.
30. Bad faith, decline.
31. Illicit and perilous fortunes.
32. Travel, hectic life.
33. Inconstancy, wasted or lost time.
34. Ancestors, old age.
35. Apathy, waning of fortune.
36. Infirmity, indigence.
37. Ruin, death.
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At this point in our exploration of ZT, we have touched on almost every chapter in some way
or another except for the “Fifth Step”. This is positioned between the “Fourth Step” (which talks
about the Great Mirror, i.e. the large hexangular figure read in the astronomical regime, as a whole
and how to read it according to its tiles and ideal subfigures) and the “Sixth Step” (which talks
about the Great Dial, i.e. the large hexangular figure read in the temporal regime). Linking the
two together is how the two consider the outer band to be effectively the same between them: in
the Great Mirror, the outer band is zodiacal, while in the Great Dial, it’s lustral—but for ZT, the
two are effectively the same thing.
I’ve mentioned before how ZT has lots of acrimony towards all other forms of divination, with
chiromancy and geomancy and cartomancy all getting explicit mentions, but none gets more condemnation than astrology. While astrology has its origins in the Great Cabala of ZT, it was still
astrologers who corrupted and degraded it into being something that only charlatans nowadays use
to ensnare people with mystical mumbo-jumbo. All the same, the truth preserved by the Great
Cabala still lives on, and can be accessed all the same by those who know what to look for and how
to access it. ZT is just one such approach, and in the “Fifth Step”, ZT focuses on correcting how
we should understand the Zodiac. ZT (and, by extension, the rest of the Great Cabala) makes use
of the same twelve signs of the Zodiac as ever, and in the same order, but that’s basically where
the similarities end. Instead of being an invention of the ancient Babylonians, ZT claims that the
invention of the Zodiac is to be given to Zoroaster instead, and is representative of “the essence of
the wisdom of this divine Legislator that is his Cabala”.
In astrology, the signs of the Zodiac are the twelve equal divisions of the ecliptic, the path that
the Sun (and, similarly though to slightly different angles, all the rest of the planets) traces in the
sky against the background of the fixed stars. As the planets move through the signs up there,
they indicate different things to happen in our lives down here. At least for Western astrology, the
signs of the Zodiac start with the first degree of Aries aligned to the eastern point of the ecliptic,
the intersection of the ecliptic with the celestial equator where the Sun’s path enters northern
declinations. At this point, the so-called “vernal equinox”, astrological spring (for the northern
hemisphere of the Earth) is said to begin. This is why the zodiacal system used in Western astrology
is called a “tropical zodiac”, coming from the Greek word τρόπος trópos “turning”, because the signs
of the Zodiac are tied to the turning-points of the ecliptic (the intersections of the ecliptic with the
celestial equator making the equinoxes, or the maximum/minimum points of the ecliptic making
the solstices).
To all of that, ZT says “nah”:
We make the farmer’s year (like the year of the ancient Romans) begin with Aries, which
also opens our astronomical spring. In the same way the Great Cabala subordinates
to Aries the beginning of the existence of humanity, but it does not place, like our
calendars, Aries in the springy and vivacious orbit of Mars. See Plate III: it pushes this
sign back into the wintry and funereal orbit of Saturn, to the last box in the orbit of
Saturn (box 20) in the zodiacal zone, immediately following the seat of death (box 37).
This emblem, as philosophical as it is true, recalls that the moment when life begins
also touches nihility, and that the human creature, already breathing but enjoying no
physical faculties or moral privileges, must, for some time, remain suspended between
life and death—in the uncertainty of its preservation—and be held in the bonds of
weakness. Saturn is still there to devour his children.
For ZT and its Great Cabala, rather than the signs of the Zodiac dictating anything about our
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lives, it is rather our lives that dictate what the Zodiac is and should be:
The profoundly philosophical spirit of a production that is claimed to go back to
Zoroaster, and to be only an essence of the wisdom of this divine Legislator that is
his Cabala, should rather subordinate the signs of the Zodiac to the different periods of
human life. On this footing, according to the distribution which we will make known,
the object of the Great Cabala is perfectly fulfilled.
What ZT is saying is that the Zodiac is not a means by which we can predict things recklessly
with the stars as like some sortilege of random positions of planets, but rather that we can (and
should) use the Zodiac as a means to understand the flow of human life in terms of human life
itself. It is this goal—the understanding of human life—that ZT claims here to be the “object of
the Great Cabala”, a sort of anthroposophy of its own, where by coming to know oneself one can
more effectively attune themselves to the harmony of the spiritual cosmos.
To this end, what ZT does is it breaks life out into six overall periods, as demonstrated by the
houses on the Great Mirror. Each period is represented by one of the edges of the Great Mirror,
proceeding counterclockwise starting with Aries in house 20 and lasting three houses each. Thus,
each period starts with a house assigned to one of the fire or air signs of the Zodiac, and ends with
a corner house on the Mirror.
In short, the six periods of life are:
1. Childhood
A. Houses 20, 21, 22
B. Aries and Taurus
C. Starts in the orbit of Saturn, ends in the orbit of Mars
2. Youth
A. Houses 23, 24, 25
B. Gemini and Cancer
C. Starts in the orbit of Mars, ends in the orbit of Venus
D. Period most susceptible to the harm of Senamira
3. Maturity
A. Houses 26, 27, 28
B. Leo and Virgo
C. Starts in the orbit of Venus, ends in the orbit of Jupiter
4. Adulthood
A. Houses 29, 30, 31
B. Libra and Scorpio
C. Starts in the orbit of Jupiter, ends in the orbit of Mercury
5. Old age
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A. Houses 32, 33, 34
B. Sagittarius and Capricorn
C. Starts in the orbit of Mercury, ends in the orbit of the Moon
D. Period most inclined to the influence of Sisamoro
6. Senility
A. Houses 35, 36, 37
B. Aquarius and Pisces
C. Starts in the orbit of the Moon, ends in the orbit of Saturn
ZT goes on to explain what each period is like, relying on the symbolism of the signs of the
Zodiac (sometimes in innovative ways unique to how they’re positioned on the Great Mirror) and
on the orbits of the planets that one moves through as one goes from period to period. What is
interesting to note is how ZT explicitly calls out the second period as being especially susceptible
to the damaging, harmful influence of Senamira, the Evil Principle, even quoting part of 1 Peter
5:8 to illustrate its point: “Be alert and sober of mind; for your enemy the Devil prowls around like
a roaring lion looking for someone to devour.”
This is how ZT describes the six periods of life:
First Period We already noted the birth of the human in box 20 (Aries), next to the
whirlwind of Death (box 37). We now see them emerging from the cold and gloomy
orbit of Saturn passing. . . through Taurus into the orbit of Mars, the planet of heat and
vigor. The child grows there; their moral soul develops there. By completing. . . box 22,
they have completely reached the age of puberty, and the first period of life is finished.
Second Period Early in the igneous orbit of Mars, the passions of existing were
kindled. . . they enjoy an intoxicating existence that is perfumed above all by the sensuous
breath of Erosia, the most magical of the Intelligences and the most lavish of true
delights. But, below a road strewn with flowers, Senamira erodes and gnaws away
tamquam leo rugiens, circuitu quærens quem devoret. Happy are they who can travel
through candid Gemini and burning Cancer without having succumbed to the tireless
efforts of their own passions. These are themselves this Protean Senamira, caressing
and corroding by turns; but they manage to evade such tricks and repel such attacks if
they are on their guard, and especially if they have the heavenly support of Sisamoro
who does not permit themselves to be called upon in vain. Box 25 closes out one’s fiery
youth and the second period of life.
Third Period Here begins the age of energy and virtue, where one acquires all their
development, so well characterized here by Leo and Virgo. They must find themselves
skilled in everything that can be fulfilled into perfection. Arriving at box 28, they have
become, without a doubt, everything they could aspire to be, or at least everything is
well-prepared for the infallible fulfillment of reasonable wishes. They are at the apex
of the mountain, they enjoy the richest period of their existence—if they have not
previously abused it. This ends the third period, that of maturity.
Fourth Period Woe to the one who has not yet contemplated their knowledge, consolidated their fortune, and confirmed their considerations to which they agreed to aspire;
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woe to the one who has not yet amassed enough, for they will remain poor in all that
they have neglected to acquire. If one is not worthy to hold the Balance (Libra) where
their experience should enable them to appreciate everything, then it is they themselves
who will be weighed, and if they are not worthy or if they are of bad character, then
public blame will punish them for the bad use they have made of their best years. They
will then only have the perilous means that intrigue and illicit speculation take from
stupidity; for, on leaving the pure and luminous domain of Algaé, they have fallen into
the mists and labyrinth of Panurgio. There easily strays whoever does not bring with
faith the lantern and thread of Wisdom; therein lies the creeping restlessness, shame,
and remorse, so well-figured by Scorpio, stinging and poisoning himself. There, in other
words, remain ready all the punishments that the deceiver and disturber of social order
deserve. Such is the insidious orbit of Panurgio, the plot of the scoundrel, while the
honest person traverses it without fear of anything and continues instead to collect the
fruit of their previous tiresome efforts. Such a one legitimately reaps where others can
only pillage at the risk of their honor and lives. Summer has ended during the last luster
of this period. Leaving box 31. . . gives the signal for the withering away of moral and
physical forces, and now one enters the time of decrepitude.
Fifth Period Even should the resilience of body be weakened, the sharpness of understanding blunted, and industry threaten to slowly languish, at least one has made peace
with their passions, for they now cease to torment them unless they allow themselves
to be overcome by avarice or intemperance. They might tire themselves out from the
pursuit of material goods, like the Hunter (Sagittarius) who chases doubtful prey all
day, or they might throw themselves into stupefaction under the regime of crass Seleno,
whose lunar orbit opens by way of the filthy stable of Capricorn. But if one is pure and
remain master of themselves, they will not participate in the contagion of these orbits;
rather, they will feel the rays warmed by the beneficences of Sisamoro, who shines in
full upon this road, purifies it, and spreads the foretaste of bliss which the blameless
person experiences, one who is delirious about nothing they leave behind, their wish
being nothing else than for a new and better order of things. At the end of this fifth
period, the person, having grown old, feels a cold hand bend them and force them to
pass through the narrow gate of senility. With this. . . ends the fifth fragment of life.
Sixth and Final Period Like all those they have already passed through, the last door
has closed on them, too. Thrown onto a dark, barren, and icy road, the person yet drags
themselves along for a long time, constantly fighting against the infirmities expressed by
the frosts of Aquarius. Finally, on the threshold of the funereal domain of Lethophoro,
they find a small boat—their tomb—and there lies down to sleep, overwhelmed and
exhausted, putting themselves at the mercy of the black waves of Lethe, designated by
Pisces. Cradled by such waves, whether smoothly or stormily, they finally arrive at the
all-consuming harbor where each being must come to strip themselves of their material
elements. Thus ends, in box 37, the sixth and last period of life.
As a note on that last period, it’s now clear where the Intelligence of Saturn gets the name
“Lethophoro”; although a bad construction of what should rightfully be Ληθηφορος Lēthēphoros,
the meaning here isn’t so much “forgetting-inducer” as it is “he who bears one to Lethe143 “.
143 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lethe
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When we look at the overall “wheel of life” that ZT draws out for us along the outer belt of the
Great Mirror, we can consider it kinda like the image of the Wheel of Fortune. The only thing is
that the “bottom” that we start at is the leftmost point in the orbit of Saturn, that liminal period
between life and death, and the “top” is the opposite rightmost point in the orbit of Jupiter, the
height of our joy and satisfaction in all things. Consider, after all, how the Great Mirror doesn’t
have a corner at the top or bottom of its design, but rather has flat edges; for this reason, we
cannot consider the second and fifth periods of life to be “turning points”, but rather periods of
increase and decrease, respectively. This is why ZT makes a note of how the second period is most
dangerous because it’s closest to the influence of Senamira: the time of development is rough, and
it’s during this period that patterns are set up for the rest of one’s life, so any bad habits that get
established now can threaten one’s well-being later in long-lasting ways. Likewise, the fifth period
is closest to the influence is Sisamoro; while one can always lose one’s balance, this is the period of
life where one generally begins to turn more inward and clear-minded as worldly concerns begin to
fall away and fade into the background (ideally, at least).
It’s a neat system, I have to admit, and it kinda reminds me of a sixfold system of reckoning
seasonal changes in mid-latitude oceanic areas144 (like where I live), but isn’t unlike other
six-season systems145 , either:
1. Prevernal (early spring)
2. Vernal (spring)
3. Estival (high summer)
4. Serotinal (late summer)
5. Autumnal (fall)
6. Hibernal (winer)
So, ZT breaks up a human life into six periods, and consider each period to last three “houses”.
It is in this light that ZT establishes the “luster” (or “lustral period”), where every luster is five
years, leading to each period of life lasting 15 years long (because 3 lusters × 5 years/luster = 15
years). Because of this, a maximum human lifespan is 6 periods × 3 lusters/period × 5 years/luster
= 90 years—at least back in the days when humans were “of better stock and more economical in
their facilities”, but nowadays, most people don’t live to see past their fifth period (15 lusters, 75
years). This is all easy and straightforward enough, I suppose, but the issue is that this only really
applies for men, where every luster is worth five years flat. In ZT’s system, the amount of years a
luster consists of differs for women based on their age: while a woman goes through the same six
periods of life as men do, during the first four periods a luster is only four years long, while during
the last two periods a luster is seven years long. In the end, both lustral systems yield a total of
90 years, but women effectively “age” faster than men do at first: at the end of the fourth period,
men are at 60 years, while women are at 48.
ZT sets up this system to account for menopause, which roughly occurs at or a little after age
48, which is (as ZT says) “when Nature ceases to regard her as useful for her main purpose, and
therefore is the true point at which her decrepitude begins”. To rub some more salt in the womb
wound, ZT laments:
144 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Season#Modern_mid-latitude_ecological
145 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Season#Six-season_reckoning
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Period
1
2
3
4
5
6

Man
Lustrality
5
5
5
5
5
5

Ages
0–15
15–30
30–45
45–60
60–75
75–90

Woman
Lustrality Ages
4
0–12
4
12–24
4
24–36
4
36–48
7
48–69
7
69–90

How much the woman, to whom the social order has the injustice to refuse most of the
consolations accorded to men in their respective advanced ages, must find the decline of
her premature winter long and painful if she must endure it until decrepitude. Such is
an extremity a thousand times more deadly than death for the degraded being who has
not lost the memory of the altars erected to her during the magical reign of her charms.
. . . on the one hand, at least it’s nice for the author of ZT to notice how poorly older (or at least
post-menopausal) women are treated by society at large. On the other, well, yikes. I’ll leave it to
modern practitioners to decide whether such a model continues to be reasonable today, whether or
not one buys into the physical or social aspects of what it’s like to be a woman, and whether they
choose to use the standard luster for all people regardless of sex or gender, or whether they choose
to use the varying luster for particular needs.
Anyway, to take a turn back to the periods of life: if a human life starts in the orbit of Saturn
and ends in the orbit of Saturn, what does this mean for us as human beings, besides noting the
dangerous act of childbirth itself? Does this propose or imply a theory of reincarnation, where
one sloughs off one’s flesh at death and enters into a new body at birth? Not really; bearing in
mind that this book was still written by a Christian (or Christian-adjacent) for a Christian (or
Christian-cultured) audiences, such a notion would likely have gotten even more on the bad side
of religious institutions than just one upset Jesuit monarchist146 , but there’s nothing spoken
either way on what happens after death. We do, however, get an intriguing account of how humans
come to be in the “Third Supplement”, which talks about how human souls come into being (and
also why some humans can become “prodigies of perfection or perversity”):
An Angel presides at the moment of birth (see the Table of Natal Stars). However, two
Intelligences, for most people, combine to animate in the mother the individual who is
to be born. For this, the Angels involved each unleash a spark of fire which is their own,
and this explosion is made by the material vehicle of the two terrestrial individuals who
cooperate in the creation ex nihilo of a third. Unlucky is the creature whose two evil
Angels provided the spiritual element, and happy is the one who will have been animated
by two Angels of the opposite nature; but fights, storms, and changes in fortune are in
store for the being in whom good and bad spiritual influences are in conflict.
This is actually a really fascinating idea of how humans come to be ensouled. During sexual
procreation, just as the mother and father are getting busy to create the physical embryo that will
one day become a child, a similar thing can be said to occur between the mother’s and father’s own
presiding angels (who come to have one based on their own birthdays), who combine their essences
146 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memoirs_Illustrating_the_History_of_Jacobinism
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(“unleash a spark of fire which is their own”) to form the spiritual essence of the human-to-be.
Consider what this also suggests: a person is not just under the influence of their own natal angel,
but also has a lifelong influence from the two other angels that respectively belong to their parents.
This is why (in the system of ZT) two people roughly sharing the same birth period of 13-ish days
can turn out so wildly different, because it’s not just a matter of their own births, but also those of
their respective parents, too. While there’s no guarantee that these three angels (mother, father,
and child) would actually form an ideal triangle in the Great Mirror according to what houses
they’re associated with, ZT does subtly frame such a familial relationship as one.
Further, consider some of the more puzzling significations of the tiles of Adamasto and Lethophoro.
If you take a look at the tile meanings, the Intelligence tiles often have some sort of cosmological
element to them. We’ll get to that more in another post, but note how Adamasto (being the Intelligence of Mars) has the element of Fire associated with it, while Lethophoro (being the Intelligence
of Saturn) has the element of Water associated with it. At birth, we are composed of a spark of
angelic fire that catches and sets alight onto the body in the orbit of Mars; at death, the heat of our
bodies become quenched in the waters of Lethe and dissolves away like ash in a stream in the orbit
of Saturn. It’s a system that ties itself together, I have to admit, but beyond death, it’s hard to
say what happens; there’s no explicit mention of an afterlife, salvation, reincarnation, or anything
in ZT. Despite a potential cyclical structure implicit in the zodiacal belt of the Great Mirror, this
is a matter left unspoken in this key.
Perhaps we can figure that out a bit more when we talk about the cosmology and spirituality
laden throughout ZT, which we’ll get to next time.
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The Spiritual Cosmology of Zoroaster’s Telescope

Something I touched on briefly in the last post is that, nestled amidst all the interpretations and
significations of the tiles as given in ZT’s “First Supplement”, there’s a weird trend specifically with
the Intelligence tiles. These tiles have meanings just like all the others, but there’s a few I want to
specifically highlight:
• Genhelia s: Physical soul, home country.
• Seleno a: Earth.
• Erosia g: Universal magnet (“love”).
• Panurgio f: Sea.
• Lethophoro S: Darkness (literally “night”), water.
• Aglaé j: Air.
• Adamasto h: Fire.
• Psykomena d: Foreign country.
• Psykelia } : Heavenly soul, light (perhaps metaphorically “day”).
Unlike many of the tiles, these seem to be connoting things less about omens or matters of
future, and indicate more cosmological aspects. It’s kind of a neat trend, and it emphasizes how
important the nine Intelligences are to the well-ordering of the world around us. Unlike in astrology
proper (which, of course, ZT says is basically just charlatanry) where the planets themselves effect
their influences in our world, ZT establishes that the things that happen in the world are effected by
the Intelligences of the planets, not the planets themselves. This reaches not just into the vagaries
of emotion and action between humans (as influenced through their natal angels and natal stars
which have planetary rulerships themselves), but even into the very world around us, where e.g. fire
is an expression of the activity of Adamasto/Mars, the winds of Aglaé/Jupiter, and so forth. In
classical grimoiric (or at least Agrippan) terms, ZT’s Intelligences might be thought of either as
grimoiric planetary intelligences or as planetary spirits, being either the tools that shape creation
or the raw material that forms it, all in the hands of the Creator (or the two Principles).
What’s so fascinating about this is that this is just one small aspect of a much grander vision
of the Great Cabala that ZT proclaims. True, ZT is a divination manual, a short introductory
handbook laying out the fundamental principles of a cute sort of divination, and most people would
be inclined to pick it up, read it, and put it down as being nothing more than that. But, as much as
ZT talks about a divination process, ZT also talks about so much more at the same time, spending
at least as many words on spirituality, cosmology, and even (dare we say it) religion as it does
on divination. It’s not that it’s hiding this, either; it’s rather up-front and blunt about it, but it
doesn’t lay it out as clearly as it does its divinatory content. By that same token, it’s something
that’s more obscured in KZT/OZT because, again, KZT took the original ZT content and abridged
it, cutting out a lot of the religious and spiritual flavor and content we see in FZT/GZT for the sake
of presenting a more condensed divinatory manual. If we turn to the older texts like FZT/GZT,
however, we find a lot more of this sort of thing, especially in the Epistle.
Like, consider how ZT talks about itself at the start of the “Second Supplement”:
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Hence, for once, the gaze of the being to whom the Pure Spirit will have given the eyes
such a being needs in order to discover certain sublime objects—by these, we say, and
by means of this second supplement—the gaze of the Elect will be able to soar to the
highest point of the cabalistic Pyramid, of which the seven Steps earlier described are
only its base and first layers. As these approved eyes look upward along the faces of this
mysterious edifice, it will happen—should the Pure Spirit allow it—that the clouds, at
first reaching down to the ground to hide everything from the profane eye, will rise so
slowly as to barely be noticed at once. Stone is succeeded by marble, marble by crystal,
crystal by diamond, and diamond finally by a heavenly brilliance—but the Elect are
not like to be dazzled with damage. This brilliance, which shows that the Pure Spirit
is within this whirlwind of light, retains a final shroud, the only one that the human
condition is not allowed to penetrate.
What ZT teaches may well be just a divination system, but what it gives us is far more than
just a means to predict the future. The whole of ZT, both the divinatory system specifically as well
as the Great Cabala more generally, is intended to access that which is superhuman by familiarizing
the reader with those selfsame superhuman intelligences. The “Key” that ZT provides is not just
a key to a particular practice of divination but rather “the key to the superhuman riches of which
the Great Cabala is the inexhaustible store”, one that is even “a master key which will open not
just the main doors but all the side doors, all the cupboards, all the drawers, and even the smallest
secrets”.
To understand what ZT means by “superhuman”, let’s first talk about the word “occult”, literally
meaning “hidden”. This word can be understood in two ways: the secret or hidden virtues in things
that confer surprising or powerful benefits to those who know how to tap them, or to teachings and
disciplines kept secret and occluded from public dissemination for the education of and use by the
few. Anything that cannot be seen or otherwise perceived by the physical senses of the body are,
in one sense or another, “occult”, and have historically been bound up in the various traditions and
teachings of any number of religions, mysticisms, and spiritualities. To modern sensibilities, many
of the activities and interests of such systems deal with what is termed the “supernatural”, which is
to say things that are not wholly within the physical and material realm of nature. However, not
all such systems would agree that these things are necessarily “supernatural” if all things already
belong to a more pervasive view of nature. In that light, ZT says in its introduction that the Great
Cabala has nothing “supernatural”, but rather has things in it that are “superhuman”, things that
are technically beyond our reach as human beings. Rather than drawing a distinction between that
which is of nature (“natural”) and that which is beyond it (“supernatural”), ZT draws a distinction
between what is human and what is superhuman, seeing both as ultimately belonging to the one
and same nature of Creation. Although the word “superhuman” is occasionally used throughout
ZT, the bulk of the understanding and use of this word comes from the Epistle—and, for that
matter, the Epistle provides much of the spiritual contextualization for ZT as a whole, being an
apologia of sorts for engaging with the spirituality of ZT. (This just compounds how much of a
shame it is that this compelling essay only appears in the earlier versions of ZT and not in the more
condensed versions as in KZT.) The Epistle uses the word “superhuman” a number of times to refer
not only to entities as spirits or intelligences, but also to the work of divination, divine inspiration,
and holy obligation. At the same time, the Epistle does not classify all spiritual or occult things as
superhuman, as it denies that “black or diabolical” magic can rightly be called “superhuman”.
Rather than thinking of “superhuman” to mean “spiritual” or “occult”. it may be better to
consider this word in the mind of the author of Epistle (and ZT more generally) to mean “holy”.
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This then suggests that the word “human” as the antonym of “superhuman” should be interpreted
to mean “profane”, but this is not borne out by the Epistle. There are references to “purely human
sciences” or that most humans are content with mere reason, but the Epistle also refers in equal
measure to humans of genius or otherwise pious humans who admit and seek after divine things
with the respect due to them. However, by definition, humans on their own cannot enter into or
attain to the superhuman; to do so requires the active participation of the superhuman to grant
humanity such access. As the introduction of ZT itself says:
As to what is superhuman (which does not mean “supernatural”) in the Cabala, the
mere idea contained in the word “superhuman” establishes in proof that we cannot lay
hold onto what it expresses, and therefore we cannot give it away. It is a definition that
can make its own existence felt.
The most common use of the word “superhuman” in the Epistle is to refer to “superhuman
intelligences”, referring to immaterial entities with their own agency and capacity for communication, action, and interaction. The term “intelligence” has been used to refer to such immaterial
or spiritual entities throughout much of European magical and grimoiric literature, even affecting
later spiritual traditions such as Spiritism, so finding it used here should be no surprise especially
as a more refined approach to other words such as “spirit”, (although GZT merely refers to them as
übermenschliche/himmlischen Wesen “superhuman/heavenly beings”).
As that first passage I quoted above above says, so much is dependent upon not just the
dedication and studies of the one who studies ZT, but on the permission and presence of the “Pure
Spirit”, because ZT is not purely a thing of humanity and thus requires the superhuman in order
to delve into it properly. So what exactly is the “Pure Spirit”? Basically, it’s the ZT’s equivalent of
the Christian notion of the Holy Ghost, but we need to unpack this idea a bit more to get at what
ZT considers this to be, along with ZT’s notions of divinity generally.
Although we can’t truly say that ZT is a Christian work in a technical sense, it is abundantly
clear that its author has had a Christian education and upbringing, because the author uses a
number of quotes and stories from the Old Testament and New Testament alike, and the author
counts themselves as a Christian writing for an assumedly Christian audience. It is certainly
true that, as OZT notes in its introduction, “the 18th century was an active time for occultism”,
both across the whole of the Western world as a whole in general but especially in France in its
transitionary period between the ancien régime and the R’epublique. However—even in the face
of such infamous occultist circles as La Voisin147 and the Affair of the Poisons148 , even given
the relative freedom of exploration for heterodox religious beliefs—there were still limits as to what
was deemed acceptable or pious for public consumption. It should be no surprise, then, that at
least some Christian, or otherwise broadly Judeo-Christian, influence is evident in the spirituality
of ZT. Although there is little of Christ or any salvific figure involved in ZT, one would reasonably
find ZT’s notions of the Supreme Being and the Pure Spirit to be its analogues for God the Father
and the Holy Spirit.
Although there is no specific discussion of the Supreme Being (also called the “Eternal One”,
“Almighty”, or “Creator”) or Pure Spirit in the ZT, they are referenced throughout it all the same,
as well as in Epistle and the Epilogue. The “Second Supplement” explicitly states that it was
the Supreme Being that Moses saw in the burning bush149 , and that Gabriel announced
147 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_Voisin
148 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affair_of_the_Poisons
149 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burning_bush
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to Mary the birth of Jesus150 on behalf of the Supreme Being. However, despite the explicit
identification of ZT’s Supreme Being with the God of Abraham, absent are the latter’s jealous or
even judgmental aspects. Rather, ZT speaks of the Supreme Being as a pious mystic would: worthy
of our reverence and devotion and connection, having in mind our best interests and loftiest aims
in mind, and wanting to develop us to the point where we might reach them either through their
merciful loving-kindness or through their castigating “tough love”. All things are possible for the
Supreme Being, and likewise, all things are determined and allotted by the Supreme Being.
Historically, it should be noted that, while “Supreme Being” is a reasonable moniker for the
Godhead in many Christian contexts, it should be noted that there was also the Culte de l’Être
suprême “Cult of the Supreme Being” 151 , a form of deism pioneered by Maximilien Robespierre152 and established in France as a state religion during the French Revolution in the early
1790s. This new civic religion was intended to maintain a pious theism as well as social order
without descending into the anthropocentric atheism of the Cult of Reason153 (which appalled
Robespierre) nor permit the excesses of Catholicism to continue in the newly-established Republic.
In the Decree Establishing the Cult of the Supreme Being on 18 Floréal II (7 May
1794) at the National Convention154 , it was declared that:
• The French people recognize the existence of the Supreme Being and the immortality of the
soul.
• They recognize that the worship worthy of the Supreme Being is the practice of the duties of
man.
• They place in the first rank of these duties to detest bad faith and tyranny, to punish tyrants
and traitors, to rescue the unfortunate, to respect the weak, to defend the oppressed, to do
to others all the good that one can and not to be unjust toward anyone.
Given the publication date of 1796 for FZT, even in spite of the Epistle’s sympathies for the thendeposed aristocracy and nobility, it is impossible to ignore the possibility of Revolutionary religious
influence in ZT, at least to some small degree. In a historical and social context where much of
the old established order was being upturned so as to build a new one, and considering how much
animosity the author of ZT has towards a variety of traditional occult disciplines such as astrology
or geomancy, it may be that the author of ZT was (in their mind) trying to recover some long-lost
pristine spiritual practice, much as the French Revolution attempted to reclaim the democratic
heritage of ancient Greece and Rome. This tendency may be evident in ZT’s encouragement of
astronomy and discouragement of astrology, seeing the former as essentially useful and the latter as
essentially corrupt, much as revolutionary tendencies in a wide array of cultural arenas elsewhere
would have sought to do away with the old and fixate upon the new, or at least newly-recovered. In
that light, ZT may well be avoiding an explicitly Christian spirituality and instead tapping into the
revolutionary current of its time so as to develop its own revolutionary understanding of divinity.
Of course, given the blatant aristocratic and royalist leanings of the author of ZT (and especially
pronounced in the Epistle), maybe this is reading too much into it, putting the cart before the
horse: it may be relying on an overall French spirituality that ties as much to Catholicism as it
does to revolutionary deistic cults.
150 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annunciation
151 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cult_of_the_Supreme_Being
152 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximilien_Robespierre
153 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cult_of_Reason
154 https://alphahistory.com/frenchrevolution/decree-cult-supreme-being-1794/
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Far more commonly mentioned in ZT than the Supreme Being, however, is the Pure Spirit, also
occasionally called the “Pure Mind”. Mentioned only twice in Epistle but mentioned at least once
(and often many times) in the majority of the chapters of ZT including the Epilogue, the Pure
Spirit is a nebulously-defined numinous presence that facilitates the divinity of the Supreme Being
in our world. It is the Pure Spirit that is itself the source of all truth; it was the Pure Spirit to
whom the ancient Magi dedicated their temples, and it is the Pure Spirit to whom the Cabalists
of ZT direct themselves for succor in their cabalistic and divinatory works. ZT is clear on this last
point: it is only through the Pure Spirit’s inspiration that the reader might actually perform works
of divination, guiding them to speak truth even (or especially) when the diviner runs up against
the limit of the methods of ZT. However, the Pure Spirit is not some passive matrix of spiritual
presence; ZT describes the Pure Spirit as having an agency and will of its own, deigning to work
at some times but not at others, allowing some humans to perform certain works but not other
humans or other works.
In many ways, even if one were to discount any Christian involvement in the development of
ZT, it is clear that the Supreme Being and Pure Spirit would be close analogues to the Catholic
notions of God the Father and God the Holy Spirit, though there is no notion of salvation in the
ZT, precluding the necessity for an analogue of God the Son. It may better be said that, although
both the Supreme Being and the Pure Spirit are God for the author of ZT, the Supreme Being is
more distant than the Pure Spirit is, and it is the Pure Spirit who acts as both the presence of God
as well as the gateway to God, giving primacy to the Pure Spirit only insofar as is necessary to
participate in divinity. It may be said, then, that the Pure Spirit functions as an analogue both to
the Catholic Holy Spirit as well as Christ, as it is the breath of the Pure Spirit in ZT that allows
one to be truly and divinely inspired.
And, of course, we shouldn’t confuse the Supreme Being or Pure Spirit with the two Principles
of Sisamoro and Senamira, either. If the Supreme Being is the Creator of all Creation, then the
two Principles, Sisamoro and Senamira, can roughly be considered as rival demiurges or underlying
actors within the dynamic system of the cosmos. In this light, when ZT says that Sisamoro is
“inifinite goodness” and Senamira is “infinite wickedness”, the descriptions of Sisamoro and Senamira
come into greater clarity, especially with the footnotes noted above. Sisamoro is the encosmic
principle and source of all goodness, purity, light, and bliss, while Senamira is the same but for all
wickedness, depravity, darkness, and suffering. It is because of this that ZT states that Christians
have interpreted the former to be “God” and the latter “Satan”, employing a sort of antagonistic
dualism already known to the reader as asserted by the author. It has to be said that the Principles
form one of the few links from ZT to the actual Zoroaster and Zoroastrianism: ZT points out that,
because these names are present in the divinatory system, the system must therefore come from
that ancient religion.
Sure, the religion of Mazdayasna155 (“the worship of wisdom”) was founded on the teachings
of Zarathustra156 in the 6th century BCE worships one universal, supreme, transcendent, allgood, and uncreated creator Ahura Mazda157 (“Lord of Wisdom” or “Wise Lord”) who dwells
above, from which emanates asha158 , the spiritual force of cosmic order and the antithesis of druj,
falsehood and disorder, which itself emanates from Angra Mainyu159 (“destructive spirit”), also
155 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zoroastrianism
156 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zoroaster
157 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahura_Mazda
158 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asha
159 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahriman
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known as Ahriman, who dwells below. These two forces are in constant conflict throughout all
creation, especially pronounced upon humanity, although Ahura Mazda wins out in the end times,
at which point a savior known as the Saoshyant160 will come forth to resurrect the dead, all
of creation will be purified and renovated, and all humanity will be judged twice: once for their
spiritual being and once for their physical being. While there are similarities between the above
Zoroastrian notions and ZT’s notions of Sisamoro and Senamira, the similarities end there. While
the tiles given in the Urn foldout all have a distinct flame motif on each of the Intelligence and
Numeral tiles, hearkening to the notion of Zoroastrian fire worship, this is all little more than a
superficial appropriation of Zoroastrian symbols and concepts to offer an exotic orientalizing flavor
to a relatively modern form of divination. The whole of the rest of the system displays the usual
European Christian frameworks and sensibilities which, although at times parallel with Zoroastrian
ones, is less an indication of ZT’s ultimate Persian antiquity and more one of cultural resonance.
Especially intriguing on this point, however, is a note from the Epistle. Towards the end, in
describing the mythic history of the Great Cabala, the author of the Epistle states that “the Good
Principle and the Bad Principle, having become rivals in the opinion of these impious fools, shared
equally a desecrated incense”. It is true in Zoroastrianism that Ahura Mazda is the supreme creator,
and though they are at war until the end times, their conjoined conflict can be said to provide for the
constant creation of the current world which will end when Ahura Mazda eventually and inevitably
conquers Ahriman; in this, Ahura Mazda and Ahriman cannot be said to be rivals or equals. Yet,
in the divinatory and cosmological system of ZT, Sisamoro and Senamira do appear to fulfill that
role, being equal though opposite in power, with the Supreme Being beyond both of them taking
on the role in ZT that Ahura Mazda himself has in Zoroastrianism. It may be that the Epistle here
is referring to the religious understanding of Ahura Mazda and Ahriman in Zoroastrianism proper
than the cosmological signification of Sisamoro and Senamira in ZT, maybe showing at least some
awareness beyond the merely superficial of the religion itself.
While Sisamoro and Senamira work on a cosmic scale, the two spirits Sallak and Sokak act on
a human scale, almost as their respective emissaries. ZT notes that these are not divinities in their
own right as Sisamoro or Senamira might be, but are “only Creatures of the First Order”. Similarly,
the implications of a statement like “the two Principles and the two Spirits do not overlap each
other in the Great Cabala” and the similar though diminutive designs of the Sallak and Sokak tiles
derived from those of Sisamoro and Senamira emphasize the different roles these pairs of entities
have. This is further indicated by how their tiles are treated in a divinatory session employing the
Great Mirror: the Principle tiles are not used in the Great Mirror itself but are placed beyond it
in a way that affects the mirror as a whole, while the Spirit tiles are used just as any other. The
suggestion is that Sisamoro and Senamira work on a grander or cosmic (or at least transpersonal)
level, while Sallak and Sokak work on a smaller, individual scale.
As a symbol in the divinatory system of ZT, Sallak represents good fortune in general; Sallak
is explicitly identified as the Catholic notion of a guardian angel. According to the Catholic
Catechism (I.2.1.I.5.I.336)161 :
From its beginning until death, human life is surrounded by their watchful care and
intercession. “Beside each believer stands an angel as protector and shepherd leading
him to life.” Already here on earth the Christian life shares by faith in the blessed
company of angels and men united in God.
160 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saoshyant
161 https://www.vatican.va/archive/ENG0015/__P1A.HTM
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On the contrary, Sokak is labeled as “the evil genius of the Ancients. . . the evil Angel”. Like
Sallak, Sokak is a constant companion of each individual human; unlike Sallak who guides and helps
each human to their most beneficial end, Sokak lays traps to afflict and waylay each individual
human. To that end, in the divinatory system of ZT, Sokak represents ill fortune, but this is more
of a concession to the system of divination rather than merely saying that Sallak is merely Eutychē
and Sokak Distychē. These are about our fates, where we encounter things that are good for us so
long as we stick to the path of our fate, and encounter things bad for us if we fall off that path.
I’m sure there’s much more that one can extrapolate from ZT about its view of cosmology
and spirituality in general, but I’m not sure how much more I could offer beyond mere conjecture;
after all, I’m no expert in the history of French religion and occulture, and trying to get into the
research of that is a daunting prospect far beyond my capabilities right now. What I can offer, at
least, is what ZT itself says about how it thinks about and constructs notions of divinity and the
cosmos—but all this still leaves open the question of “so what?”. I mean, okay, sure, we have all
this notion of a grand cosmos filled with spirits and the Pure Spirit and everything, but where does
that leave us, what is our goal, what do we do with all this information? We’ll save the best for
last, dear reader, and get to that next time.
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The Spiritual Practice of Zoroaster’s Telescope

It’s far from uncommon for authors to puff themselves up and make their works seem more groundbreaking and significant than they generally have any reasonable right to be (and I should know).
This can be explained any number of ways ranging from it being a marketing technique to merely
getting people hooked on this Cool New Thing you’re excited about, or it may just be that the
author has bought into their own hype and think that they’ve come across the Only Thing that
Matters. This is especially common in the world of occult book publishing, and to an extent, I
think it’s always been that way to one degree or another; after all, the whole bit about mystical
or magical historiolae explaining the discovery of some long-lost text is as much part of the occult
genre as is lists of demons or elaborate instructions on tool-making. It’s something of a cliché unto
itself, really, and—at least for me—it can be almost disappointing when a text lacks such a bit of
good entertainment.
Sure enough, we see a this puffing-up of itself happening in ZT, too. This is most evident right
in its very title (“The Telescope of Zoroaster, or, the Key to the Grand Divinatory Cabala of the
Magi”) that calls on a whole number of occultural tropes, which are only expanded upon in the
text itself, but there’s more to it than that, and I don’t think ZT is just trying to puff itself up for
the sake of selling itself out. ZT makes frequent reference to how it’s “only a key, not a treatise”,
which immediately suggests that the author of ZT is holding stuff back from the reader. While
some people might be inclined to read this as a sure sign that the author is putting a blind on us,
this isn’t the case here; rather, ZT does present what is necessary to learn, but only that which is
necessary and not anything more, leaving what does not strictly need to be said as an exercise for
the reader. In that light, we need to consider everything that ZT does give us. While the main
purpose of ZT is ostensibly to teach about a particular form of numerological sortilege with an
astrological flair, there is so much in ZT that isn’t directly about that that it leaves us to wonder:
what else is it teaching us?
There’s a tantalizing statement in the Epilogue:
. . . willing to put ourselves in such a position, we have advocated for indicating how
the operator will be able to recognize certain cases where (by a complicated contest of
triangular relationships) an intimate communication and sometimes a Vision would be
promised—in vain. The author of The Telescope of Zoroaster did not change course in
the reply he divulged:
The Candidate must wait to be surprised by this superhuman opportunity,
sooner or later infallible for them, if they are truly Called. This opportunity
will fully compensate them for his work when, sooner or later, they will have
reached the point of aptitude where the Pure Spirit desires them to be.
Consider the implications of this admission. Despite the divinatory method that ZT teaches
of analyzing the various tiles that might appear in any given pattern or arrangement within the
Great Mirror, it suggests that this is not the ultimate (or at least the underlying) goal of the
divinatory system of ZT. Sure, the system as presented will work to predict the future, treating
it fundamentally as a tile-based variation on cartomancy making use of a densely-packed spread,
and the vast majority of the content of ZT discusses this very method and its variations in order
to explain such a divinatory system. However, the implication of this line in the Epilogue, as well
as the several mystical sections of the “Second Supplement” and “Third Supplement” that discuss
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more than mere angels and natal stars, suggest that this is just part of the use of such a Mirror.
Rather than merely arriving at interpretations, the real purpose is to obtain visions.
I mean, consider this line from the “First Step”, when the notion of mirrors are introduced:
These combinations are called “mirrors” when, instead of speaking only to the eye as
paintings do, they offer the Cabalist a meaning which can only exist for them alone.
Such combinations deserve the name “mirror” because they reflect the truth that saturates combinations. Thus, by combining the hexagons—whether we call them pieces or
parts—into the triangles, diamonds, or hexagons that are composed from such hexagons,
we obtain paintings, or “mirrors”. Now, the mirror being the final object of the cabalistic
process, it is the quality of the mirror that prevails, and this word is principally in use.
Remember how I mentioned before that reflecting telescopes162 were still relatively new at
the time of FZT’s publication? Dating only to the 1660s, reflecting telescopes provided technical
advantages over the older lens-based refracting telescopes163 . In this light, especially when
combined with how ZT says that modern astronomy has such “fruitful and no less indispensable
utility”, it would suggest that the metaphor of these tile-spreads being “mirrors” was taken from
astronomical tools: using mirrors in a metaphorical telescope (the divinatory system of ZT itself)
to gaze into the spiritual Heavens much as an astronomer’s telescope makes use of mirrors to gaze
into the physical skies. Thus, when a figure is composed for the purpose of performing divination, it
takes on the name of a “mirror” as something that one gazes at as if it were a picture to contemplate.
We can certainly inspect parts of the telescope to determine how the different parts come together,
but we’re not supposed to be looking at the telescope or at the mirror, but rather in the telescope
or in the mirror to see what it reveals. I mean, heck, ZT even brings up Nostradamus in the
“First Supplement”, whom ZT claims also relied on the Great Cabala to determine matters of great
spiritual importance and world-changing significance. In this, by looking at the Great Mirror, we
learn its parts and see individual things coming to pass, but by looking in the Great Mirror, we
come to actually See things as a whole coming together—something far greater than the sum of its
parts.
I mean, consider what we said last time about the spiritual cosmos as construed by ZT. Yes,
there is the Supreme Being and the Pure Spirit and the Principles and Spirits and Intelligences,
but ZT says that there’s still so much more than all of this. While the “Second Supplement” is
primarily important for students of ZT to teach about the 28 angels and their natal stars (i.e. lunar
mansions), that’s really only half the chapter; the other half talks about all these various means by
which humans come to know things by means of spiritual intervention through visions, messages,
and communion with spirits. The author of ZT brings up Moses164 and the burning bush165 ,
Saul166 seeing the ghost167 of Samuel168 , Brutus169 seeing the ghost of Julius Caesar170 ,
Belshazzar 171 seeing the hand writing on the wall and it being clarified by the divine inspiration
162 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reflecting_telescope
163 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refracting_telescope
164 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moses
165 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burning_bush
166 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saul
167 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Witch_of_Endor#Biblical_narrative
168 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel
169 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcus_Junius_Brutus
170 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar
171 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belshazzar#Portrayal_in_the_Book_of_Daniel
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of Daniel172 , the Three Wise Men173 being given a vision about where to go find the Infant
God174 , the Pharaoh having his dreams interpreted through the divine inspiration of
Joseph175 , the daimōn176 of Socrates177 , Numa Pompilius178 and the nymph Egeria179 , and
so forth and so on. ZT emphasizes the point that all true knowledge that matters for us doesn’t
come from mere human inventions of cardgames or whatnot, but from our interactions with the
spiritual world which guides us and leads us to live our lives properly in accordance with the will
of the Supreme Being.
It is to that end that the author of ZT presents the Great Mirror (and, by extension, all the rest
of the mirrors in ZT) as a means of not just predicting the future but as a means of communing
with spirits. This is why ZT gives us Plate VI (the diagram of the Great Mirror with the angels and
lunar mansions), which only makes sense by bringing up the angels first, which only makes sense
by bringing up the role of spirits generally: to guide and instruct humanity in the well-ordering
and proper-functioning of the cosmos. And, heck, given the extreme detail ZT gives in the “Second
Supplement” regarding all the parts and bits of Plate VI (some of which don’t even actually appear
in Plate VI as given), it leads me to wonder whether Plate VI is really just a reference sheet to be
used like the Table of Numbers from Plate II, or if it was meant as a meditative focus not unlike
a mandala expressly for coming into communion with those very angels themselves. In that light,
the Great Mirror serves three purposes simultaneously:
1. A means of sortilege by which we can predict the future
2. A means of coming into visions of things that are meaningful, i.e. a scrying surface
3. A means of communicating with spirits who speak through the tiles, i.e. a conjuration locus
Incidentally, it’s the use of the Great Mirror as a medium for scrying that I think the use of
hexagonal tiles is important, not because of any mystical symbolism inherent in the shape but
because they completely tile a plane without gaps. While circular tiles would also work for the
purposes of divination, since they pack in a hexagonal manner, they leave gaps between them,
which hexagonal tiles don’t leave behind. Having a smooth, complete surface would work much
better in this regard to afford the diviner something cohesive and coherent to gaze at for the
purposes of scrying rather than mere sortilege.
This is, in a sense, what the Epistle told us about almost right from the get-go:
To read into the future is a much higher faculty still, and is less willingly granted from
above. It is nevertheless obtained by means of one who knows that most ancient Pact—
by means of an Advocate (but no one else) who finds in the signs and numbers of various
tables the truth dictated by the intelligences concerning all that is the reasonable object
of anticipation that one proposes to make in a more or less remote future. These signs,
these numbers, these tables—this is what the Telescope of Zoroaster is about. [. . . ]
172 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_(biblical_figure)
173 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblical_Magi
174 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nativity_of_Jesus#Adoration_of_the_magi
175 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_(Genesis)#Joseph_in_prison
176 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_genio_Socratis
177 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socrates
178 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Numa_Pompilius
179 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egeria_(mythology)
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By means of the booklet through which I dare to pay you respectful homage, my Lord,
we shall know how one might establish for oneself, so to speak, a place of rendezvous,
where the Advocate enjoys the favor of being in the presence with superhuman beings
and can there receive their benefit.
Recall the whole pyramid metaphor from last time that ZT gives about itself at the beginning
of the “Second Supplement”:
As these approved eyes look upward along the faces of this mysterious edifice, it will
happen—should the Pure Spirit allow it—that the clouds, at first reaching down to
the ground to hide everything from the profane eye, will rise so slowly as to barely be
noticed at once. Stone is succeeded by marble, marble by crystal, crystal by diamond,
and diamond finally by a heavenly brilliance—but the Elect are not like to be dazzled
with damage.
To lay it out bare: that the pyramid is revealed at all through the foggy mists is the work of
the text of ZT, while the divinatory system of astrologically-flavored numerology provides just the
rough-hewn stone base of the pyramid, but this is just the foundation of what comes next, which is
heavily suggested in ZT to be obtaining visions and communing with spirits. But even these, after
all, would just be the next layers of the pyramid, upon which even higher and even more precious
levels are built. All ZT does is show us to the door of this pyramid-temple, and beyond that, so
long as we have a light provided to us by the Pure Spirit, how far we ascend is up to us and our
own determination and dedication. All of this is nothing less than reclaiming the ancient spiritual
heritage that the Epistle ascribes to the ancient Magi:
A similar order of things once existed wherever the Magi breathed, those revered priests,
the most enlightened, the best of mortals. In their religious palaces consecrated to
the Pure Spirit, these sacred servants, inaccessible to the curiosity of the vulgar, gave
themselves up without distraction to the sublime intercourse which was their mission
to maintain with the agents of Heaven. These dictated to their favored caste all that
celestial and terrestrial nature has of secrets that can be brought within reach of human
understanding, always infinitely limited to whatever degree of penetration one supposes
those most perfectly organized priests, endowed with the greatest genius, were to have.
What are these secrets, exactly? ZT doesn’t say; either the author of ZT was not privy to
them, or the author found it improper to state such secrets to those whom they neither knew nor
trusted, and for my part, I’d be charitable enough to accept the latter. All the great questions
we have about humanity’s origins and destinations, our questions about salvation and damnation,
our questions about afterlives or reincarnation—ZT simply doesn’t say, and in many cases, doesn’t
even hint at them. All we have is this method by which we can begin to refine ourselves and build
up a practice that will, so long as we keep to it, reach into the heavens themselves where all the
secrets of Creation and the Creator might be revealed to us in time.
This is why, in the “Second Supplement”, the author tells us to keep ourselves in “a moral
conduct and physical regimen” that keeps us relatively pure. This isn’t about divination—well,
not just about divination—but rather about us being able to accurately and consciously come into
contact with spirits:
• By avoiding heavy food, we free up our body and its senses to more easily allow the subtle
perception of and communication with spirits.
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• By avoiding stimulating food, we keep our mind clear from the fog of perturbation so that we
can accurately understand spirits without the message becoming biased or unclear.
• By avoiding heatedness of sexual or emotional passion, we keep ourselves noble and worthy
of entering into relationships with spirits and receiving their guidance and messages.
In the midst of the dietary restrictions ZT suggests, it brings up how so much spiritual communication occurs to us in dreams, and why ensuring that we dream well (especially in that liminal
state of us rising from dream in the morning at dawn) is so important for spiritual communication:
The Elect, whom no embarrassment of the head or stomach has afflicted at the moment
when sleep overtakes them, has consumed their digestion in a few hours, and then their
whole being is fully at rest; this is the proper moment to catch the Spirit who deigns to
communicate to this privileged mortal, and it is up to such a mortal to know how to take
advantage of this sign of favor granted to them, and to not confuse with phantasy that
which can be revelation, inspiration, and even sometimes apparition. Science, which is
indeed the Great Cabala, is the touchstone par excellence where any accident of dream
or vision can be tried and appraised at fair value. It is, we say, for the ordinary person, in
the morning at the coming of the dawn, that the heavenly Agents descend and manifest
themselves to the Elect.
This follows up on what the author said at the beginning of the “Second Supplement” regarding
sleep and dreams:
What do we know? Nothing, perhaps, of what happens to the soul during this leisurely
likeness of death called “sleep”; it is nothing but a superhuman apperception, whether
helpful or harmful, sometimes pretending at ordinary facts, sometimes something disguised in supernatural forms—dreams, we say, are perhaps just favors granted by benevolent Intelligences or vexations and ambushes prepared by malevolent Intelligences, but
are all too often too-fleeting impressions that vanish nearly in an instant, or symbols
that are too oblique and so remain silent for ordinary mortals because they do not know
the language necessary to understand them well. What one wants, what one is advised
to avoid or do, even superstitious notions that have been adopted to generalize for all
people the meaning that each material object can have in a dream all oppose a stupid,
extravagant prejudice against natural inspiration itself, which therefore has failed in its
effects.
In this light, especially considering the angelic focus of the “Second Supplement”, we build upon
the divinatory practice to become introduced to communing with spirits, but we actually do the
work of engaging with them primarily (it’d seem here) through the function of dreams—and not
just any spirits, but primarily the angel of our own natal star. This is best done at the coming of
the dawn since, as the light of the Sun begins to enter into the world, so too do “the heavenly Agents
[who] descend and manifest themselves to the Elect”. We come into contact with the spirits, and
especially our own angel, in order to better know ourselves and our natures, and thereby come to
know more about the world around us, and by extension the whole Creation and the one Creator.
All of this comes about through the honest and earnest communion we might have with spirits,
those celestial intelligences and heavenly agents, with whom such communion and communication
is “the most beautiful privilege that humanity might enjoy”, because it is by our thoughts led on by
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things higher than us (the “super” to the “human”) what we might reach “to spaces that can and
must be populated by a hierarchy of sublime beings”.
But, like. . . isn’t this a bit much? In a book about sortilege, it’s super weird to have such
an extended discussion about the virtues of a restrained diet to facilitate spiritual communication
in dreams and how the greatest things we might aspire to is such spiritual communication and
direction, right? But then, that’s because ZT isn’t just a book about sortilege. Among all the
various lessons of the mechanics and components of its divinatory system and how to approach
matters of querent and query, it’s clear that ZT gives us a much broader spiritual approach to
understanding matters of truth on scales that go far beyond the mere individual human. Even
though only the barest outlines of such a spiritual discipline is sketched out by ZT, it’s clear that
it aspires to be the gateway through which one can eventually access the highest secrets of divinity
and to live a holy life in continuous communion with heavenly beings. We should remember, after
all, that what ZT gives us is “a master key which will open not just the main doors but all the side
doors, all the cupboards, all the drawers, and even the smallest secrets”.
Of course, such access to divinity and divine secrets isn’t given to everyone, nor is it even
promised to everyone. Success in this sort of spiritual work depends on many factors, not least of
which is one’s own spiritual education (which ZT is meant to facilitate at an introductory level),
but also one’s faith: faith in the Supreme Being (“Without this faith, there is no connection between
the Supreme Being and humanity, and without such a connection, there can be no Great Cabala”)
and confidence in the Pure Spirit (” confidence in the Pure Spirit—which is the indispensable trait
of vocation which the Candidate must find themselves to possess”). As the Epistle repeatedly
emphasizes in its hypothetical rebuttals to imagined detractors of spirituality generally and ZT
specifically, there is nothing in the Great Cabala for those who would dismiss it or its claims out
of hand, or who would stringently favor human reason over superhuman gnōsis. In this light, I’m
reminded of part of the dialogue between Hermēs Trismegistos and Asklēpios from book IX, section
10 of the Corpus Hermeticum:
If you are mindful, Asklēpios, these things should seem true to you, but they will be
beyond belief if you have no knowledge. To understand is to believe, and not to believe is
not to understand. Reasoned discourse does not get to the truth, but mind is powerful,
and, when it has been guided by reason up to a point, it has the means to get as far as
the truth. After mind had considered all this carefully and had discovered that all of
it is in harmony with the discoveries of reason, it came to believe, and in this beautiful
belief it found rest. By an act of god, then, those who have understood find what I have
been saying believable, but those who have not understood do not find it believable.
Returning one last time to the Epistle, we were not only introduced to the subject matter of ZT
but also to a defense and explanation for its development and dissemination. The “Baron de N. . . ..”
notes that such a discipline as this is only in its infancy, given how much work we have to do to
salvage and reclaim the grand spiritual inheritance of the Magi, but reminds us even the grandest
temple starts with but a simple hut to serve as an erstwhile tabernacle for the humblest of altars.
Those who dedicate themselves to such a spiritual endeavor would find themselves to be planting
a sacred grove, keeping out those who would only disturb them—and, indeed, the author of ZT
fully expects that this work would remain unpopular, maligned, and chastised by the many, and
even many people today still scratch their heads at the incomplete, obtuse, or seemingly needlessly
complicated system of ZT. But, for those who would strive to make use of such a system, the author
simultaneously hopes that, even should it take centuries, the “moral gold” that is produced from
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the crucibles of the dedicated would be used to reforge the bonds of true wisdom once broken long
ago.
It’s my hope that all of this exploration over the past several weeks has helped attain at least
some measure of that, instead of letting this fascinating system languish forgotten on old shelves.
At this point, I’ve basically said everything I have to say on it, so we’ll wrap up this series in the
next and final post to summarize everything and bring it all together.
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Summary and Recap

Although I started this whole series off by introducing my own translation of FZT180 (which
is a good read in and of itself, I claim, especially since I don’t think anyone else has translated it
into English yet), I’ve tried in these ensuing posts to go over and offer my analysis and commentary
on not just the text but the system as a whole. I could have done this as part of my translation
itself or moved all of this to its own ebook, but. . . well, let’s be honest, all my own unanswered
questions would necessarily render such a thing distastefully incomplete, and I don’t like putting
out incomplete works like that. Plus, given how rare it is to find anything about this system
anywhere, I figured that just putting my analysis and commentary online for all to read was the
better choice to actually explore (and get others to explore) this neat system that gives us a lot
more than just what it seems. Reading and translating FZT was just the start of such a research
project, but there was so much more to say than just what could be communicated in a translation.
So, what did we learn from this blog project of mine?
• The “Telescope of Zoroaster, or, Key to the Great Divinatory Cabala of the Magi” is a form
of divination that can be described as sortilege performed with hexagonal tiles making use of
a mix of planetary, zodiacal, and (especially) numerological symbolism.
• The earliest version of ZT was published in French in 1796, but was only popularized several
decades later in a slightly abridged (and somewhat incomplete) German version included in
Johann Scheible’s 1846 Das Kloster as part of a compilation of other magical, divinatory, and
spiritual works.
• This book, in whatever format, has never been particularly popular, and there is very little
information about it out there. The most publicity this book has likely ever gotten was with
Ouroboros Press’ 2013 translation of the Das Kloster version.
• Even then, however, its historical obscurity is only one factor leading to its overall unpopularity, the other being its seeming obfuscated nature. Many people say that the system feels
incomplete while also being super complex, which is partially a result of how ZT itself frames
and teaches its own system, but also partially a result of how ZT got transmitted through
several translations with some parts getting abridged and other parts getting omitted.
• What the ZT text does, however, is provide a handful of principles that allows one to build
up a system of divination. Given that each digit has a meaning, each compound number that
makes use of those digits has a meaning built upon them; given that each corner of a hexagon
has a planetary meaning and vibe associated with it, breaking down a larger hexagon into a
smaller one allows for sub-planetary meanings and vibes.
• By extrapolating from simple principles, ZT allows for a profoundly detailed approach of
divination while relying on just a handful of basic notions. The real work in learning ZT
doesn’t lie in memorization of a large number of symbols or elaborate methods of construction,
but just in putting 2 and 2 together to get 4.
• However, although ZT presents itself primarily as an introductory manual of divination, it
couches this in an overall spiritual and mystical practice of coming to commune with spirits
180 https://digitalambler.com/2022/04/20/new-ebook-for-sale-the-telescope-of-zoroaster/
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to uncover more profound secrets in the cosmos. For however important learning matters of
the future might be, this is just the hook to get one started.
• Although the text goes on about the “Great Cabala”, it has very little in common with
the actual Jewish, Christian, or Hermetic styles of mysticism and spiritual practice normally
associated with that word. Indeed, there’s really nothing Jewish or Hermetic about ZT besides
it participating in the overall genre of Western esotericism.
Of course, despite all that we’ve covered, there’s still a handful of unanswered questions I have
regarding ZT, or at least things I’m still unsure of or not wholly convinced about:
1. Obviously, the ascription of ZT to André-Robert Andréa de Nerciat is a long-standing one that
has some historical backing, and while I’m inclined to accept it, it still all feels based on a lot
of evidence that I can only find to be circumstantial at best and which is otherwise uncritically
repeated by so many others. Despite all her other theories, Susan Audrey Grundy’s theory
that if we can connect the text to Nerciat at all, it’s likelier to my mind (given the stark
difference in topics normally associated with Nerciat), that he picked up the book and polished
it up, republishing it in one way or another rather than him being the one to write it. Still,
it’s something I personally have questionable feelings about either way.
2. Even if the text was written by Nerciat, to whom might the Epistle be addressed? Abbé
Baruel in his Memoirs181 says that it was addressed to “one of those Princes whom the
author does not name, but whose zealous pursuits in these mysteries are sufficiently known
by public report”. Is this just Barruel dramatizing something, or is this an actual reference
to an actual French royal?
3. The order of the planets in the Great Mirror (Sun in the middle, then Mars, Venus, Jupiter,
Mercury, Moon, Saturn counterclockwise, or alternatively Moon, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus,
Mars, Saturn clockwise) suggests a working knowledge of some basic astrological principles,
(what the malefics and benefics are, what the planetary rulerships are of the signs that are in
opposition to each other, etc.) but it only suggests it. Is this an actual pattern or arrangement
from some other system or book?
4. Likewise, when ZT mentions “Sol in medio” is some maxim from occult sciences, exactly which
is it referring to?
5. The way the primary digits are associated with the planets (1/9 for the Sun, 2/8 for the
Moon, 3 for Venus, 4 for Mercury, 5 for Saturn, 6 for Jupiter, 7 for Mars) may be based on
that given in Das Große Planeten-Buch with some changes for a more balanced system, but
is this really the case? Or is there some other system of numerology that was available to the
inventor of ZT that shows this more clearly?
6. Likewise, the way the lunar mansions natal stars work in ZT seems to be indebted to the
same (or similar) astrological tradition as Das Große Planeten-Buch, though of course there
are some differences. Is it really the case that ZT based its system on DGPB and adjusted it
to fit with the geometry of the Great Mirror, or did it have another source/tradition in mind?
181 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memoirs_Illustrating_the_History_of_Jacobinism
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7. Following up on the angels of the lunar mansions natal stars, what the heck is up with ZT
throwing in the three archangels Gabriel, Michael, and Raphael and replacing three of the
traditional lunar mansion angels? Similarly, why are some of the angels out of order compared
to what we’d normally expect?
8. Although we can pick up on a trend of how the compound Number tiles are assigned to the
non-Intelligence houses (or angels) of the Great Mirror, I can’t say that we have an actual
pattern that says specifically why certain tiles get put into certain houses, and there are even
a few assignments of tiles to houses/angels that just seems outright incorrect (like a Venus
tile given to Raphael in the orbit of Mars or Kiriel in the orbits of Mars and Saturn lacking a
Saturn tile). What’s the deal with those? Surely they could be swapped with other tiles that
make more sense.
9. On top of the actual technique and content of ZT, there’s also a number of literary or historical
references in ZT that I haven’t yet been able to pin down from the text itself:
(Ła) Sixth Step: the whole bit about Ferval seeing his mistress at midnight
(Łb) First Supplement:
i. The historical event regarding the accident of grave bodily harm suffered by a member of the French royal family in 1792 (maybe, as the Alexandre de Danánn book
says, is just a reference to Louis XVI?)
ii. The prophecy of the popes mentioned, which may or may not be the Prophecy of
the Popes182
(Łc) Second Supplement: the bit about Fortunatus
Maybe the answers to those questions lie in some forgotten French or German book on numerology or astrology, or maybe they could be found in some arcane French Revolutionary tome on the
spirituality of its time. Maybe they’re indicative of some system I’m not smart enough to figure
out whose principles aren’t as clearly indicated as some of the others in ZT, or maybe it’s just a
matter of leaving things to arbitrary choice in the mind of the designer and inventor of ZT. Either
way, they’re not things I have an answer to as yet, but maybe—despite all the other maybes—we
might have an answer to them one day.
On top of all of those doubts and questions, I also have a few musings of my own that I couldn’t
really fit into any of the earlier discussions, and would be good for further implementation and
practice to sort out and sift through:
1. It’s clear that the author of ZT tries to stretc.its numerology out as far as it will go: consider
how the number 5 is associated with Saturn/Lethophoro “the only essentially evil Intelligence”,
and also that Senamira (the Evil Principle) is depicted as a five-pointed star, and Sokak (the
Evil Spirit) as a five-pointed shooting star or a pentagon. What, then, should we make of the
number 3, given that Sisamoro and Sallak (the Good Principle and Good Spirit) are depicted
as triangles? Personally, I’d be inclined to think that the number 6 should be the opposite of
5, given how Jupiter is positioned directly opposite of Saturn in the Great Mirror and how
all the tiles have a hexagonal shape, and how 3 is given to Venus/Erosia which. . . I guess?
Maybe 3 represents the Good Principle and Good Spirit as some sort of descent from the
182 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prophecy_of_the_Popes
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Christian Trinity, and yet, it’s spirit-Sun/Psykomena (9) that’s described explicitly as a rival
and counterbalance to Lethophoro, so it’s an interesting play of numbers here. How far should
such number symbolism regarding good and evil be taken, and how else might that play out
in the system of ZT, both from a divinatory approach and a grander spiritual approach? Is
it reasonable to “correct” the glyphs used for Sisamoro and Sallak to use six-pointed stars (or
even nine-pointed stars) instead of a triangle in this light?
2. The notion of the Great Mirror being an instrument for scrying and spirit communication
is a tantalizing one, though one only barely mentioned or hinted at in ZT. It’s clear from
the Epilogue that this is a thing, but the text doesn’t say in any way how it might be a
thing. Is it a matter of contemplation and gazing, letting the mind frazzle out on seeing a
pattern of numbers to get enmeshed in the deeper connections between them? Is it a matter
of performing an invocation or plea to the angels associated with the numbers in turn and
asking for their help in coming to understand the tile specifically and mirror as a whole?
3. Likewise, what do we do with the knowledge that we have the two Spirits per person of
Sallak and Sokak in addition to one’s natal angel provided by their natal star? Is there a
corresponding Sallak and Sokak per angel, leading to a total of 56 total Spirits (2 × 28)?
Or, conversely, are the directives and guidances of Sallak and Sokak delegated to one’s natal
angel, who directs them accordingly? It seems like the Spirits are on the same ontological
level as the Intelligences, and given that the angels seem to be subservient to the Intelligences,
this should suggest that the Spirits are above the angels, so that first option seems wrong.
So what’s the specific interplay between our individual Good and Bad Spirits and our natal
angel? Do we approach and petition Sallak and Sokak for communion as we would with our
natal angel? For that matter, do we call upon Sisamoro for assistance? How do we factor in
the Supreme Being or Pure Spirit into all of this, into a whole sort of ZT “religious practice”?
4. Being someone generally inclined to all the corrupted, corrupting “so-called arts” that ZT
loves to hate so much, it annoys me that ZT decided to double up on the Sun and Moon to
make a set of nine planets instead of making use of the North and South Nodes of the Moon,
which would be the more logical pair of things to pick up on to make a set of nine (and which
are still used to this day heavily in jyotish astrology). Heck, even the arrangement of the
Intelligences in Plate VI (the one for all the angels on the Great Mirror) puts Genhelia and
Psykomena as the odd ones out, making a natural suggestion that Genhelia/matter-Sun/digit
1 could be given to the North Node, and Psykomena/spirit-Moon/digit 8 could be given to
the South Node. Of course, the whole basis of symbolism and everything is based on these
being solar and lunar entities, so could the system be amended to include these astrological
entities, or could they just be slid in as-is?
5. Given how the Epistle is written to some noble by some admirer (e.g. Nerciat), the suggestion
is strong that at least this part (as well as a few clues in the ZT text itself) was written
towards the end of the French Revolution, the dissolution of the monarchy, and the abolition
of the nobility. Given the strange times that we can presume that ZT was written in, how
much of what we find in ZT regarding its spirituality and cosmology can we find in thencurrent beliefs? Is this all stuff that comes from the ancien régime, or was there a subtle
Revolutionary spirituality within it, as well? I’m far from educated on the history generally
or nuances of spirituality specifically in that troubled time, but it’d be cool to compare and
contrast what we find in ZT with other texts from the same time period.
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6. I wonder about the actual process and sequence of ZT’s development, because some parts of
the system seem tacked on. Like, the whole bit about the angels feels slapped onto the system
as a way to expand it without it actually being necessary for the system itself, as do the 90
compound Number tiles being associated to the houses, but I don’t think this was done at
the same time. Rather, my feeling from the text (which I can’t really substantiate) is that
the angels were given (or fitted) to the houses to determine their planetary rulerships based
on their orbits first, then the tiles to the angels second. Things like this intrigue me, because
if I were to develop a system based on similar principles, there are a whole bunch of ways to
go about such a thing in a other manners, so why did the inventor of ZT pick this approach?
Likewise, if they were tacked on and weren’t intended to belong to the system as originally
envisioned, why would they have been included: for the sake of seeming completeness by an
audience they were trying to market to, or because some student reminded them to include
it?
These would be great things to consider for future research, at least from the active use, consideration, and development of ZT, and if not by me then by someone else. (Don’t forget Calyxa’s
excellent ZT toolset available for purchase from The Game Crafter183 for your convenience!) After all, even if ZT doesn’t give us a treatise, it does give us a key, so maybe we just
have to actually start using it to unlock the answers to some of these questions. Maybe, if this
post series helps get people more familiar and comfortable with ZT as a divinatory system and a
spiritual system, it might get other people in on the game of this, as well. That’d be my hope, at
any rate—maybe not one so grand as the Epistle’s “restoration of this ancient moral gold in new
crucibles”, but hey, it did anticipate this to be the work of centuries, after all, and it’s already been
two.
But, at least for now, I’m going to put my copy of the Ouroboros Press translation back on the
shelf, nestled amongst the other Nice Books or fine or rare editions I have. In the nine years since
I bought it, this has been the longest amount of time it’s spent off the shelf and on my desk or in
my hands, but with this little project of mine coming to a close, it’s time to return it to its snug
spot back up with the rest of the books—albeit with a few more friends that it picked up along
the way it didn’t have before. This time, however, I’m not putting the book back with the promise
to actually read it and learn the system one day; I’m putting the book back having finally fulfilled
such a promise, and having done so to such an extent that I’d never have imagined when I got the
book back in 2013, not only having absorbed everything such a book can give, but also to have
surpassed the book, dug into its own sources, and produced other work to keep up with it. It feels
pretty good, not gonna lie.
Of course, learning about a thing is one thing, but learning from a thing is quite another. We
might have learned plenty about the book and its system, but I hope that this little blog series of
mine has also helped us learn from it, as well—not just as a method of divination, but about the
methods and goals of spirituality itself.

183 https://www.thegamecrafter.com/games/zoroaster-s-telescope
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